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ABSTRACT 

International regime theory assumes the hegemon's 

willingness and capability to be the necessary and sufficient 

conditions for creating regimes. The larger the power 

disparity between the hegemon and the subordinate countries, 

the better the conditions for regime formation will be. But 

in Asia-Pacific, regime formation has gained momentum since 

the U.S. hegemonic power began to decline. How do we explain 

the II anomaly II in Asia-Pacific cooperation? What distinct 

patterns of regime dynamics have demonstrated in this region? 

My central assumptions are first, Asia-Pacific regional 

cooperation is, to a great extent, determined by the 

respective postures of China and Japan as well as the nature 

of their bilateral relations; second, regime dynamics in this 

region can be better captured from the perspective of these 

two Asian indigenous major powers. 

I draw upon regime theory, constructivist arguments, and 

aspects of the traditional-Chinese-dominated East Asian order 

to devise the theoretical frameworks for this study. These 

theoretical frameworks enable us to capture the fluidity and 

complexity that have characterized the process of Asia-Pacific 

regime creation. We find that China's great leap outward has 

facilitated an ideational change, bringing China closer to the 

rules, norms, and principles of regional economic regime. Yet 
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China's cognitive support have been mixed and it has refrained 

from committing to any fora of regional cooperation. 

Similarly, Japan has adopted a minimalist approach to regional 

cooperation. Uncertainties and mixed feelings characterize 

Sino-Japanese relations. China and Japan have not formed and 

are unlikely to form a polit:" cal partnership to forge an 

exclusively Asian bloc, nor have their bilateral relations 

evolved or are likely to evolve toward confrontation to effect 

the collapse of regional cooperation. 

Finally, I summarize how patterns of regime dynamics in 

Asia-Pacific can be identified and assessed by focusing on the 

category of the two Asian powers. I conclude that the embedded 

liberalism defining European-Atlantic regimes could never hold 

in Asia-Pacific. Regime dynamics in Asia-Pacific have 

proceeded and will continue to evolve in a fashion that 

reflects the distinctive power and cultural reality in this 

world arena. 
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1. Introduction: Indigenous Major Powers 

and International Regime Formation in Asia-Pacific 

International regime theory emphasizes the hegemon's 

willinqness and capability as essential for regime formation. 

Hegemonic entrepreneurship is assumed to be the necessary and 

sufficient condition for creating regimes. But in Asia

Pacific, during the two decades after the Second World War 

when the U.S. hegemonic power was in its ascendancy, there 

were no incentives for the hegemon and subordinate countries 

to create regionwide multilateral arrangements. Experiments in 

multilateral ism, such as the Southeast Asia Treaty 

Organization (SEATO), soon ended in failure. 

Yet since the late 1960s when the U.S. hegemonic power 

began to diffuse, regime formation has gained stronger 

momentum. Institutionally, with the support of the Pacific 

Economic Cooperation Council (PECC), the Pacific Basin 

Economic Council (PBEC), and the Pacific Trade and Development 

Conference (PAFTAD), the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 

(APEC) conference has become the central forum through which 

a sense of regional identity has been promoted. In terms of 

the normative framework of a regime, free trade, open 

regionalism, and liberalized investment have become the 

consensual principles and norms. In terms of the instruments 
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of a regime, viz., the rules and decision-making procedures, 

there is a general recognition that Asia-Pacific cooperation 

has proceeded and should continue to develop in a gradualist, 

loosely structured, and unbinding fashion. A regime of a kind 

is emerging. How do we explain the II anomaly II in the Asia

Pacific cooperation? What distinct patterns of regime dynamics 

have demonstrated in this region? 

The central assumptions of this inquiry are (1) that the 

distinct regime dynamics in Asia-Pacific are, to a great 

extent, determined by the respective postures of China and 

Japan as well as the nature of their bilateral relations; (2) 

Asia-Pacific cooperation can be fruitfully examined from the 

perspectives of these two Asian indigenous maj or powers. 

Although economic cooperation is the focus of this study, my 

main concern is with the political process governing the 

development of fora of regional economic cooperation, most 

notably APEC. 

Indigenous Major Powers and Asia-Pacific Cooperation 

The pioneer of regime theory, economist Charles 

Kindleberger, argues that, to overcome the obstacles posed by 

sovereignty and self-help in order for international regimes 

to be created, leadership or what Kindleberger approvingly 

calls a "benevolent despot II is presumably needed. The 

benevolent hegemonic power is said to play the critical role 
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of "getting others to conform to the requirements of those 

orders through some combination of cohesion, cooperation, and 

the manipulation of incentives. ,,1 

Inspired by Charles Kindleberger's approach, some 

international relations theorists began to conceptualize 

leadership by defining hegemony as the preponderance of 

material resources as measured by tangible power resources. 2 

These "basic forces models," however, were often unable to 

explain discrepancies between power concentration and 

outcomes. Theorists sought to refine the crude hegemonic 

theory by incorporating the intangible factors such as 

national will and domestic policy support. Hegemony is thus 

redefined as a situation in which "one state is powerful 

enough to maintain the essential rules governing interstate 

relations, and willing to do SO.,,3 

According to Stephen Krasner, the hegemonic distribution 

of power leads to regime formation "because it is in the 

interest of a hegemonic state to pursue such a policy and 

1 Charles P. Kindleberger, The World in Depression, 1979-1939. 
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973. 

2 For a summary of this, see Robert O. Keohane, After 
Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World Political 
Economy. Princeton: NJ.: Princeton University Press, 1984, 
chapter 3. 

3 Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S . Nye, Power and 
Interdependence: World Politics in Transition. Boston: Little, 
Brown, p.44. 
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because the hegemon has the resources to provide the 

collective goods needed to make such a system function 

effectively.n 4 For instance, openness in international trade 

is most likely to occur during the periods when a hegemonic 

state is in its ascendancy.s The thrust of regime theory is 

that although "cooperation after hegemony" is possible because 

maintaining existing regimes is much easier than creating 

them, hegemony is, nonetheless, the necessary and presumably 

sufficient condition for regime formation. 6 This aS3umption 

about regime creation is clearly a corollary of hegemonic 

stability theory which posits that a cooperative and orderly 

international political economy is only possible under 

hegemony. 

H~gemonic stability theory cum regime theory emphasizes 

4 Stephen Krasner, "Regime and the Limits of Realism: Regimes 
as Autonomous variables." International Organization 36, 2 
(Spring 1982), p. 499. Major works in hegemonic stability 
theory include Charles p. Kindleberger, the World in 
Depression. Berkeley: University of Berkeley Press, 1973; 
Robert Gilpin, War and Change in World Politics. New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981; Robert Gilpin, The Political 
Economy of International Relations. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1987; Robert o. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, 
Power and Interdependence. Boston: Little, Brown, 1976; 
Keohane, After Hegemony. 

5 Stephen Krasner, "State Power and the Structure of 
International Trade." World Politics, 28, 3, April 1976. 

6 Krasner argues that regimes, once formed, "may assume a life 
of their own," creating lags between shifts in basic causal 
variables, especially power distribution, and regimes. See his 
"Regimes and the Limits of Realism: Regimes as Autonomous 
Variables." International Organization 36, 2, Spring 1982. 
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power concentration and the will to exercise power on the part 

of the hegemon as the sole variable to explain regime 

formation. It follows that the larger the power disparity 

between the hegemon and the subordinate countries, the better 

the conditions for regime formation will be. But if the 

predominance of a hegemon is essential for the creation of 

regimes, then a puzzle arises concerning the Asia-Pacific 

regional cooperation. Why has there been stronger momentum for 

regime formation in this region at a time when the United 

States' predominant power began to diffuse toward a more 

balanced power configuration, a condition which is generally 

believed unfavorable for regime creation? 

Donald Crone is the only scholar who has noted and taken 

seriously this II paradox II in the Pacific political economy. 7 

Crone argues that "hegemony does matter, but its decline is 

more decisive than its ascendance for regime formation in this 

world arena. 118 He asserts that the narrowing of power 

disparity between the hegemon and the II subordinate countries II 

brings about an lIoptimum power stratification" which in turn 

gives impetus for the creation of regionwide multilateral 

arrangements. In the meantime, the cultural differences across 

7 See Donald Crone, "Does Hegemony Matter? The Reorganization 
of the Pacific Political Economy. II World Poli tics, 25 (July 
1993), pp. 501-25. 

8 Ibid, p. 502. 
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the Pacific explain the underdevelopment of regime in Asia

Pacific. 

Crone's thesis is novel. But under closer scrutiny one 

finds that his arguments about power stratification and 

cultural differences are often asserted rather than explained. 

The reader is still unclear about the critical issue: why and 

how is the hegemonic decline conducive to regime formation? 

The explanatory power of Crone's approach is undermined by the 

nebulosity of his conceptions about the optimality of power 

distribution and cultural differences. 

I assume that understanding the roles played by Asia's 

two major indigenous powers, China and Japan, is critical to 

explain the distinctive process of how power and cultural 

change determine the dynamics of regime formation in Asia

Pacific. With this critical link missing, Crone has to 

attribute u.s. hegemonic deflation and the narrowing of power 

disparities to some mysterious "exogenous power change. ,,9 But 

it is precisely the endogenous process of the rise of 

indigenous powers that has challenged the preeminence of the 

hegemon in this region. Instead of simply asserting that "the 

erosion of extreme hegemony changes the incentives of all 

states, ,,10 explicit attention should be given to how political 

9 Ibid., p. 504. 

10 Ibid., p. 507. 
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space previously closed, was opened to subordinate actors. 

The power distance between the hegemon and the 

subordinate countries is, indeed, a critical factor 

determining regime dynamics. As will be discussed in the next 

chapter, the success and longevity of the traditional 

Sinocentric East Asian order underscores the importance of the 

"distance" factor. For most of its history, the power 

discrepancy between China and its Asian neighbors was 

unrivalled compared with any modern hegemonic systems. The 

optimum distance was made possible by China's (hegemonic) 

self-restraints and abnegation. More important, the "distance 

problem" was solved by the distinct cultural assumptions 

underlying the Chinese dominated East Asian order. Notably, 

the tributary system was the theory and practice of the 

Chinese order. Under the tributary system, subordinate 

countries paid homage to the Celestial Kingdom and recognized 

China's cultural superiority in exchange for larger benefits 

of economic gains and security protection. Considering China's 

power predominance, the instances in which the Chinese 

resorted to outright intervention or military invasion to 

force the submission of the lesser countries were remarkably 

limited. 11 

11 This is not to suggest a monolithic and static Chinese 
dominated regional system. Nonculturalist factors, such as 
considerations of state power and Chinese ethnic 
assertiveness, often moderated and even challenged 
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Interestingly, Crone seems to imply the essentiality of 

lIoptimum distance. II Yet he sets his focus only on power 

configuration, while overlooking the mode of power exercise. 

How power is exercised is as important as how power is 

distributed in determining the distance between the hegemon 

and subordinate countries. Rather than asserting that an 

optimum power distance has already been achieved, I regard 

this as an open question. In other words, I treat it as a 

variable, asking hew power has been distributed and exercised 

in Asia-Pacific, and to what extent Asia-Pacific has moved 

toward a pattern of optimum distance. 

Related to the distance factor is the cultural dimension 

in understanding regime dynamics in Asia-Pacific. The 

millennia of the Sinocentric regime in East Asia underscored 

the importance of a cultural basis for the formation and 

maintenance of different regimes. Culture influences 

international relations by shaping the intersubjective 

meanings within which national preferences and strategic 

incentives are formed. 

Wi th both the dimensions of power and culture determining 

regime dynamics, the category of indigenous maj or powers 

culturalism, bringing about significant variations over time 
in the cultural identity of the Chinese dominated regional 
order. For a fuller treatment of this, see James Townsend, 
IIChinese Nationalism. II The Australia Journal of Chinese 
Affairs, No. 27, January 1992, pp. 97-130. 
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deserves special attention. Intuitively, simply including 

China and Japan in the category of II subordinate II countries 

does injustice to their roles in any Asia-Pacific regional 

arrangements. When discussing how the erosion of extreme 

hegemony reshapes the incentives of subordinate countries 

toward regimes, it is important to distinguish the indigenous 

major powers from other minor Asian countries. 

Insofar as power stratification still exists, the 

redistribution of power will not lead to equal gains for all 

the subordinate countries. Moreover, hegemonic deflation does 

not mean common changes of strategic incentives toward 

multilateral order. The indigenous major powers define their 

interests and project their power across and beyond their own 

geographical region. u To the extent that their power and 

policy positions are different from other countries, the 

indigenous maj or powers deserve systematic treatment as a 

separate category between the hegemon and other minor 

countries. As mediatory factors, they help impart values which 

may narrow or widen value disjunctures caused by cultural and 

power disparities between the hegemon and other subordinate 

12 I draw upon Brian Job's definition of major powers and 
regional powers among his four types of states, the others 
being global powers and small states. See his IIMatters of 
Multilateralism: liThe Relevance of the Concept to the 
Consideration of Regional Conflict Management, II pp. 13 -4. 
Paper for delivery at the 1994 annual meeting of the American 
Political Science Association, New York, September 1-4, 1994. 
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countries. 

Regimes often take the forms of what Young terms 

"negotiated orders," resulting from bargaining .13 The meanings 

and institutional arrangements of the postwar Atlantic-based 

regime are the products of negotiations between the hegemon 

and the European major powers, especially Great Britain and 

France. After intense negotiations, the American aversion 

against and the British and French proclivity towards 

K~ynesianism eventually reached a compromise prescribing that 

multilateralism would be predicated upon state intervention to 

contain domestic social and economic dislocations generated by 

market forces. In other words, mul tilateralism should be 

compatible with domestic stability. This new consensus based 

on a reshaped social purpose and configurations of state-

society relations is what Ruggie terms lithe compromise of 

embedded liberalism. 1114 Through struggle and compromise, the 

Americans eventually accepted the welfare state and the French 

and British moved to accept the new multilateralism. The 

process of the Atlantic-based regime formation exemplifies the 

essentiality of secondary powers' manoeuvre and bargaining in 

13 Oran Young, "Regimes Dynamics: The Rise and Fall of 
International Regimes. II International Organiza tion, 36, Spring 
1982. 

14 John Ruggie, II International Regimes, Transactions, and 
Change: Embedded Liberalism in the post-war Economic Order. II 

International Organization 36, Spring 1982. 
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reconstructing the normative framework on which postwar trade 

and financial regimes were created. 

The role of indigenous major powers is even more 

important in Asia-Pacific given that the Asia-Pacific regional 

economic cooperation has evolved during the period when the 

hegemonic power has been in decline. Equally important is that 

the Asia-Pacific cooperation has occurred within a cross-

cultural context. The gap between the values, normative 

structures and cognitive national structures are much larger 

and especially difficult to overcome in a cross-cultural 

context than in a region with comparatively stronger cultural 

homogeneity. 

According to hegemonic stability theory, rising 

potential hegemons are to contest the shape of institutions 

and norms in a way that reflects more of their interests and 

images .15 When a hegemon is no longer able to offer a free 

ride, other major actors are likely to become paying 

customers .16 No longer able to mold international outcomes 

unilaterally by structuring the choices and preferences of 

minor powers, a declining hegemon may have to bend to a 

15 This argument draws from Snidal's discussion of the 
incentives of secondary powers to maintain existing regimes, 
see his "Limits of Hegemonic Stability Theory." International 
Organization 39, Autumn 1985, pp. 611-2. 

16 Stephen Krasner, IIStructural Causes and Regime Consequences: 
Regimes as Intervening Variables." International Organization 
36, Spring 1982, p. 199. 
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multilateral arrangement. 17 The de facto monopoly of decision

making by the u.s. in the bilateral arrangements should give 

way to a more genuinely multilateral one. 18 Yet the opening of 

"political space" previously closed does not just follow with 

the decline of asymmetries of power and interest. When the 

relative power of the hegemon is in decline, the hegemon 

becomes especially predatory and it no longer affords 

magnanimity, hence, is much less willing to make 

concessions. 19 The evolution toward optimal distance involves 

hard bargaining, negotiation, and power struggles in which 

rising indigenous powers playa key role. 

The difficulty of cognitive structural change necessary 

for regime formation is reinforced by the fact that Asia-

Pacific cooperation has evolved in the context of two 

presumably contrasting cultures. On one side of the Pacific is 

Western liberalism embodied by the hegemon, namely the u.s .. 

On the other side of the ocean lies the Asian cultures, 

displayed by West Pacific countries. Kurth sketches out a 

"Pacific paradigm" in Asia that is, in many ways, culturally 

distinct from the mainstream "Atlantic paradigm" in 

17 Duncan Snidal, "The Limits of Hegemonic Theory." 
International Organization 39, Autumn 1985, pp. 579-614. 

18 Lisa L. Matin, "Interests, Power, and Multilateralism," 
International Organization 46 (4), Autumn 1992, pp. 765-792. 

19 Gilpin, The Political Economy of International Relations, 
passim and in particular, p. 90, and p. 345. 
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international relations. According to Kurth, the "embedded 

liberalism" identifiable in many Atlantic-centered regimes is 

conspicuously lacking in Western Pacific region. 20 Kurth 

emphasizes that what gives the culturally determined Pacific 

paradigm contemporary weight is that it is adopted by China 

and Japan, although certain elements are held" in some version 

by most East Asian states, including the so called little 

tigers- - South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore. ,,21 

The organizing principles of most of the Asian countries, 

notably China and Japan, are by no means Western liberal 

democratic. Robert Gilpin notes that Japan and the U. S. 

represent two different variants of capitalism, and there 

exists a clash of the Japanese "Confucian social order and the 

American Lockean order. ,,22 Peter Cowhey argues that the 

domestic political and economic structures of the United 

States and Japan are diametrically different. Japan's domestic 

political institutions, organizing structure, and the nature 

of the electoral system combine to hinder the Japanese belief 

20 James K. Kurth, "The Pacific Basin versus the Atlantic 
Alliance: Two Paradigms of International Relations. " Annals of 
the American Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 
50S, September 1989. 

21 Ibid, p. 37, and pp. 34-45, passim. 

22 Gilpin, The Political Economy of International Relations. 
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in and commitment to liberal multilateral regimes. 23 

The particularly divergent cultural cleavages in Asia-

Pacific have been further demonstrated by the East Asian 

developmental model that is based on indigenous Asian 

cultures, especially traditional Confucianism.~ The Asian 

developmental model as exemplified by Japan and the II four 

little tigers ll is based upon a distinct conception of, among 

other things, family-state relations and collective-individual 

responsibility rooted in Confucianism. The developmental state 

that governs the market generates distinct processes of 

political economy in the region. These processes IIcannot be 

analyzed in terms of state 'intervention' in an economy which 

is in some sense alien or discrete. Indeed, we should be alert 

to the ideological roots of the language of 'intervention,' as 

a linguistic expression of an economic liberalism which 

polarizes state from market and is of limited utility in 

understanding the roots and dynamics of East Asian 

23 Peter F. Cowhey, IIDomestic Institutions and the Credibility 
of International Commitments: Japan and the United States." 
International Organization 47, Winter 1993, pp. 299-326. 

24 See, for examples, H. Kahn, liThe Confucian Ethic and 
Economic Growth, II M. A. Seligson, ed., The Gap Between the 
Rich and Poor. Boulder: Westview Press, 1984; S. L. Wong, 
"Modernization and Chinese Culture in Hong Kong, II China 
Quarterly 106, pp. 306-325; S. Creenhalgh, "Families and 
Networks in Taiwan's Economic Development,1I E.A. Winkler and 
S. Greehalgh, eds., Contending Approaches to the Political 
Economy of Taiwan. Armonk: Sharp, 1988; Cal Clark and Steve 
Chan, eds., IIEast Asian Development Model." Special edition of 
International Studies Notes, 1990. 
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development. The relationship between state and economy in 

East Asia has been more organic and multidimensional. ,,25 

The cultural divergence has led to the observation that 

one source of international conflict is the struggle between 

competing models of capitalism informed by competing bodies of 

ideas which have replaced the ideological battle between 

capitalism and communism. 26 In a similar vein but in a more 

alarmist way, Samuel Huntington enunciates his provocative 

thesis that "the clash of civilizations will dominate global 

politics. 27 The reality is "a West at the peak of its power 

confronts non-Wests that increasingly have the desire, the 

will and the resources to shape the world in non-Western 

ways. ,,28 According to Huntington, one of the major non-Western 

25 Gordon White and Robert Wade, "Developmental States and 
markets in East Asia: An Introduction." Gordon Nhi te, ed., 
Developmental States in East Asia. London: Macmillan Press, 
1988, p. 26. See also Frederic C. Deyo, ed., The Political 
Economy of the New Asian Industrialism. Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1987; Robert Wade, Governing the Market. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990. 

26 A recent survey of the burgeoning literature on variants of 
capitalism can be found in James Fallows, "What Can Save the 
Economy?" New York Review of Books, April 23, 1992, pp. 12-17. 
For a provocative argument drawing on historical and cultural 
factors of Japanese model as an alternate form of capitalism, 
see Karel van Wolferen, The Enigma of Japanese Power. New 
York: Vintage Books, and his "The Japan Problem Revisited," 
Foreign Affairs, Fall 1990. 

27 Samuel P. Huntington, "The Clash of Civilizations?" Foreign 
Affairs. Vol. 72, No.3, Summer, 1993, pp. 22-49. 

28 Ibid, p. 26. 
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civilizations that provides a major threat to the West is 

Confucian culture embodied in East Asia. 

My emphasis on cultural difference is not to suggest a 

clearcut cultural dichotomy. What is emphasized, instead, is 

that the profound cultural difference across the Pacific is a 

social fact that Asia-Pacific cooperation has to cope with. 

According to Ruggie, social purposes IIreflect a particular 

configuration of state-society relations. 1129 It follows that 

social purpose or the normative framework of the regimes is 

deeply rooted in the domestic political structure and 

cultures. Divergent cultures may generate a vast gap in 

normative frameworks and social purposes among states, posing 

enormous obstacles for regime creation. 

Given the centrality of China and Japan in East Asian 

history and culture, it is assumed that the two Asian powers 

represent not only the major carriers of cultural embodiment, 

but also the major mediatory forces of cultural transformation 

and adjustments that may shape the cognitive structures of the 

United States and other Asian members away or toward 

multilateral collaboration. Hence, we ask what roles China and 

Japan have played in constructing the II social purpose II and the 

normative framework upon which fora of Asia-Pacific economic 

cooperation are based. 

29 Ruggie, IIInternational Regimes, Transactions, and Change, II 
p. 423. 
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Factors of culture and power are mutually reinforcing and 

frequently difficult to disentangle. To use Ruggie's terms, a 

regime is a function of "the fusion of power and legitimate 

social purpose. "30 Some of the value differences are based on 

culture whilst others result from self-interest and power 

disparities. To capture the dynamics of regime formation, we 

need to examine how power and culture interact to impact upon 

the variance in states' cognitive structures toward regionally 

based multilateral undertakings. 

The Theoretical Framework: 

As has been suggested in the above section, I mainly draw 

upon regime theory and constructivist theory to devise the 

theoretical framework for this study. The concept of 

international regimes provides a yardstick and language with 

which to assess the evolution of formal and informal 

institutions governing international cooperation. The thrust 

of the most recent constructionist theory is that national 

interests and identity are not given but defined through the 

interactive process of international forces and domestic 

politics. By incorporating many of the constructivist 

arguments, I seek to modify and refine regime theory to 

construct our conceptual frameworks. Here theory is used as "a 

~ Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transactions, and Change," 
p. 404. 
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set of questions," devising frameworks for interpretation and 

analysis. 31 

We define international cooperation as a process in 

which spatially differentiated states are brought into 

conformity with one another through a process of negotiation, 

coordination, and adjustment. To use Robert Keohane's words, 

"intergovernmental cooperation takes place when the policies 

actually followed by one government are regarded by its 

partners as facilitating realization of their own objectives, 

as the result of policy coordination."n 

International regimes facilitate cooperation by setting 

constraints on state action, thereby bringing about patterned 

state behavior through joint rather than independent decision

making. 33 International regimes are commonly defined as 

sets of implicit or explicit principles, norms, 
rules, and decision-making procedures around which 
actors' expectations converge in a given area of 
international relations. Principles are beliefs of 
facts, causation, and rectitude. Norms are 
standards of behavior defined in terms of rights 
and obligations. Rules are specific prescriptions 
or proscriptions for action. Decision-making 
procedures are prevailing practices for making and 

31 For a discussion about using "theory as a set of questions, " 
see Stanley Hoffmann, Contemporary Theory in International 
Relations. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1960, pp. 
40-53. 

32 Keohane, After Hegemony, pp. 51-2. 

33 Arthur A. Stein, "Coordination and Collaboration: Regimes in 
an Anarchic World." International Organization, 36 (2), Spring 
1982, p. 301. 
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implementing collective choice. 34 

As convergent expectations among states, institutionalized and 

noninstitutionalized, regimes shape states towards cooperative 

behavior, thereby providing a certain degree of "governance 

without government. ,,35 with regimes in place, the realist 

assumption that cooperation has to occur under anarchy, is 

modera ted. 36 

Robert o. Keohane uses microeconomic theory of market 

failures to examine "the demand for international regimes. ,,37 

He argues that regimes are needed to reduce the "pervasive 

uncertainty" existing under the endemic anarchy of the 

Wal tzian decentralized "self -help II international system. 38 

According to Keohane, 

34 Stephen Krasner, "Structural Causes and Regime Consequences: 
Regimes as Intervening Variables," International Organization 
36 (Spring 1982), p. 186. For various other definitions of 
international regimes, see James E. Dougherty and Robert L. 
Pfaltzgraff, Jr., Contending Theories of International 
Relations. Harper Collins Publishers, 1990, pp. 167-172. 

35 James Rosenau and Ernst-Otto Czempiel, 
wi thou t Governmen t : Order and Change in 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992. 

eds. , 
World 

Governance 
Poli tics. 

36 Kenneth A. Oye, ed., Cooperation Under Anarchy. Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1986. 

37 Keohane, International Institutions and State Power, pp. 
101-131. 

~ Kenneth Waltz most systematically enunciates his neorealist 
conception of international politics as a self-help system in 
his Theory of International Poli tics. Reading, Mass.: Addison
Wesley, 1979. 



Regimes are developed in part because actors in 
world politics believe that with such arrangements 
they will be able to make mutually beneficial 
agreements that would otherwise be difficult or 
impossible to attain. In other words, regimes are 
valuable to governments where, in their absence, 
certain mutually beneficial agreements would be 
impossible to consummate. In such situations, ad 
hoc joint action would be inferior to results of 
negotiation within a regime context. 39 
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Regimes serve to reduce transaction costs and uncertainty, 

caused by information imperfection, as identified by the 

economic theory of market failure. In this way, regimes 

increase the likelihood of outcomes that enhance mutually 

beneficial gains for all parts. 

To further explain the relationship between international 

regimes and cooperation, Rousseau's famous parable is useful. 

Five men in a presocial state of nature were compelled by 

hunger to cooperate in a stag hunt. As they were stalking the 

stag, a rabbit ran into their reach. One of the hunters chose 

to chase after the rabbit, a move that scared away the deer. 4o 

Invariably, the story has been used to illuminate the 

difficulty typical of international cooperation under 

conditions of anarchy. 41 The logic holds that with no central 

39 Keohane, International Institutions and State Power, p. 108. 

~ Jean-Jacques Rousseau, A Discourses on the Origin of 
Inequality. New York: E. P. Dutton, 1755/1950, p. 238. 

41 See most notably, Kenneth Waltz, Man, the State, and War. 
New York: Columbia University Press, 1959. pp. 167, 192. 
Keohane, After Hegemony, p. 264. Justin Rosenberg, What's the 
Matter with Realism? Review of International Studies, Vol. 16, 
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authority to enforce agreements and no adequate communication 

to assure knowledge of others' intentions, individual states 

often calculate their actions based on myopic interpretations 

of interest. They tend to act like the presocial hunter who 

elected to preempt his fellow hunters by trying to seize the 

rabbit, a move that disrupted the collective stag-hunt. This 

is the classical case that an individual's rational pursuit of 

self-interest leads to the "prisoners' dilemma," a condition 

in which all players are worse off, rather than "Pareto-

optimal," a situation in which joint benefits are maximized. 

Kenneth Waltz captures the predicament of state 

interaction by asserting that "each country is trying to 

snatch the hare (an advantage over its neighbors) without 

losing the stag (the benefits of the international system) ."~ 

Uncertain about wr..at others will do and concerned about 

cheating, the state focuses on both relative and absolute 

gains from international cooperation. 43 The inherent antinomy 

generates "the conflict between collective and individual 

interests as an inescapable feature of cooperation itself. ,,44 

No.4, 1990, p. 293. 

42 Waltz, Man, the State, and War, p. 192. 

43 Joseph M. Grieco, "Anarchy and the Limits of Cooperation: A 
Realist Critique of the Newest Liberal Institutionalism, II 

International Organization 42 (3), Summer 1988. 

44 Rosenberg, "What's the Matter with Realism,lI p. 293. 
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Regime theorists seek to address this dilemma besetting 

international cooperation. In their view, granted that assured 

harmony of interests are impossible, common interest and 

mutual fidelity can be promoted by a set of norms, rules, 

principles and procedures that are jointly subscribed to and 

abided by. In this way, regimes delegitimize defection thereby 

make it more costly. 45 

As an "intervening variable" or intermediate factor, 

regimes stand between the anarchic international system and 

state behavior. They contain injunctions that influence or 

circumscribe behavior in ways that facilitate the making of 

substantive agreements between states. As Keohane asserts, "In 

general, regimes make it more sensible to cooperate by 

lowering the likelihood of being double-crossed. ,,46 With "the 

conjunction of convergent expectations and patterns of 

behavior or practice,,,Q regimes help to overcome barriers to 

cooperation, as suggested by Rousseau's stag-hunt tale. Most 

importantly, regimes serve to dispel the state's concentration 

on its myopic interests, thus making realization of their 

collective interests easier. As Robert Jervis argues, the 

concept of regimes "implies not only norms and expectations 

45 Robert Axelrod and Robert O. Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation 
under Anarchy." Oye, ed. Cooperation under Anarchy, p. 250. 

46 Keohane, After Hegemony, p. 97. 

47 Young, "Regime Dynamics," p. 278. 
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that facilitate cooperation, but a form of cooperation that is 

more than the following of short-run self-interests. ,,48 

Regimes can be explicit and implicit, institutionalized 

and non-institutionalized. According to Friedrich Kratochwil 

and John Ruggie, "The emphasis on convergent expectations as 

the constitutive basis of regimes gives regimes an inescapable 

intersubj ecti ve quality. ,,49 The consensual bas is upon which 

regimes are constructed is therefore considered more important 

than the formal organizational structures. Since Asia-Pacific 

regional cooperation is weakly institutionalized, regime 

theory is especially useful for an analysis of the regime 

dynamics in this region. 

To devise the analytical frameworks of this inquiry, I 

modify and refine regime theory by incorporating the newly 

emerging constructivist approach. According to Alexander 

Wendt, state interests and identities are not exogenously 

given by the state system but endogenous to state 

interaction. 50 By reconstructing the 

a Robert Jervis, "Security Regimes." 
Organization 36 (2), Spring 1982, p. 357. 

agent-structure 

International 

49 Friedrich Kratochwil and John G. Ruggie, "International 
Organization: A State of the Art on an Art of the State." 
International Organization 40 (4), Autumn 1986, p. 764. 

~ Alexander Wendt has progressively elaborated his 
"constructivist" theoretical approach toward international 
relations since 1987. See, especially, his "The Agent
Structure Problem in International Relations Theory. " 
International Organization 41, pp. 335-70; "Anarchy is What 
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(state/system) relationship as dialectical and mutually 

constitutive, Wendt provides an alternative theory that 

challenges the neorealist denial of the state's authorship of 

international relations. As he claims, ~self-help and power 

politics are institutions, not essential features of anarchy. 

Anarchy is what states make of it. ,,51 Accordingly, the process 

of cooperating is capable of reconstructing state identities 

and interests" in terms of new intersubjective understandings 

and commitments. ,,52 For example, decades of cooperation have 

transformed a "positive interdependence into a collective 

\ European identity' in terms of which states increasingly 

define their 'self'-interests."~ 

The traditional Sinocentric East Asian order represents 

a powerful case supporting the constructivist views on 

international relations. Distinct interest and cognitive 

structures (identity) that characterized the traditional 

Chinese order were constructed through its culturally 

contingent process of inter-societal interaction. As will be 

discussed in the following chapter, the Chinese world was to 

States Make of It: The Social Construction of Power Politics." 
International Organization 46, pp. 395-421; "Collective 
Identity Formation and the International State." American 
Political Science Review. 88, 2 (June 1994), pp. 384-396. 

51 Wendt, "Anarchy Is What States Make of It," p. 395. 

S2 I bid, p. 41 7 . 

53 Ibid, p. 417. 
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a large extent an extension of the Chinese domestic Confucian 

system. Rather than following the Western liberal logic of 

"commerce leads necessarily to peace" and cooperation,54 the 

Pax Sinica was maintained mainly by culture, with trade and 

commerce playing only a minuscule role. As Joseph Levenson 

claims, the success of the Sinic order hinged upon countries 

bending to standards rather than power. The Chinese tian-xia 

was "the regime of value," rather than "a regime of power. ,,55 

Culture and moralit~· provided a set of constraining rituals, 

norms, principles that governed inter-societal relations. 

Moreover, the Chinese order proves to be "anomalous" for 

the fixation with power in the realist school of international 

relations. Contrary to the realist assumption that the use of 

force is an inevitable and immediate result of the anarchical 

system, the Chinese order is supposed to be maintained through 

"education, virtuous examples, persuasion, indoctrination and 

social intercourse."~ Chinese power could be challenged, as 

indeed occurred, but the Sinic order continued without 

disruption. To put it in the parlance of constructivist 

54 Keohane, International Institutions and State Power, p. 11. 

SS Joseph R. Levenson, "T'ien Hsia and Kuo, and the 
'Transvaluation of Values' ." The Far Eastern Quarterly, August 
1952, Vol. XI No.4, p. 447. 

S6 Roland Bleiker, "Neorealist Claims in Light of Ancient 
Chinese Philosophy: The Cultural Dimension of International 
Theory." Millennium: Journal of International Studies, Vol. 
22, No.3, 1993, p. 418. 
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theory, Chinese hegemony embodied a set of values that were 

socialized through the tribute system, thereby giving rise to 

a collective identity that was based upon distinct state 

interests and identities other than a Darwinian self-help 

state of nature inhabitated by egoistic actors. To the extent 

that the socialization had changed the cognitive framework of 

the subordinate countries, the militarily stronger barbarian 

rulers, such as the Mongols and Manchus, had to follow the 

same rules ~o reign over the Sinocentric order. 

The discussion about socialization under hegemony by John 

Ikenberry and Charles Kupchan has enriched our understanding 

of the constructivist views on state identities and interests 

under a hegemonic system. 57 Their study deals with the issue 

of legitimacy in a hegemonic order by examining the process of 

socialization through which elites in subordinate countries 

internalize the norms and value orientations espoused by the 

hegemon. 

Their thesis brings attention to an important factor of 

hegemonic power. But particular to our interest is their 

conception of socialization as a two-way street interaction 

between the hegemon and the subordinate countries. Even the 

57 G. John Ikenberry and Charles A. Kupchan argue that the 
socialization of elites in secondary states to accept and 
internalize norms articulated by the hegemon, constitutes a 
most important source of power for hegemonic control. See 
their "Socialization and Hegemonic Power," International 
Organization 44, 3 (Summer 1990), pp. 283-315. 
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normative framework is affected by this interaction. "If 

hegem0~ic elites find that their initial 

socialization are rebuffed, they may rework 

principles upon which they are attempting to 

efforts at 

the set of 

base a new 

international order. Alternatively, elites from both hegemonic 

and secondary states may engage in a process of compromise and 

together reshape the conceptions of a desirable normative 

order. ,,58 Based on their approach, we ask what the creation of 

shared norms and values and their socializing process would be 

like when the hegemonic power is in decline. 

The issue of how socialization can be achieved in a 

hegemonic system seems not the major concern to them. Their 

cursory discussion of the three mechanisms of socialization, 

viz., normative persuasion, external inducement, and internal 

reconstruction appears to draw too much on the analogy of 

socialization in domestic society. What is left unaddressed is 

how socialization would overcome the obstacles of sovereignty 

and self-help in the international system. Especially in the 

Asia-Pacific region, there exists a large gap that separates 

the hegemonic values and the cultures of the subordinate 

countries. Further complicating the issue is the fact that 

regime dynamics have been gaining momentum in this region 

while the u.s. hegemonic power is in decline. I suggest that 

58 Ibid, p. 293. 
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one possible way to address the inherent difficulty and 

complexity of normative ideal formation and the socialization 

process is to give explicit attention to the roles of major 

powers other than the hegemon. Hence, we ask how the 

transmission of norms and reshaping of value orientations can 

be innovatively accounted for by focusing on China and Japan. 

According to constructivist theory, neither a Waltzian 

"second image" theory which regards foreign policy as 

reflexive of domestic politics,~ nor a "second image 

reversed" approach that considers the international sources of 

domestic politics alone is adequate to explain foreign policy 

postures. ro Foreign policy follows the logic of what Robert 

Putman terms a "two-level game" internally, "domestic 

groups pursue their interests by pressuring the government to 

adopt favorable policies, and politicians seek power by 

constructing coalitions among those groups;" and externally, 

"national governments seek to maximize their ability to 

satisfy domestic pressures while minimizing the adverse 

consequences of foreign developments. ,,61 

59 See Waltz, Man, Sta te and War; and his Theory of 
International Politics. 

ro Peter Gourevitch, "The Second Image 
International Sources of Domestic Politics." 
Organization 32(4), 1978, pp. 881-912. 

Reversed: The 
International 

& Robert Putman, "Diplomacy and Domestic Politics: The Logic 
of Two-Level Games," International Organization 42, Summer 
1988, p. 434. 
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The two-level interactive process involves "the selection, 

spread and retention of expectations and values" at both 

levels, which help define national interest and identity as 

well as the basis of international relations.~ With this 

approach, we challenge the realist myth of the state-as-

unitary-actor (or billiard ball), and its nebulous and often 

inexplicable conception of "national interest." This approach 

enables us to consider "national interest" as problematic and 

to try to explain it through examining the agent-structure 

nexus. 

In Europe, well-defined international regimes and 

organizations have taken the center stage in shaping regional 

political economy and dictating state strategies and 

preferences.~ However, the fact that Asia-Pacific inter-state 

cooperation has been thinly institutionalized and regimes have 

to be created anew dictates that we should look at the 

interactive process of state postures and regime process. Our 

theoretical approach posits that national interests are not 

exogenously given by the states system. Rather, national 

62 Emanuel Adler and Peter M. Haas, 
World Order, and the Creation of 
Program." International Organization. 
373-4. 

"Epistemic Communities, 
a Reflective Research 
46 (1), Winter 1992, pp. 

63 See Robert O. Keohane, Joseph S. Nye and Stanley Hoffmann, 
eds., After the Cold War: International Insti tutions and State 
Strategies in Europe, 1989-1991. Cambridge: Harvard 
University, 1993. 
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interests are contested and defined by domestic elites 

mediating between domestic politics and international forces. 

There are simply no objective national interests that are 

insusceptible to change. With this approach, we seek to 

examine the change as well as continuity in states' interests 

and identities. 

Research Design 

Economists tend to assign too robust a notion of economic 

rationalism to international cooperation in this region. This 

simplistic notion has ill-prepared them to adequately explain 

the distinct patterns of Asia-Pacific cooperation. Their 

dissatisfaction with and disappointment in the institutional 

IIlag ll of regimes in this region combine to make their work 

largely IIprescriptive and exhortatory- -stressing the benefits 

of, and urging the need for, a greater regional cooperative 

endeavor. lI64 In order to account for the complexity in the 

Asia-Pacific cooperative dynamics, I concentrate on the 

political process in the evolution of regional economic 

cooperation. 

To execute the research proj ect, I focus not only on 

policies but also on perceptions and attitudes. Images and 

64 Richard Higgot, II Economic Cooperation: Theoretical 
Opportunities and Practical Constraints." The Pacific Review, 
Vol. 6, No.2, 1993, p. 103. 
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perceptions do have significant impact on policies. 65 

Moreover, the cooperative dynamics in Asia-Pacific often 

display themselves on the covert level of perception rather 

than the more overt level of policy. Regrettably, none of the 

scholarly literature has explicitly examined the policy and 

attitudes of China and Japan towards Asia-Pacific 

cooperation. 66 

My emphasis on perceptions also emanates from the 

conceptual framework of this inquiry informed by our 

theoretical approach. We emphasize the strong element of 

"intersubjectivity" as the ontology on which regimes are 

rested. We know that regimes exist "not simply by acts that 

have been undertaken but by intentionality and acceptability 

attributed to those acts in the context of an intersubjective 

framework of meaning. ,,67 As Kratochwil and Ruggie argue, 

Precisely because state behavior within regimes is 
interpreted by other states, the rationales and 
justifications for behavior which are proffered, 
together with pleas for understanding or admissions 
of guilt, as well as the responsiveness to such 
reasoning on the part of other states, all are 

65 For a succinct yet sophisticated discussion of the 
relationship between perceptions and policies, see Allen S. 
Whiting, China Eyes Japan. Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1989, pp. 16-20. 

66 Higgot specifically points out that no such study of the 
political responses of the member states to APEC exists. See 
his, "Economic Cooperation," p. 115. 

67 Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transaction, and Change, " p. 
380. 



absolutely critical component parts of any 
explanation involving the efficacy of norms. 
Indeed, such communicative dynamics may tell us far 
more about how robust a regime is than overt 
behavior alone ... . To be sure, communicative 
dynamics may be influenced by such extracontextual 
factors as state power, but that is no warrant for 
ignoring them. On the contrary, it suggests a 
potentially important relationship to be 
explored" 68 (Italics added) 
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Specifically, understanding the dynamics of Asia-Pacific 

regime formation requires an examination of the "dialogical" 

character or the communicative dynamics of the process of 

inter-state cooperation, by focusing on elite perception in 

this region and its interconnection with policy. 

Our emphasis on the intersubjective quality of regimes by 

no means implies that we should ignore the state's 

considerations of relative power capabilities. The power 

dimension, according to Krasner, "draws attention to how the 

payoff matrix was structured in the first place, how available 

options are constrained, who can play the game and, 

ultimately, who wins and who loses. ,,69 wendt goes further 

arguing that, "even though a states system is self-help in 

virtue of intersubjective knowledge, the latter confronts 

states as a social fact that resists easy change .... 

International politics is in part about acting on material 

68 Kratochwil and Ruggie, "International Organization, II p. 768. 

69 Stephen Krasner, IIGlobal Communication and National Power: 
Life on the Pareto Frontier,lI World Politics, Vol. 43, No.2, 
1991, p. 366. 
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incentives in given anarchic worlds. 11
7
0 The modern/Western 

centered international history has produced mostly egoistic 

states and has produced a system of mutually exclusive 

sovereign states governed by the II 'necessitous' logic of self

help under anarchy.u7l 

Regimes can be a source of power in the form of 

lIorganizationally dependent capabilities, lin and are able to 

alter underlying power capabilities of actors. 73 As Young 

argues, lithe core of every international regime is a cluste:::-

of rights and rules whose exact content is matter of intense 

interest to these actors. lin Scholars who are skeptical about 

U. S. hegemonic decline often point to the U. S structural 

70 Wendt, IICollective Identity Formation and the International 
State, II p. 388 and p. 394. 

71 For an excellent examination of the historical process of 
how the modern international system has evolved from the 
European inter-state system, see Hedley Bull and Adam Watson, 
eds., The Expansion of International Society. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1984. For cogent analyses of how Western 
values have molded modern international relations into lithe 
realm of recurrence and repetition ll under anarchy, see Gerrit 
W, Gong, The Standard of 'Civilization' in International 
Society. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984; Martin Wight, IIWhy Is 
There No International Theory? II and IIWestern Values in 
International Relations, II in H. Butterfield and M. Wight, 
eds., Diplomatic Investigations. Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1966. 

n Keohane and Nye, Power and Interdependence, p. 56. 

u Krasner, IIRegimes and the Limits of Realism. II 

74 Oran Young, International Cooperation: Building Regimes for 
Natural Resources and the Environment. Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1989, p.1S. 
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power, especially its continuous influence in international 

regimes as an indication of the u.s. continuous 

predominance. 7s 

Under the postwar bipolar system, international trade and 

security conflicts were separated within the Europe-Atlantic 

alliance. This made possible the absence of any security 

implications in trade issues which in turn rendered the Euro-

Atlantic cooperation much less politically divisive. 76 In 

Asia-Pacific, however, economic and political/security issues 

intertwine and cannot be compartmentalized. Even though Asia-

Pacific regional cooperation has been largely market-driven, 

with private sector and financiers playing a prominent role, 

the security factor has been a critical ingredient in shaping 

the dynamics of intra-regional economic cooperation. That 

regime formation occurs under the hegemonic decline in Asia-

Pacific reinforces the institutional struggle and the power 

dimension of regime process. 

In Asia-Pacific, the development of multilateral security 

mechanisms has lagged considerably behind regional economic 

cooperation. Efforts to establish a regionwide security regime 

~ Susan Strange, States and Markets. London: Pinter, 1988; 
Joseph S. Nye, Jr., Bound to Lead: The Changing Na ture of 
American Power. New York: Basic Books, 1990. 

76 Joanne Gowa, "Bipolarity and the Postwar International 
Economic Order." Peter Katzenstein, ed., Industry and Poli tics 
in Western Germany: Toward the Third Republic. Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1989, pp. 33-50. 
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started in the mid-1980s, two decades behind proposals for an 

economic regime, and have since moved at a rather slow pace. 77 

There is no regionwide official institutional support for 

security regime formation corresponding to the Asia-Pacific 

Economic Cooperation forum (APEC) in the economic sphere. 78 

Specifically, while Franco-German security dilemmas have been 

quite successfully addressed within the EC or NATO, no such 

multilateral institutions exist to address Sino-Japanese 

security issues. The lack of multilateral regional security 

arrangements in the region reinforces the sensitivity of power 

dimension in Asi~-Pacific regional economic cooperation. Thus 

explicit attention is to be given to the power/security 

considerations in state postures toward undertakings of 

regional economic cooperation. 

International cooperation, even in the economic realm, is 

77 Allen S. Whiting, East Asian Military Security Dynamics. 
Asia/Pacific Research Center, Institute for International 
Studies, Stanford University, 1995. 

78 The creation of security regimes is often made harder by the 
social fact of the 'security dilemma'--- a move to enhance 
one's security could inadvertently and automatically decrease 
others' security thereby generating greater uncertainty. For 
discussions on the "security dilemma, II see Robert Jervis, 
"Security Regimes," and Jervis, "Cooperation under Security 
Dilemma," World Politics 30 (January 1978), pp. 167-214; John 
Herz, "Idealism and the Security Dilemma, II World Politics 2 
(January 1950), pp. 157-180. The lag in security cooperation 
confirms Joseph Nye's "law of inverse salience, viz., 
international cooperative dynamics correlate inversely to the 
salience of issues involved. See his Peace in Parts: 
Integration and Conflict in Regional Organizations. Boston: 
Little Brown, 1971, pp. 23-4. 
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weakly institutionalized in Asia-Pacific. Although 

international organizations are not identical with regimes, 

they affect regime dynamics by monitoring and managing the set 

of rules. 79 The foci of our inquiry are proposals and fora of 

regional economic cooperation that have contributed to the 

process which culminated in the first regionwide official 

forum, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation conference 

(APEC). We focus our attention on APEC from its establishment 

in November 1989 to its unofficial summits in 1993 and 1994. 

The period under inquiry starts with the mid-1960s when the 

initial Japanese interest in regional cooperation rose and 

ends in November 1994 when the second unofficial APEC summit 

was held near Jakarta charting a timetable for regional trade 

liberalization in 2020. 

The construct of Asia-Pacific is not "given," with its 

boundaries and membership frequently contested. The lack of a 

real sense of regional identity comparable to 'Europeanism' in 

this area has led to the claim that Asia-Pacific cooperation 

is characterized by "regionalism without regional identity. ,,80 

79 Keohane, "Multilateralism." Robert Powell, "Anarchy in 
International Theory: the Neorealist and Neoliberal Debate," 
International Organization 48 (2), Spring 1994, pp. 313-44. 

80 Normal D. Palmer, The New Regionalism in Asia and the 
Pacific. Lexington: Lexington Books, 1991, p. 26. According to 
David Arter, "'Europeanism', which at a minimum level may be 
defined as the commitment to move progressively towards 
Western unity, provided the region with both a cause and a 
counterpoise to the threat of Soviet imperialism .... 
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The incoherent and disputed collective identity has given rise 

to competing definitions of membership. For the purpose of 

this study, the notion of Asia-Pacific broadly refers to the 

APEC membership as of November 1994, namely, China, Japan, 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, New Zealand, South Korea, the ABEAN 

countries, Australia, Papua New Guinea, Chile, Mexico, Canada 

and the U. S.. But this membership is often subj ect to 

variation as a result of the politics of inclusive or 

exclusive representation, emanating from the changing dynamics 

of regional cooperation. 81 The issue of membership- -who is 

included and excluded--itself should be viewed as an inherent 

part of the search for collective identity, the important 

process in which China and Japan have a vital roles to play. 

Direct interviews of Chinese and Japanese officials and 

scholars engaged in bilateral relations and regional 

cooperation are regrettably impossible at this stage. Future 

research can also be enhanced by interviews with leaders and 

access to documents at the headquarters of regional 

cooperation fora. Publications and media coverage of regional 

Europeanism also provided a valuable extramural focus for (the 
constitutional pro-system) parties of Western Europe in their 
struggle against internal Communism--- A struggle given 
immediacy by the Communist coup in Prague in February 1948." 
See his, The Politics of European Integration in the Twentieth 
Century, Brookfield: Dartmouth. 1993, p. 113. 

81 Arif Dirlik, lithe Asia-Pacific Idea: Reality and 
Representation in the Invention of a Regional Structure," 
Journal of World History, Vol.3, No.1, 1992, pp. 57-77. 
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and bilateral issues in both China and Japan will be heavily 

used to tap perceptions and policy changes. I focus on the 

perceptions of the political elite. For original Chinese 

sources, I rely mainly on official Chinese newspapers and 

periodicals, such as Beijing Review, Renrnin Ribao, Liaowang, 

and periodicals edited by the Chinese government affiliated 

think tanks, such as Shijie Zhishi, Guoji Wenti Yanjiu, 

Xiandai Guoji Guanxi, as well as other official Chinese 

publications, sU8h as Dangdai Zhongguo Waijiao (Contemporary 

Chinese Foreign Relations). I also use extensively the Foreign 

Broadcast Information Service, Daily Report-China (FBIS-China) 

and the Joint Publication Research Service (JPRS)-China. FBIS 

and JPRS are the two "bibles of translated sources" widely 

consulted by the Western scholarly community on Chinese 

foreign relations. 82 

As for the sections on Japan, I rely more on secondary 

sources in comparison with the Chinese sections. The lack of 

original Japanese sources is partially remedied by using 

Japanese newspapers and periodicals published in English, such 

as The Japan Times Weekly and Japan Echo. Also, I survey 

82 For the two most comprehensive surveys of sources on 
studying Chinese foreign relations, see "Bibliography," Samuel 
S. Kim, ed., China and the World (Third Edition), Boulder: 
Westview Press, 1994; David Shambaugh, "Appendix: A 
Bibliographical Essay on New Sources for the Study of China's 
Foreign Relations and National Security." Thomas Robinson and 
David Shambaugh, eds., Chinese Foreign Policy: Theory and 
Practice. Clarendon Press. Oxford, 1994. 
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Foreign Broadcast Information Service-East Asia, which include 

English translations of major Japanese newspaper and journal 

articles and monitored radio broadcasts. Even when some 

discussions are grounded in Western literature or Japanese 

arguments presented in Western sources, I try to offer fresh 

interpretations informed by my analytical frameworks. 

Admittedly there is an inevitable problem in attributing 

importance to public statements while lacking access to 

private ones, namely, how do we determine public statements 

for tactical reasons versus private perceptions? Rhetoric and 

statements that do not reflect mainstream elite perceptions 

are discerned and discounted based on their incongruity with 

the mainstream definition of national interests and identity. 

It is important to emphasize that this study is mainly 

descriptive and interpretive. The complexity and uncertainty 

make it impossible to conduct a systematic study based on a 

solid data base. The fluidity in regime dynamics cautions us 

not to attempt to make any grandiose causal inferences or 

theoretical conclusions. Instead, the study aims mainly to 

provide an assessment of the evolution of regional cooperation 

based on an interpretation of the official policies and 

political elite views in both China and Japan. The principal 

purpose is to help us understand the regime dynamics in Asia

Pacific from the perspective of the two major Asian powers. 
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Organization and Overview 

After defining the research question and constructing the 

analytical framework and research design, this introductory 

chapter is followed by Chapter 2, which deals with historical 

experiences of East Asian regional orders and offers a brief 

survey of contemporary Asia-Pacific cooperation. The overall 

focus of this chapter is, first, on aspects of traditional 

Sinocentric East Asia that can illuminate our analytical 

framework; second, on the historical legacies, especially of 

the Japanese "Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere," that 

still weigh heavily on Chinese and Japanese concerns and their 

projections in contemporary regional cooperation. 

Chapter 3 traces China's evolving postures toward Asia

Pacific regional economic cooperation. This chapter is an 

empirical study of China's policy and perceptions of fora and 

proposals promoting regional cooperation. It examines domestic 

and international aspects to explain why China has refrained 

from complete commitment to any form of regional cooperation, 

while it has in principle expressed support towards "multi

form, multi-layer, and multi-channel cooperation." This 

chapter concludes with an assessment of the interactive 

process between the evolving regional economic regimes and 

China's postures based upon our theoretical framework. 

Chapter 4 examines change as well as continuity regarding 

the Japanese position toward regionally based regime creation. 
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Special attention is given to how Japan reacts to the push and 

pull of its Asian neighbors (excluding China) and the 

declining hegemon, the United States. The central thesis of 

this chapter is to reject the commonplace assumption of 

Japan's leadership role in regional economic cooperation. 

Chapter 5 situates the evolution of Sino-Japanese 

relations in the context of regional economic cooperation and 

examines the difficulties and possibilities regarding China

Japan jointly exercising leadership in organizing Asia

Pacific. This chapter gives special emphasis to the impact of 

power factors and security considerations upon Sino-Japanese 

mutual perceptions in the process of regional cooperation. 

The concluding chapter summarizes the findings and 

implications reported in this study. It provides a summary 

discussion of the roles played by China and Japan in 

determining the processes of regime formation. This chapter 

shows how the variable of indigenous major powers opens up a 

critical avenue to explain the "paradox" in Asia-Pacific 

regional cooperation. The distinct pattern of regime dynamics 

in this region is identified and evaluated from the 

perspective of these two indigenous Asian powers. 

One premise of this research is that for international 

relations theorists, the time to take seriously the East Asian 

experiences is long overdue. The hegemony-centered approach 

prevalent in the theoretical enterprise on regimes and 
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international cooperation not only inhibits our tapping 

alternative cultural wisdom and innovations, but constrains 

the full diversity and richness of our theories. 83 The recent 

power shift towards Asia-Pacific and the reality of dynamism 

in that region have not been reflected in our theory-building. 

This intellectual lag has ill-prepared our discipline to cope 

with the numerous "anomalies" occurring in this particular 

world arena, lest these anomalies prove to be too much to be 

addressed in existing research programs.~ 

I believe that the East Asian experiences can enrich our 

theory-building and facilitate "continuous growth" of our 

research programs. They help to ask important yet previously 

ignored questions and lead us to search for answers that have 

intrigued international relations scholarship. For instance, 

in ancient Chinese philosophy, the "reality" as constructed 

83 Richard Higgot calls for the construction of a 
"nonhegemonic" international political economy, see his 
"Toward a Nonhegemonic IPE: An Antipodean Perspective." Craig 
N. Murphy and Roger Tooze, eds., The New International 
Political Economy. Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1991. 

~ Here I borrow the philosopher of science Imre Lakatos's 
categories. For Lakatos, a research program consists of the 
inviolable "hard core," a set of auxiliary or observational 
hypotheses, and a "positive heuristic." When anomalies arise, 
auxiliary hypotheses should be constructed to protect the hard 
core. But if the auxiliary hypotheses do not lead to the 
discovery of new facts, the "progressiveness" of the research 
program is in doubt. See his, "Falsification and the 
Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes." Imre Lakatos 
and Alan Musgrave, eds., Criticism and the Growth of 
Knowledge. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970. 
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was based on its distinct ontology in which epistemology is 

not emphasized. According to Fung YU-Lan, epistemology has 

"not formed an important part of Chinese philosophy, not only 

because Chinese philosophy has not cared to pursue knowledge 

for its own sake, but also because it does not demarcate 

clearly the distinction between the individual and the 

universe... In Chinese thought, there has been no clear 

consciousness by the ego of itself, and so there has been 

equally little attention paid to the division between the ego 

and the non - ego. II 85 

Ancient Chinese culture contains a set of values, 

experiences, and terminologies that gave rise to its own forms 

of inter-society relations and that call into question some of 

the neorealist categories.~ Leading theorists, such as Rob 

Walker, have used traditional Chinese philosophy to challenge 

the neorealist assumption of a single, ahistorical, and 

universal Iworld." 87 Taking East Asia seriously should be an 

integral part of our search for alternative theories and 

85 Fung Yu-Lan, A History of Chinese Philosophy. D. Bodde 
trans. 2nd ed., Vol. 1. London: George, Allen and Unwin. 1952, 
p. 3. Joseph Needham discusses the social context within which 
the distinctness of Chinese thought was developed, see his 
Science and Civilization in China. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. Vol. 2, 1954. 

~ For the most systematic discussion of this, see Bleiker, 
"Neorealist Claims in Light of Ancient Chinese Philosophy." 

87 Rob B. J. Walker, One world/Many Worlds: Struggles for a Just 
World Peace: Boulder, CO.: Lynne Rienner, 1988. 
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statecraft in managing post-Cold War international relations. 

This study, though modest in its purpose, reflects my broad 

intellectual commitment to incorporate the East Asian 

experiences and perspectives, historical and contemporary, 

into our theoretical enterprise. 
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2. Asia-Pacific Regional Cooperation: 

Historical Legacies and Contemporary Movement 

Analysts who concern themselves with the phenomenon of 

Asia-Pacific regional cooperation tend to treat that area's 

regionalism as if it were something totally contemporary. 

International relations scholars often find themselves even in 

want of proper terminology to refer to the historical process 

of the traditional East Asian regional order. The familiar 

terms such as nation, state, nation-state, sovereignty, and 

even international relations, do not seem to be quite 

applicable for the Chinese-dominated East Asian order for 

hundreds of years. As a result, what is conspicuously lacking 

in the literature is a historical and cultural perspective on 

the contemporary Asia-Pacific regional arrangements. 

One basic assumption of this study is that distinct 

structures and institutions of regional cooperation in Asia

Pacific are in great measure a function of the distinctive 

assumptions of international relations in this region, both 

historical and contemporary. with a particularly high degree 

of historical consciousness in East Asian societies, the 

tradition of regional orders, especially the Chinese one, 

should be taken seriously. This chapter limits itself to a 

brief survey of the historical legacies of East Asian regional 
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systems. It examines aspects of the legacies that still weigh 

heavily in Chinese and Japanese concerns and projections in 

the contemporary movement of regional cooperation in Asia-

Pacific. As has been touched upon in Chapter One, the Chinese 

order in East Asia has great potentialities for enriching our 

understanding of international regime formation. This chapter 

will hence highlight aspects of Pax Sinica that can illuminate 

our theoretical framework. 

Among the few authors who have made a passing refe~ence 

to the historical tradition of East Asian regionalism are Ray 

Kim and Hilary Conroy. According to them, three regional 

systems have historically existed in East Asia.' One regional 

system in East Asia was a function of the U. S . Open Door 

policy, which attempted to bring about some order in East 

Asia, especially through the 1921-22 Washington Conference. 

But Akira Iriye argues that "the spirit of the Washington 

Conference," which commi t ted big powers to regional 

cooperation, quickly dissipated under the challenge of fervent 

Chinese nationalism, Japanese unilateral ism, and the emerging 

communist Soviet Russia. 2 Hence, it failed to create even a 

, Ray Kim and Hilary Concroy, "Introduction," in Ray Kim and 
Hilary Concroy, eds., New Tides in the Pacific: Pacific 
Cooperation and the Big Four (Japan, PRC, USA, USSR). New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1987, pp. 3-4. 

2 Akira Iriye, After Imperialism: The Search for a New Order 
in the Far East, 1921-1931. Chicago: Imprint Publications, 
1990. Zhang Yongjin recently examines Chinese nationalistic 
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semblance of an international order in this region. Instead, 

it opened an opportunity for the Japanese military eventually 

to attempt to shape an East Asian order in its own image. The 

Washington effort, because it "never worked well" and was "not 

so much a system as a balancing act," has little bearing on 

the present, except for proving that external powers cannot 

dictate multilateral regional order. 

The other two historical regional arrangements were 

respectively created and dominated by the two indigenous Asian 

powers, China and Japan. The Chinese order, featuring the 

tributary system and Confucianism, was perhaps the most 

successful regional arrangement in terms of its longevity as 

well as its ability to maintain stability in East Asia. The 

historical legacy of Pax Sinica wields a heavy influence over 

modern international relations in East Asia; as such, it 

should be taken seriously in our effort to understand present 

regional cooperation. The third regional system was the 

Japanese "Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere" (Daitoa 

Kyoeiken) in the 1930s and 1940s. Its brutality and failure 

notwithstanding, this short-lived and immensely tragic 

diplomacy at and in the immediate aftermath of the Paris Peace 
conference. The shared aspiration of the official and popular 
nationalism for lifting China to a major power status in the 
international community partially explains China's 
nationalistic posture towards the Washington treaties. See 
Zhang Yongjin, China in the International System, 1918-20: The 
Middle Kingdom at the periphery. London: Macmillan, 1991. 
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regional effort deserves detailed discussion for its palpable 

contemporary relevance to Asia-Pacific regionalism. Both of 

these legacies have great impact on China's and Japan's roles 

in Asia and their bilateral relations in the process of 

regional cooperation. 

East Asia under Chinese Hegemony: 
Pax Sinica and the Tributary System 

At the outset, it is important to reject here an 

oversimplified and static generalization of the distinctively 

hierarchical natu.re of Chinese world order. Lien-sheng Yang 

points to the myth and reality of the Chinese superiority in 

dealing with other Asian members. "Politically and militarily, 

in several periods, China recognized neighboring peoples as 

equal adversaries (ti-Kuo). Note, for example, the relations 

between Han and Hsiungnu; T' ang and Tu-chueh or alter T' u- fan; 

Sung and Liao, Chin and yuan .... It would be erroneous to 

assume that the Chinese as a people had no experience of 

interstate relationships prior to 1800.,,3 In a similar vein, 

Prasenjit Duara and James Townsend most recently challenge and 

reinterpret Joseph Levenson's famous culturalism-to-

nationalism thesis together with his underlying conception of 

3 Lien-sheng Yang, " Historical Notes on the Chinese World 
Order." In John K. Fairbank, ed., The Chinese World Order: 
Traditional Chinese Foreign Relations. Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1968. pp 20-21. 
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a dichotomy between cultural ism and nationalism. 4 Both authors 

point to the multiplicity of traditions, thereby emphasizing 

both discontinuity and continuity in the evolution of Chinese 

identity.s 

This line of argument is confirmed by Michael Hunt in his 

survey of the history of Chinese foreign relations. According 

to Hunt, there existed "not just one or two traditions but a 

multiplicity of traditions, some dating back over several 

thousand years .... We have, th~n, a tapestry of traditional 

foreign relations that is notable for its breadth and 

richness, not its narrowne;;s and poverty. ,,6 The myth and 

reality of assumptions in China's rich traditions also 

fluctuated along its evolution over time. 7 Recent historical 

4 According to Levenson, a single radical break in the Chinese 
self-consciousness occurred at the turn of the twentieth 
century, with traditional culturalism helplessly giving way to 
nationalism. Joseph Levenson elaborates this thesis most 
subtly in his Liang Ch'i-ch'ao and the Mind of Modern China. 
Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1953; Confucian 
China and Its Modern Fate: A Trilogy. Berkeley, CA: University 
of Berkeley Press, 1968. 

S James Townsend, "Chinese Nationalism," The Australian 
Journal of Chinese Affairs. No. 27, January 1992. Prasenjit 
Duara, "De-constructing the Chinese Nation." The Australian 
Journal of Chinese Affairs. No. 30, July 1993. 

6. Michael Hunt, "Chinese Foreign Relations in Historical 
Perspective." In Harry Harding, ed., China's Foreign Rela tions 
in the 1980s. Yale University Press, 1984. p. 10. 

7 Mark Mancall, "The Persistence of Tradition in Chinese 
Foreign Policy." The Annals of the American Academy of 
Political and Social Science. Vol. 349, September 1963, p. 16. 
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scholarship points to the multiplicity, variations, and cases 

deviant from the tribute system, especially in Chinese 

dealings with Inner Asia, thereby moderating the culturalistic 

arguments enunciated by Fairbank and Levenson. 8 Historical 

nuances aside, the distinctive patterns and set of organizing 

principles underlying the East Asian order should by no means 

be deflated. 

East Asia was separated by vast oceans, high mountains, 

and deserts. Its Si:::locentric world order evolved to a 

remarkable extent in isolation from other civilizations in 

Europe or Near and Middle East. Being the single dominant 

actor in terms of size, age, and civilization, China was the 

"the central country" or "the middle kingdom" (zhongguo). 

China's known world within the perimeter of "Sinitic 

civilization" was "all under Heaven" (tianxia) ruled by 

China's emperor, "the Son of Heaven" (tianzi), by dint of his 

virtue (de). Up to the Qing period, the Chinese order 

encompassed Korea, Japan, Siam, Liuqiu (Ryukyu), Vietnam and 

8 See Morris Rossabi, ed., China Among Equals: The Middle 
Kingdom and Its Neighbors, 10th-14th Centuries. Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1983; James L. Hevia, "A 
Multitude of Lords: Qing Court Ritual and the MaCartney 
Embassy of 1793." Late Imperial China, Vol. 10, No. 2 
(December 1989), pp. 72-105; James A. Millward, 'Beyond the 
Pass': Commerce, Ethnicityand the Qing Empire in Xinjiang, 
1759-1862. Doctoral Dissertation, Stanford University, 1993; 
James L. Hevia, "From Tribute System to Lordship." Paper 
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Association for Asian 
Studies, Washington, DC, April 1995. 
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other parts of Southeast Asia, the majority of countries 

engaged actively in contemporary regional cooperation efforts. 

The hierarchical structure not only characterized China's 

relations with weaker East Asian states, but expanded to 

relations among East Asian countries other than China, such as 

Japan and Korea, Thailand and Cambodia. 9 

The Chinese cultural and power centrality found its 

expression in the dominance of Confucianism and the tribute 

system. The world order in East Asia was essentially a mirror 

image of Chinese domestic political and social order. 

Specifically, the "external" order was a corollary of the 

"domestic" Confucian order, based mainly on Three Bonds and 

Five Relationships (san gang wu chang) governing relations 

between father and son, husband and wife, sovereign and 

minister, the old and young, and between friends. The Chinese 

"Son of Heaven" was the ultimate source of authority and 

legitimation both domestically and externally. Within the 

Sinocentric East Asian order, the Chinese emperor or the Son 

of Heaven assigned the rightful place of each society in the 

family of nations thereby to promote the universal harmony. 

The Chinese world order was maintained by each member's 

obeyance with the prescribed rituals and ceremonies of 

9 The Nguyen rulers of Vietnam might call themselves 
"emperors" at home, but in communicating with China, they 
called themselves "kings." 
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Confucianism (li) in the framework of the tribute system. 

Simply speaking, the Chinese predominance was 

institutionalized through the form of the tribute system. As 

Wang Gungwu puts it, "The tribute system was the result of 

both 'majesty and power' and the extension of Chinese 

principles of government. It took a long time to evolve, and 

its final development from the early years of the Ming dynasty 

to the last years of the Qing was determined by past 

tradJtions as well as by contemporary conditions. ,,10 In other 

words, the tribute system reached the height of its complete 

and classic form in the Ming (1366-1644) and Qing (1644-1911) 

dynasties. 

Under the tribute system, if non-Chinese countries were 

to have contacts with China at all, they "were expected and 

when possible obliged to do so as tributaries. Thus their 

trade must be regarded as a boon granted their ruler by the 

emperor and must be accompanied by the formalities of 

presenting tribute through missions to Peking. ,,11 The 

tributary system, though containing important economic 

significance by providing channels of trade between the 

10 Wang Gungwu, "Early Ming Relations with Southeast Asia: 
Background Essay." Fairbank, ed. The Chinese World Order, pp. 
61-2. 

11 John K. Fairbank, "A Preliminary Framework." in John K. 
Fairbank ed. The Chinese World Order: Tradi tional China's 
Foreign Relations. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1968, p. 4. 
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tribute-receiver and tributaries, was mainly of cultural and 

political significance. The envoys bearing tribute had to 

follow the specially designated routes to and from Peking. 

The historian Albert Feuerwerker argues that the tributary 

system 

may be said to have rested upon three ideological 
assumptions: 1) China's cultural superiority which 
precluded relations on the basis of equality; 2) 
the sufficiency of the emperor's virtue to win the 
peaceful submission of 'men from afar'; and 3) the 
priority of political over economic relations. But 
as along as China de facto remained the center of 
the universe it knew, and while the assumptions 
themselves were not challenged, there was no need-
as indeed there was no possibility--of insisting 
upon their literal implementation. 12 

To paraphrase Feuerwerker, the tributary system was basically 

to institutionalize Chinese superiority. The myth and reality 

of "the spatial-ideological imaginary of the Sinocentric and 

moralistic tributary system" was maintained by a remarkably 

high degree of flexibility. As a result, Lord Macartney's 

refusal in 1793 to perform three kneelings and nine 

prostrations (san kow jiu bai li) was recorded otherwise in 

Chinese official documents. Other countries, especially in 

maritime southeast Asia gave grudging and opportunistic 

recognition of the Chinese world order; this was allowed. The 

tributary role of Ryukyu used by Japan as entrepot to promote 

12 Albert Feuerwerker, "Chinese History and the Foreign 
Relations of Contemporary China." The Annals of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Science. Vol. 402, July 1972. 
p. 4. 
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trade with China was tolerated. 

The Sinocentric East Asian order was governed by a set of 

principles and rules distinct from those of the Western 

international system. The Euro-centric assumption of legalist 

equality among sovereign nation-states was codified in the 

Peace of Westphalia in 1648, four years earlier than the 

beginning of the last Chinese dynasty, the Manchu or Qing 

Dynasty. In the Chinese order, the divide of domestic and 

external spheres upon which the Western international politics 

was constructed was dissolved. The units in the East Asian 

order were not nation-states theoretically equal in 

sovereignty. The legalistic equality of states with equal 

sovereignty could not find its equivalent in East Asia. 

Rather, the Sinocentric East Asia was hierarchically organized 

"by the subordination of all local authorities to the central 

and awe-inspiring power of the emperor. 1113 The institution of 

the tributary relations between China and other members of the 

system set the parameter of all forms of inter-unit discourse 

and practice politically, culturally, and economically.14 

The Pax Sinica seems to have been a function more of 

China's perceived cultural superiority and the emperors' 

projected moral virtue than political maneuver and naked power 

13 Fairbank, "A Preliminary Framework, lip. 9. 

M Mancall, liThe Persistence of Tradition in Chinese Foreign 
Policy, lip. 17. 
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projection. The sources of Chinese authority lay in and 

outside military capabilities. The validity of this conclusion 

is proved by the fact that even the Mongols (1279-1368) and 

Manchus, who had subjugated China militarily, had to rule 

China and the East Asian world order in a traditional Chinese 

way. Nor was the Sinocentric East Asian order characterized by 

China's economic domination. China did not need much foreign 

trade given its high degree of self-sufficiency. As Samuel Kim 

points out, "in Chinese official thinking, international trade 

was seldom considered as a means of national enrichment." 15 

For each tributary mission, China not only paid the expenses 

of the tributary envoy's sojourn in China but also 

reciprocated larger values of goods to the tributaries. Seen 

from this perspective, China perhaps represented a truly 

"benevolent" hegemon, if there was ever one. 

The longevity of the hierarchical and antiequalitarian 

order was made possible by the mutual, complementary interests 

of China and the tributaries. For China, the system brought 

the tributaries under Chinese suzerainty and cultural 

influence. On their parts, tributary relations secured them 

from China's outright intervention and gained them access to 

China's goods and knowledge. These relations served to 

regulate commercial relations governing the limited trade with 

15 Samuel Kim, China, the United Nations, and World Order. 
Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, p. 30. 
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China that was lucrative for the tributaries, who often found 

the Chinese goods attractive because of the latter's cultural 

and material superiority. More importantly, the tributary 

system served a symbolic function for the rulers with 

tributary status: the Son of Heaven was the source of their 

legitimacy and in case of internal rebellion, China was the 

ultimate resort for military aid. 16 Yet, "Chinese power 

intruded into internal affairs of tributary states only when 

developments threatened the position or person of the 

segment's leader in his relations with the emperor. ,,17 As a 

resul t, during the hundreds of years of Chinese hegemony, 

China directly intervened very little in the internal affairs 

of the tributaries. 

The success of the Sinocentric world order in East Asian 

can be attributed to the tributary system, which 

institutionalized an ideal distance between China and its 

tributary members. The distinctive dynamics of the Chinese-

dominated system is acutely captured by Mark Mancall, who 

observes that 

16 A classical case is analyzed by Truong Buu Lam, 
"Intervention Versus Tribute in Sino-Vietnamese Relations, 
1788-1790. II Fairbank, ed., The Chinese World Order. For 
detailed discussions of other tributary relations, especially 
on the IImodel" tributary state, Korea's relations with China, 
see Hae-jong Chun, "Sino-Korean tributary Relations in the 
Ch'ing period," and other chapters, ibid. 

17 Mark Mancall, China at the Center: 300 Years of Foreign 
Policy. New York: The Free Press, 1984, p. 35. 



[t]he tribute system functioned to intermesh rather 
than integrate the Central, East, and Southeast 
Asian societies that were derivative of, or 
peripheral to, China and the region's preponderant 
Confucian society and tradition. The 
intermeshing ... involved, broadly speaking, patterns 
of behavior and institutions through which material 
goods, political positions, and ideological 
statements were communicated between otherwise 
discrete societies, that is, societies between 
which the system functioned to maintain a 
prescribed and optimal distance. This intermeshing 
was more than mere contact because it was highly 
institutionalized and simultaneously took place 
along several dimensions, such as the economic, the 
political, and the cultural. The existence at any 
given moment of a wide variety of mechanisms for 
intermeshing allowed participants in East Asian 
international society a choice of means to achieve 
their ends .18 (italics added) 
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In other words, the tribute system facilitated conflict 

management and inter-unit cooperation, thereby serving the 

pivotal role of coalescing an East Asian order. The success 

and longevity of the order hinged upon the "optimal distance" 

between the hegemonic China and other subordinate societies, 

with the multidimensioned institutional support of the tribute 

system. The optimal distance made possible sufficient space 

for all tributary countries to meet their goals and interests 

within the Chinese dominated arrangements. 

The Sinocentric Ea~t Asian order reflected the realities 

of power and culture. The fusion of power and culture helped 

to solve the seeming contradiction between China's goal of 

bringing the "barbarians" under the Chinese cultural order and 

18 Ibid., p. 15. 
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its preference for virtue rather than force. Through the 

institutions of the tribute system, Confucianism was 

socialized among elites of other subordinate countries. This 

factor contributed to the continuity of the Chinese order 

despite China's military weakness at various periods in 

history. Hundreds of years of tributary relationships had 

transformed a collective East Asian identity in terms of which 

members defined their interests. Confucianism constituted a 

set of intersubjective meanings upon which the China-centered 

hierarchial system was constructed. 

China's Perceptions of Asia and the Pacific 

Compared with other ancient civilizations, the unique 

aspect of the Chinese world order, according to Benjamin I. 

Schwartz, was that, "throughout the course of its history 

China was not challenged in its immediate vicinity by the 

emergence of any universal state whose claims it felt obliged 

to take seriously in cultural terms." 19 As a result, the 

Chinese world order was not based on a belief that the Chinese 

civilization was the center among civilizations, but on a 

conviction that Chinese civilization was the civilization. 20 

19 Benjamin I. Schwartz, "The Chinese Perception of World 
Order." Fairbank, ed., The Chinese World Order, p. 281. 

20 S. F. Gerald, China and the World. Canberra: Australian 
National University Press, 1977. 
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The Sinocentric cosmology structured East Asian order into 

"hierarchical concentric zonation." With China being the 

center, "the rest of the world lived in descending states of 

barbarism the farther away they were from China's political 

and cultural frontiers. "21 As argued by Norton Ginsberg, 

For centuries upon centuries, the perceived 
political spatial system remained Sinocentric, 
zonal, roughly concentric, without formal 
boundaries, characterized by a distance-intensity 
relationship between power and territorial control, 
almost exclusively Asia-oriented, and separated 
from the rest of the world by indifference or 
ignorance. Nowhere in those centuries of China's 
history ... did China perceive of herself as a state 
of states, a neighbor among neighbors, a member of 
a family of nations. 22 

The Sinocentric East Asian order was an unrivalled and self-

contained world, "an empire without neighbors, II the only world 

in toto. 

During the 1,500 years beginning with Qin unification of 

China (B.C. 166), only Europeans travelled IIfrom West to the 

East, II no Chinese travelled II from East to West, II or Europe. 23 

The long period can be termed the IIfrom-West-to-East Era,lI 

despite certain influences of Chinese civilization in Europe. 

21 Mancall, liThe Persistence of Tradition, lip. 17. 

22 Norton Ginsberg, liOn the Chinese Perception of a World 
Order, II in Tang Tsou, ed., China in Crisis I Vol. I I. I China 's 
Policies in Asia and America's Alternatives. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1968, p. 80. 

23 Zhong Shuhe, Zouxiang Shijie (Opening up to the World). 
Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1985. pp. 15-34. 
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Hence, Chinese knowledge about the "larger world II was not 

collected by the Chinese themselves, but brought to them by 

foreigners. When Matteo Ricci (1552-1610), a Venetian Jesuit, 

first entered the Ming capital and claimed he was from the 

Atlantic, the minister of Board of Rites (or Board of 

Ceremonies) in charge of tributary relations reported to the 

emperor that IIthere is only a 'country locked by western 

ocean' in the Collected Statutes (Hui dian), but no such thing 

called 'the Atlantic'. We are not sure if he is telling the 

truth. ,,24 This indicates the Chinese ignorance of other 

"worlds" outside their known "world" at that time. 

The concept of five continents was first made known to 

the Chinese by Matteo Ricci. On his way to Beij ing, in 

Zhaoqing in 1584, Ricci drew the first map of the world and 

had its wood-block version printed. According to Jonathan 

Spence, "the many wealthy locals who came to visit Ricci were 

surprised and interested to see their own country in a global 

context."~ After arriving in Beijing, in 1601, he presented 

a more comprehensive map of the world to the Ming court, the 

Map of All Countries (Wan Guo Yu Tu). From then on, the 

Chinese began to know that there were five continents and 

three oceans, and terms such as Asia (ya xi ya) and Europe (ou 

24 Ibid., p. 23. 

~ Jonathan D. Spence, The Memory Palace of Matteo Ricci, New 
York: Viking, 1984, p. 96. See also, pp. 64-5, and pp. 148-9. 
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luo ba) began to appear in Chinese. 26 

Another Christian missionary, Juliu Aleni (1582-1649) 

soon published the first Chinese geographical book entitled, 

Geography of the World (Zhi Fang Wai Ji) devoted to a rather 

systematic introduction of the concepts of five continents.27 

Under the patronage of Emperor Qian Long and with the help of 

the Western missionaries, the most comprehensive map of the 

mainland Asian continent was made, a copper version of which, 

completed in 1761, was later known as The Copper Version of 

the Oian Long Court Map (Oian Long Neifu Tongban Ditu) .D 

However, in the early eighteenth century, missionary 

activitids were banned by the Qing administration and as a 

result, Western knowledge was blocked from spreading. Earlier 

knowledge about the five continents was also lost. For more 

than a century, even the most well-educated Chinese elites 

were essentially ignorant of the outside world. Most 

indicative of this ignorance was the example of the precocious 

Liang Qichao (1873-1929), who became a xiucai at 12 and juren 

at 17 after passing the county-level and provincial level 

26 Zhong, Opening Up to the World, p. 23. 

27 Xu Fuwei, Zhong xi wenhua jiaoliu shi (The History of 
Cul tural Exchange between China and the West). Shanghai renmin 
chubanshe, 1985, pp. 414-17. 

28 Ibid, p. 420. See also Sheng Lixin, ed., Zhong wai wenhua 
jiao liu sihua (History of Sino-Foreign Cultural Exchanges). 
Shanghai: Huadong shifan daxue chubanshe, 1991, pp. 124-5. 
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imperial examination. Liang admitted that he IIbegan to 

realize that there exists numerous countries in five 

Continents ll only a.fter 1890 when he bought Xu Jiyu's A Brief 

Survey of the Maritime Circuit. 29 It is proper to say that not 

until the mid-nineteenth century did the Chinese come to 

realize that IIAsia ll was one continent among five. While they 

themselves lived in Asia, the Chinese sense of being an Asian 

member linked with other Asian countries and bonded by similar 

destinies arose only arounc: the turn of the century. 

China was traditionally a continent-oriented, landlocked 

empire rather than a Pacific-oriented, sea-faring country. 

Both for security and social-economic reasons, Inner Asia was 

the focus of the Chinese courts. Except for a relatively short 

period of Japanese pirates' disturbance along the southeast 

coast during Ming dynasty, the main dangers to the empire were 

from Central Asian nomads. China also needed to purchase 

Mongolian horses as the major II import II from the Inner Asian 

nomads for its armies.~ Another maj or factor to explain 

China's lack of interest in the maritime Western Pacific was 

D Lian Qichao, IIshanshi zhishu ll (Self-reflection at thirty) 
Yinbingshi Wenji Zhi Shiyi (Collected Essays of Ice-drinkers' 
Studio), Vol. 11. Taipei: Zhonghuashuju, reprinted edition. p. 
16. See also Zhong Shuhe, Chong Dongfang dao Xifang (From 
East to West: Chinese Travellers before 1919). Shanghai: 
Shanghai Renmin Chubanshe, 1989, p. 483. 

30 Mancall, China at the Center, pp. 57-8. 
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its landbound social-economic structure, which valued land-

owning agricultural activities over ocean-going commercial 

expansion. 31 

Xu Jiyu's (1795-1873) ten-volume A Brief Survey of the 

Mar; time Circuit (Yinghuan Zilue) was not published until 

1848. As "a world geography that in penetration and balance 

compared favorably with contemporary foreign accounts of 

China, ,,32 the book became a standard reader for the Chinese to 

understand the w·.)rld. 33 During the second half of the 

nineteenth century, Lin Zexu (1785-1850) in Canton translated 

and edited A Gazetteer of the Four Continents (Si Zhou Zhi) . 

Based on this book, Wei Yuan completed his 50 volumes (juans) 

~n 1842 and 100 volumes in 1852 of the Illustrated Treatise of 

31 In the Ming dynasty, China once led the world in naval 
technology. Its fleet made seven voyages during 1405-1430 
under the leadership of Zhen He who travelled to the Indian 
Ocean and places as far as the southern tip of Arabia and the 
Somali region of East Africa. But the landbound, closed social 
system blocked its further development. For an examination of 
this event and its social contexts by two Chinese authors, see 
Zhong Shuhe, China in the World, pp. 19-21, and Huang Zhilian, 
China's Asian Order, pp. 345-351. For an account of this in 
English, see Philip Snow, The Star Raft: China's Encounter 
with Africa. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1988. 

32 Hunt, "Chinese Foreign Relations in Historical Perspective," 
p. 21. 

33 Pan Zhenping, "Yinhuan zinue yan jiu" ("A Study on 'yihuan 
Zinue' "). Jindaishi Yan Jiu (Studies on Modern History), p. 
65. 
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the Maritime Countries (Hai quo tu zi ). '34 

In one chapter of his Treatise entitled "Survey of Asia," 

Wei Yuan cited Aleni and stated that, "Asia (ya xi ya), is a 

continent in tianxia, the birthplace of human beings, the 

hometown of sages ... consisted of no less than over one hundred 

countries, among which China is the biggest power." Wei went 

on writing that, "among the four major lands, Asia (ya qi ya) 

is the biggest ... Asia (ya qi ya), as considered by the West, 

is the n~tive land of ancestors. Knowledge, skills and 

religions all originated in Asia (ya qi ya) . From antiquity to 

present, it has been regarded as the important land. ,,35 In the 

Treaties, the word Asia was translated five different ways in 

various places, such as axiya, and a-xi-a. Numerous pitfalls 

notwithstanding, the Gazetteer represented the pinnacle of the 

Chinese geographical knowledge of the larger world during the 

second half of the 19th century. 

Despite its obvious tinge of Asia-centrism, Wei's book 

was accused by the Qing court of exaggerating Western powers. 

Seeking to limit its influence, the Qing administration banned 

its circulation. Not until the Reformation in the 1860s did 

34 Li Hanwu, Wei Yuan Zhuan (A Biography of Wei Yuan), 
Changsha: Hunan da xue chu banshe, 1988, p. 100-101. 

35 Citation from Zhou Jiayong, II Jindai zhonguoren de 
yazhouguan II (Modern Chinese Views on Asia). Zheng Yusuo, ed., 
Zhonguo Yu Yazhou (China and As ia). Hong Kong: Shangwu 
yingshuguan, 1990. p. 223-4. 
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the prototype foreign ministry, the Office for General 

Management of Foreign Affairs (Zongli Yamen) , print this book. 

Thereafter, the book became accessible to and began to be 

taken seriously by the limited intellectual circle. What 

deserves note is that both works about the large world, Lin's 

Treatise and Wei's Gazetteer, though neglected by the Chinese 

in the aftermath of the Opium War, were nonetheless praised 

highly by the neighboring Japanese. Some scholars even 

speculate that Japan's comparatively earlier formation of its 

modern views on Asia might be attributed to the introduction 

of and their earlier enthusiasm for these two books. 36 

Japan at the Periphery of the Sinocentric Order 

China's recorded knowledge of the existence of Japan 

dates back to the first century A. D. during Han dynasty.37 

Yet, China's understanding of Japan came rather recently. The 

Chinese sense of superiority precluded serious treatment of 

"the East barbarian tiny country," which consisted of "three 

tiny islands." As a result, the official historical records of 

Japan were dominated by imaginaries of mystery and fairyland. 

36 Among those who hold this view is Hong Kong historian Zhou 
Jiayong. See his "Modern Chinese Views on Asia." 

37 Wang Xiaoqiu, "Jindai Zhongguoren ribenguan de bianqian" 
(The Transformation of Modern Chinese Views on Japan). Riben 
Xue (Japanese Studies). Vol. 3. Beij ing daxue chubanshe, 
1991, p. 65. 
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Before the Shui and Tang dynasties, it was the Japanese 

who took the initiative and paid visits to China in the form 

of "tributary trade." Chinese courts, in turn, treated them 

with proper ceremonies. The bilateral relationship was tenuous 

and superficial. The period between the Shui, Tang and Song 

dynasties witnessed a rapid increase in bilateral exchanges. 

The Taika (Great Change) Reform starting from 645-6 was the 

Japanese attempt to remake itself according to the Chinese 

model. 38 It was the time when the Japanese learned to read and 

write Chinese characters, studied Confucianism and Buddhism, 

absorbed Chinese art, literature, and architecture, and 

implemented the Chinese bureaucratic and legal systems and the 

Chinese calendar. 

China was the inspiration for the Japanese modernization 

drive to build a strong centralized state. During the period 

from 600 to the middle of the ninth century, in particular, 

Japan was eager to be the student. China, the teacher, 

refrained from imposing itself with any missionary zeal. 39 To 

a large extent, the Chinese influence in Japan was made 

38 Edwin O. Reischauer, Japan: the Story of a Nation (4th Ed.) . 
New York: MacGraw-Hill Publishing Company, 1990, p. 20-3. 

39 For a balanced treatment of the bilateral relations from 
both the Japanese and Chinese perspectives, see Huan Lianzhi, 
Yazhou De Huaxia Zhixu: Zhongguo Yu Yazhou Guoj ia Guanxi 
Xin tail un (The Chinese Order in Asia: On China's Rela tions 
with Asian Countries). Beijing: Renmin daxue chubanshe, 1992, 
pp. 273-412. 
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possible by China's self-restraint and the Japanese efforts. 

Any sign of China's over-enthusiasm in spreading its culture 

would be perceived as chauvinistic. 

Under the Yuan dynasty, Sino-Japanese relations began to 

drift apart. The Mongols tried and failed twice in 1271 and 

1281 respectively to invade Japan. Under the Ming, China made 

political attempts to force the Japanese shoguns to conform to 

the tributary system. Japanese pirates, Chinese arrogance, and 

the Ming court's policy of J.imiting trade combined with 

Japanese domestic turmoil and lack of a unified China policy, 

contributed to a worsening of Sino-Japanese relationships. To 

some extent, the pirates' harassment of the Korean Peninsula, 

the Ryukyus, and China proper can be considered the first 

Japanese challenge to the Sinocentric East Asian order. 

Organized military challenge was later launched by Hideyoshi, 

who dispatched an army of 150,000 to attack Korea in 1592 and 

1597, but was defeated by the Chinese and Korean forces. 4o 

Unlike Korea, the Ryukyus and Annam, Xinluo and Burma, 

Japan was never a loyal member of the Chinese dominated East 

Asian order. Instead, it stayed in and out, remaining at the 

periphery and at times posing a series of challenge to the 

Sino-centric order. After the Mongols' failures to invade 

Japan, Japanese pirates harassed the China's coast. Most 

~ Reischauer, Japan, pp. 66-7. 
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importantly, the Mongols' failures prepared Japan 

psychologically to challenge Chinese leadership in the region. 

Despite their military moves towards China, the Japanese never 

posed any serious cultural threat to the Sinocentric East 

Asian order. Nor did the Chinese take seriously the political 

implications of the increasingly assertive Japanese posture 

toward China's dominance. 

The Chinese elite, therefore, continued to ignore Japan. 

Xu Jiyu, in his Brief Survey of Maritime Circuit, frankly 

admitted that he knew little about Japan, because the Japanese 

"were distant overseas barbarians," and "there is not much 

reason to explore it. ,,41 He even mistakenly identified the 

names of the three islands that he believed constituted Japan, 

a mistake that Wei Yuan followed. Even until the mid-

nineteenth century, the Chinese understanding of Japan was so 

obscure that the first Chinese counsellor in Japan, Huang 

Zhunxian, was led to claim that, the two countries "though 

divided by only a strip of water, were nonetheless separated 

by layers of fog."G 

China's complacency and condescension toward Japan was 

shattered by China's disastrous failures in the first Sino-

Japanese War at the end of the nineteenth century. As Liang 

41 Quote from Wang Xiaoqiu, "Transformation of Modern Chinese 
Views on Japan," p. 66. 

42 Ibid., p. 67. 
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Qichao argued, China "was awakened from the dream of 4000 

years by the defeat in the war of 1894. ,,43 China's interest in 

Japan was evidenced by the rapid movement of Chinese 

diplomats, officials, students, and intellectuals to Japan in 

the aftermath of the war. In 1906 alone, the number of Chinese 

students in Tokyo was estimated to be between six and twenty 

thousand. According to Marius Jansen, the wave of migration of 

Chinese students to Japan was "the first truly large-scale 

modernization-oriented migration of intellectuals in world 

history. ,,44 

Pan-Asianism and East Asian Coprosperity Sphere: 
Japanese Views versus Chinese Views 

Beginning with the Opium War (1839-42), Sino-centrism 

collapsed, and within the next seventy years most of China's 

tributaries were taken by Western powers and Japan. The 

Chinese assumption of cultural superiority that formed the 

foundation of the East Asian order was destroyed by Western 

and Japanese challenges. China, no longer the center of its 

universal order, became "the object of international relations 

43 Quote from Marius B. Jansen, Japan and China: From War to 
Peace, 1894-1972. Chicago: Rand McNally College Publishing 
Company, 1975, p. 131. 

44 Ibid., pp. 149-158. 
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but seldom the agent. 1145 Chinese intellectuals came to realize 

that the international system sanctioned only the nation-state 

as the legitimate player in the world. The nation-state was 

not only the rule but the only viable identity for the very 

survival and prosperity of the Chinese nation. 46 As China was 

forcibly drawn into the Western international system, China's 

consciousness of Asia as a continent and its views on Japan as 

a successful nation-state gradually took shape. 

The Western intrusion upon the Sinocentric East Asian 

order since the mid-nineteenth century constituted the 

background against which modern Japanese and Chinese views on 

Asia were developed. It also profoundly reshaped the relations 

between China and Japan and their respective views towards 

each other. 

There was a variety of attitudes toward Asia among 

Japanese military government and intellectual leaders, who 

advocated different policies ranging from alliance and 

4S Allen S. Whiting, "Foreign Policy of China. II Roy Macridis, 
ed., Foreign Policy in World Politics. Prentice-Hall, 1989 p. 
262. 

46 For a discussion of how the international system codified by 
the Pace of Westphalia had overrun all other forms of empire 
and enforced nation-state as the rule, see George Modelski, 
Long Cycles in World Politics, Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1987, chapter 6. 
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renovation to dissociation from or invasion of Asia. 47 These 

views can be roughly classified into two categories, namely, 

the "dissociation" school and Pan-Asianism. Fukuzawa Yukichi 

was indisputably the major spokesman of the "dissociation" 

school. In an editorial entitled "Dissociation from Asia" 

(datsu-a-ron) which appeared in the March l6, 1885 issue of 

his News of the Times (Jijishinpo) , Fukuzawa presented the 

thesis that Japan should dissociate itself from Asia and 

establish a non-Asian identity in order to strive for a status 

equal to the West. 

In his other writings, Fukuzawa divided the civilizations 

in the world into three areas: the Euro-A.merican civilized 

region; the Asian semi-enlightened countries, such as China, 

Japan, and Turkey; and the Australian and African barbaric 

regions. According to Fukuzawa, Japan typified a country on 

the way to jettisoning its semi-enlightened status so as to 

evolve into the Euro-American type of a modern and civilized 

47 Bunso Hashikawa, "Japanese Perspectives on Asia: From 
Dissociation to Coprosperity. II Akira Iriye, ed., The Chinese 
and the Japanese: Essays ~n Poli tical and Cul tural 
Interactions. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980. p. 
337. See also Marius B. Jansen, "Japanese Views of China 
During the Meij i Period. II Albert Feuerwerker, Rhoades Murphey, 
and Mary C. Wright, eds., Approaches to Modern Chinese 
History. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967, pp. 
162-189. 
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society, while China was degenerating into barbarism. 48 

Chinese culture became the "mortal enemy" to be squeezed out 

in order to "build a rich country and strong military" (Fukoku 

Kyohei) . According to Fukuzawa, "if the Chinese retrogressive 

doctrine remains at all in our young men's minds, the new 

civilization cannot give its full benefit to this country. ,,49 

Numerous variants of the dissociation school existed, but 

they all bore witness to the Japanese frustration with and 

contempt for their Asian neighbors. It was obvious that for 

the Japanese, independence lay in an identification with the 

Euro-American "master" and not with the Asian "servants." 

During this time, China and the Chinese were described in the 

popular press as "the epitome of weakness, selfishness, 

inefficiency, disorganization, and cowardice. ,,50 For the first 

decades of the Meiji regime, Japanese commentators on China 

were united in warning that China's "troubles from without, 

disaster from within" (Neiyou waihuan) might also befall 

~ Yan Shaotang, "Ershi siji ribenren de zhongguoguan" 
(Japanese Views of China during the Twentieth Century). 
RibenXue (Japanese Studies), Vol. 3. Beijing: Beijing daxue 
chubanshe, 1991, p. 81-96. For a discussion of how Fukuzawa's 
views of China changed from a mixture of "awe and respect" to 
sympathy and finally total contempt, see Song Chengyou, 
"Fucheyuje zhongguoguan de bianqian suping" (On the evolution 
of Fukuzawa's views of China). Riben Xue (Japanese Studies), 
Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, Vol. 3. 1991, pp. 93-113. 

49 Fukuzawa Yuki chi , Au tobiography. New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1960, p. 216. 

50 Jansen, "Japanese Views of China," p. 182. 
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Japan. 51 Other than taking China as a negative example to be 

avoided, the Japanese emphatically rejected any sort of 

ideological or sympathetic link with China. 52 Fukuzawa wrote 

editorials comparing China to lithe Poland of Orient, II and 

advocating IIwiping out China and making peace with Europe. 1153 

The second school of Japanese views on China can be termed 

Pan-Asianism. The idea of Asiatic union to combat Western 

imperialism existed among some groups of Japanese and Chinese 

nationalists. Marius Jansen convincingly argues that there had 

always been formidable groups in Japan continuously asserting 

their belief in an immediate Asian orientation of policy. 

These men believed that Japan's mission would best be advanced 

by sponsoring and cultivating nationalist groups that were 

trying to bring about reform and renovation in China's 

outmoded government and society. 54 

There were numerous Chinese nationalistic groups and 

individuals, ranging from Liang Qichao, Zhang Bingling, and 

51 Marius B. Jansen, China in the Tokugawa World. Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1992, p. 100. 

52 Yan Shaotang, IIRiben chuantong hanxuezai minzhi shidai 
demingyun ll (The Fate of Japanese Traditional Sinology during 
Meij i Era. II Riben Xue (Japanese Studies), Vol. 1. Beij ing: 
Beij ing daxue chubanshe, 1989, pp. 52 -70. See also Yan, 
II Japanese Views on China in the Twentieth Century i II Song, liOn 
the Evolution of Fukuzawa's Views on China. II 

g Hashikawa, IIJapanese Perspectives on Asia, II p. 334. 

54 Marius B. Jansen, The Japanese and Sun Yat-sen, Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1954. 
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Chai Yuanpei to Sun Yat-sen, who were enthusiastic about the 

idea of an Asian alliance against Western imperialism. The 

first Chinese organization explicitly committed to promoting 

cooperation among Asian countries, "Shanghai Asian 

Association" (Shanghai yaxiya xiehui), involved the active 

leadership and participation of Japanese officials and 

businessmen in China. The vice-chairman of the association, 

Zheng Guanyin, wrote that China and Japan "are both in Asia. 

If they attack each other, it would be equal to teeth without 

lips only being taken advantage by others. ,,55 In the decade 

following the Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), proposals to 

emulate and ally with Japan were quite popular among Chinese 

nationalists. 56 

Most of the Chinese nationalists considered China's 

renovation within the larger context of Asia. In 1902, Liang 

Qichao, in exile in Japan, wrote, "Japan is now certainly a 

major power in the world, independent and self-reliant, and 

even allied with the most powerful country in Europe. The 

high-spiritedness and complacence here are beyond description. 

55 Quote from Zhou Jiayong, "Modern Chinese Views on Asia," p. 
227. 

56 Zhang Binglin's view was rather representative. He wrote in 
1897 that the only Asian country China could depend on was 
Japan, and if China and Japan allied as "lips and teeth," then 
Western powers could be resisted, and "the Pacific would be 
peaceful". See Wong Young-tsu, Search for Modern Nationalism, 
Zhang Binglin and Revolutionary China, 1869-1936. Hong Kong: 
Oxford University Press, 1989. 
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Was it our China that has been the center of Asian continent 

and the master of thousands of years! II He went on to emphasize 

that if China collapsed, IIAsia would be the private property 

of the white race. II Only lithe Chinese race ll is entitled to use 

the IIprofound and unfathomable resources of Asia.lI~ Liang's 

views exuded a moral sense of mission toward China's Asian 

neighbors presumably inherited from the earlier sino-centric 

East Asian order. 

The idea of Asian cooperation was shared by nationalists 

from other Asian countries. In 1907, dozens of Chinese 

revolutionaries, including Zhang Binglin, Zhang Ji, Liu 

Shipei, and Chen Duxiu, and Indian intellectuals in alliance 

with politicians in exile and students from Vietnam, Burma, 

the Philippines, and Korea established lithe Asian Society of 

Friendship and Harmonyll (Yazhou heqinghui) in Tokyo. The aim 

of the society was lito resist imperialism and win independence 

by assisting each other. II The society existed for only one and 

a half years, and was closed down due to frequent harassments 

by the Japanese government. 58 

Efforts to organize Asia invariably aborted, largely 

because of the lack of sincerity on the part of both China and 

Japan. There was a profound unwillingness of the Chinese to 

57 Quote from Zhou Jiayong, "Modern Chinese Views on Asia, II p. 
229. 

~ Ibid., p. 230. 
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follow the lead of the Japanese, their former students. 

Confronted with the ever aggressive and arrogant Japan, the 

Chinese elite preferred to seek Western help in traditional 

strategies of "using barbarians to control barbarians" (Yiyi 

zhiyi). China's disastrous course of foreign war and internal 

rebellion "did not make the Meiji leaders eager to seem allied 

with a loser. ,,59 And in the final analysis, the Japanese would 

not risk offending the Western powers by appearing to ally 

with China against Western interests. Instead, they chose to 

impress the Western powers by striving to meet the Western 

"standard of civilization," a standard that, by the end of the 

nineteenth century, included the possession of colonies, 

unequal treaties, and spheres of influence. 

The British political scientist Martin Wight writes that, 

"as the headhunters of Borneo entered into manhood by taking 

their first head, so a power becomes a great power by 

successful war against great power. ,,60 This was exactly the 

case with Meiji Japan. After concluding that association with 

China could only slow its march toward equality with the 

Western powers, Japan set out to meticulously emulate the 

Western powers and was quick to exploit the proximity and 

59 Jansen, China in the Tokugawa World, p. 97. 

60 Martin Wight, 
Holbraad, eds., 
1978, p. 46. 

Power Poli tics, Hedley Bull and Carsten 
Leicester: University of Leicester Press, 
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apparent weakness of China. As a result, alliance with China 

only lived on in the minds of intellectuals and activists 

outside the establishment and was often ridiculed by the Meij i 

leaders as "student nonsense." 

The Japanese military advance in China around World War I 

aroused vigilance against Japanese pan-Asianism among Chinese 

nationalists. Li Dazhao (1889-1927) wrote in 1917 that "as a 

response to and resistance against Atlanticism, it is natural 

that we should hold high the banner of Pan-Asianism. I. Yet he 

was opposed to the Japanese posing as the "master of Asia. II He 

further argued that 

In the final analysis, we think that without China, 
there would be no Asia. If we Chinese cannot stand 
on our feet, Asians cannot stand in the world. Even 
if one other country flagrantly considers itself as 
the master of Asia, it would only be the target of 
Western powers and court the disaster of being 
destroyed .... So, the most critical core of Pan
Asianism should be renovating the Chinese state, 
rehabilitating the Chinese nation. 61 

And if the Japanese really hoped to put into practice the 

ideal of Pan-Asianism, according to Li, they first had to 

recognize that China was lithe cornerstone of the Asian 

situation. II When confronted with foreign invasion, both 

countries II should cherish the friendship consolidated by their 

bonds as Asian neighbors and the same race and come to mutual 

61 Li Dazhao, "Dayaxiya zhuyi" (Pan-Asianism). Li Da-zhao Wenji 
(Collected Works of Li Dazhao) , Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 
1984, p. 449. 
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assistance. ,,62 As for the Chinese, Li admonished that they 

should "first be aware that Asia is Chinese Asia, and create 

a new civilj.zation and reconstruct a new country." 63 In 1919, 

Li cautioned against the danger of Japanese Pan-Asianism and 

advocated a "new Asianism" to replace it. Li's New Asianism 

advocated a grand Asian alliance after achieving national 

liberation and autonomy, in order to form a balancing force 

against the Atlanticism. Interestingly, Li saw this new Asian 

regionalism as a middle way between nationalism and 

internationalism that would eventually culminate in a global 

union. In Li's eyes, a world federation had to be based on 

smaller alliances in each continent. Li's Asianism was not 

antagonistic to cosmopolitanism, but conformed to 

cosmopolitanism.~ 

Sun Yat-sen's (1866-1925) pan-Asianism put more emphasis 

on Japan. For Sun, because Japan, after getting rid of its 

unequal treaties, had become the first Asian country to regain 

its autonomy, it could inspire other countries and nations to 

be masters of Asia rather than colonies of Europeans. Sun 

based his conception of pan-Asianism on the cultural conflict 

~ Ibid., p. 450. 

63 Ibid. 

~ "Dayaxiya zhuyi yu xinyaxiya zhuyi" (Pan-Asianism and new 
Asianism). Li Dazhao Wenji {Collected Works of Li Dazhao. 
Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, 1984, pp. 609-611. 
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between West and East. Informed by the assumptions of the 

traditional Sino-centric East Asian order, Sun contrasted a 

culture of the "kingly way" (wang dao) , whose core idea is 

that might is based on right, with Western power politics (ba 

dao). Sun considered the Chinese IIkingly way" to be superior 

and hence the proper way to organize Asia. Sun hoped that 

Japan would act as the center (gan cheng) of the kingly way 

culture to promote Asian autonomy and cooperation.~ 

There existed unbridgeable differences in the conceptions 

of Pan-Asianism between the Japanese elite and Chinese 

nationalists. They had a critical disagreement over the issue 

of leadership, the way and purpose of organizing Asia. 

The two views of Asia among the Japanese, Pan-Asianism 

and the Dissociation school, appear to be diametrically 

opposite. On closer look, however, it turns out that they in 

great measure reinforce each other. The Japanese contempt for 

Asian countries explicit in the dissociationist view, and the 

Japanese sense of mission to II savell Asia, seen in the 

\ renovationist' view of Pan-Asianism, combined to render Asian 

cooperation on an equal footing out of the question. The logic 

of these Japanese views on Asia eventually led to the blatant 

military design of East Asian Co-prosperity, based on Japanese 

65 Li Haitian, "Dayazhouzhuyi de huigu yu guoj ia weilai, II 
(Retrospect on Pan-Asianism and the Future of Chinese Nation) . 
Central Daily (International Ed.), April 8, 1994, p. 7. See 
also Jansen, The Japanese and Sun Yat-sen. 
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superiority and leadership. 

The Japanese concept of the East Asian Co-prosperity 

Sphere in the 1930s and 1940s was based mainly upon four 

assumptions. First, a unified Asian civilization should be 

constructed based on one si~gle race. The Japanese would be 

the representative race and the absolute leader. As Mark 

Peattie points out, the Meiji success and "a few decades of 

dominion over neighboring Asian peoples, reinforced by racial 

notions of Social Darwinism, inevitably released the virus of 

racial assertiveness into the Japanese ideological bloodstream 

and quickened the Japanese sense of superiority to the rest of 

Asia. "66 

Second, Confucianism should be revitalized and 

rejuvenated but separated from China. Since the understanding 

that "the Way of the sages in contemporary times should 

involve reform and reconstruction fell on deaf ears in China, " 

the true wisdom of the sages had been abandoned in the land 

that gave birth to it. 67 The Japanese believed that, "in 

repayment of their cultural debt to China, [they] should take 

an active role in pulling China up the steep path toward 

66 Mark R. Peattie, "Introduction," Ramon H. Myers and Mark R. 
Peattie, The Japanese Colonial Empire, 1895-1945. Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, p. 13. 

67 Jansen, China in the Tokugawa World, p. 109. 
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'civilization'"~. The Chinese culture had crossed the China 

Sea to Japan. It was the Japanese mission to "return the ways 

of sages to China." 

Third, there would eventually be a decisive clash between 

Western and Eastern civilizations before a higher civilization 

and a golden age of human culture were to be created. Fourth, 

Japan would be the leader of an integrated East Asia and a 

liberator of the oppressed Asians. With Japanese spirit 

superior to the corrupted and decaying Asian civilizations, a 

sense of national destiny, or "yellow man's burden" as 

elaborated in the Okuma doctrine, became prevalent among the 

Japanese. Yet the Japanese blatant invasion and the butchering 

of innocent people belied any pretense of constructing an East 

Asian order based on equality and coprosperity among Asian 

countries. 

In half a century (1895-1945) of coercion, the Japanese 

built an East Asian regional system dominated by them and 

consisting of two kinds of "Japanese empires," viz., formal 

and informal. The Japanese formal colonial empire included 

Taiwan, Korea, Karafuto (southern Sakhalin), the Kwantung 

Leased Territory on the Liaotung peninsula, and the Nan'yo 

(the Japanese mandate islands of Micronesia) . Manchukuo was a 

68 Peter Duus, "Introduction/Japan's Informal Empire in China, 
1895-1937: An Overview." Peter Duus, Ramon H. Myers, and Mark 
R. Peattie, eds., The Japanese Informal Empire in China, 1895-
1937. Princeton: Princeton University Press, p. xxvi. 
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kind of Japanese colonial possesion in itself. The informal 

empire was established by unequal treaties, which included 

China, wartime southeast Asia, and the South Pacific. 69 The 

nature of the informal colonial relationship is defined as 

"not dependency or hegemony" but "an 'unequal contract' signed 

under duress. ,,70 These informal and formal colonial empires 

were sustained by the form of metropolitan-periphery 

relations. The colonial possessions were subj ected to the 

Japanese semi-war economy of "building Japan as an industrial 

and commercial power" (shokorikkoku). 

For the five decades of Japanese dominance, according to 

Albert Feuerwerker, there existed a "dark ignorance" in Japan 

about China. 71 Before 1937, "there were fewer Japanese in 

regular contact with Chinese intellectuals in China's 

universities and other cultural institutions than there were 

Europeans and Americans. ,,72 After 1937, the Japanese massive 

invasion in and migration to China did expand contacts between 

these two peoples. "Scholarly books and reports and learned 

~ The two best volumes dealing separately with the Japanese 
"formal" and "informal" empires are: Ramon H. Myers and Mark 
R. Peattie, The Japanese Colonial Empire, 1895-1945. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984, and Duss, Myers 
and Peattie eds., The Japanese Informal Empire in China 

70 Duus, "Introduction," p. xvi. 

71 Albert Feuerwerker, "Japanese Imperialism in China," Duus, 
et. aI, eds. The Japanese Informal Empire, pp. 431-8. 

72 Ibid., p. 434. 
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specialists" also expanded vastly. But this form of 

"knowledge" failed to penetrate deeply into "the Japanese 

psyche." The "dark ignorance" precluded the possibility of 

Japanese comprehension of Chinese nationalism. China's refusal 

to accept the Japanese leadership and its unrelenting ·search 

for its rightful place in East Asia and the international 

system at large pit China squarely in conflict with Japan's 

grand design of "East Asian Co-prosperity. ,,73 The Japanese 

effort to reorganize Asia in its own image soon ended in 

disaster. 

Since 1945, Chinese memories of Japanese aggression were 

so bitter that they were even repelled by words such as 

"Asianism" and even "East Asia." For decades, the Chinese were 

silent on all ideas relating to Pan-Asianism. The short-lived 

Japanese design of East Asian Co-prosperity has left a 

significant historical legacy for Japan's new effort to 

reconstruct its role in Asia-Pacific since the 1970s. 

Post-War Asia-Pacific Cooperation: An Overview 

The Pan-Pacific Union founded in 1907 was the first non-

governmental forum that expanded Asian cooperation to 

encompass Western advanced countries which had a significant 

73 For a compelling discussion of China' s intensive 
nationalistic diplomacy over the Paris Treaty to gain major 
power status, see Zhang Yongjin, China in the International 
System. 
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presence in the Pacific. Emerging from the unofficial 

organization was the Institute of Pacific Relations in 1925, 

with delegates from Australia, Canada, China, Great Britain, 

Hawaii, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, the Philippines, and the 

United States. 74 It was disbanded in 1960-61 because the 

Institute fell prey to the Cold War and was repudiated by the 

anti-communist hysteria and McCarthyism. But the Institute 

prepared important personal networks and promoted the 

"consciousness" of trans-Pacific cooperation. 

In the wake of the Second World War, the newly independent 

Asian countries were preoccupied with their own nation-

building. The Columbo Plan established in 1950 was to help the 

reconstruction of the Asian countries. The United Nations 

effort to promote Asia-Pacific cooperation did not prove to be 

much of a spur. 7S In June 1950, Japanese Prime Minister 

Yoshida Shigeru elaborated a Japanese foreign policy strategy 

known as the "Yoshida Doctrine," which defined Japan's primary 

national goal as its economic recovery. To facilitate 

achieving that goal, Japan was to rely politically and 

strategically on the United States for defense and security. 

74 Lawrence T. Woods, Asia-Pacific Diplomacy: Nongovernmental 
Organizations and International Relations. Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press, 1993, chapter 3. 

7S Gerald Chan, "Yatai diqu de guoj izhuzhi" 
Organzations in Asia-Pacific), Zhen Yu-suo, 
Asia, p. 247. 

(International 
ed., China and 
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Japan would maintaim minimum military force and avoid 

involvement in international political-strategic issues. 76 

For two decades thereafter, the Yoshida Doctrine largely set 

the parameters of Japanese foreign policy in general and its 

Asian policy in particular. Until the 1970s, Japan tended 

towards minimalist commitments to the outside world. It was 

reluctant to appear overly active in championing regional 

cooperation, lest it trigger the suspicion and potential 

hostility among its Asian neighbors who had suffered under the 

Japanese empire. 

American economic predominance, through the World Bank, 

IMF and the GATT, and sheer military power, was unchallenged 

in the capitalist Asia-Pacific. For decades after World War 

II, the U.s. power gap with Asian countries was far greater 

than with its European partners. The enormous power disparity 

enabled the United States to dictate international outcomes in 

Asia through bilateral arrangements instead of multilateral 

undertakings. In the meantime, the subordinate Asian countries 

preferred to lIexploit whatever individual advantages they can 

muster in bilateral negotiations, to free ride, or to pursue 

tactics of 'dependence reduction,' rather than to seek a 

general order within which they will clearly have little 

76 For a more detailed summary of the Yoshida Doctrine, see 
Kenneth Pyle, The Japanese Question: Power and Purpose in a 
New Era. Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Press, p. 25. 
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voice. ,,77 The U. S. policy of linking economic access with 

security alliance and its magnanimity as a hegemonic power in 

ascendancy created extensive opportunities for Asian countries 

to free ride and maneuver. The regional relations were, 

therefore, characterized by bilateral arrangements between the 

U.S and other Asian nations. No multilateral regime existed 

that reflected regionally derived common interests to which 

both the u.s. and Asian countries subscribed. Rather, the 

economic and security order in Asia-Pacific was largely 

imposed by the U. S . and shaped out of the U. S . Cold War 

containment strategy, including the exclusion of the major 

Asian country, Communist China. 

Since the mid-1960s, the idea of regional cooperation has 

been revived partially as a response to the European Economic 

Community and was proposed mainly by the Japanese. The idea of 

regionalism was essentially promoted by international 

nongovernmental organizations (INGOs), 78 such as the Pacific 

Basin Economic Council (PBEC), established in 1967-8, and the 

Pacific Trade and Development Conference (PAFTAD and later 

abbreviated as PACTAD) formed in 1968. Both organizations, 

initially limited to capitalist Asia-Pacific, had not achieved 

much substantive success. Yet they facilitated the formation 

77 Donald Crone, "Does Hegemony Matter?" World Poli tics, 45, 
July 1993, pp. 503-4. 

78 Woods, Asia-Pacific Diplomacy. 
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of an "epistemic community" or a network of professionals and 

information that coordinated their activities to spread ideas 

of cooperation and to translate them into policies. 79 The 

unofficial fora provide expertise and policy suggestions, 

thereby representing "the intellectual driving force of the 

cooperation movement. ,,80 

The main factor driving regional cooperation was the 

decline of the U. S. hegemonic power, which, according to 

Robert Gilpin, began with the Vietnam War. since then, the 

u.s. has shifted from benevolent to "predatory hegemon." The 

u.s. has become "less willing to subordinate its own interests 

to those of its allies; instead, it tends more and more to 

exploit its hegemonic status for its own narrowly defined 

purposes. ,,81 Accompanying the U. s. hegemonic decline were 

three additional factors in Asia spurring cooperation, viz., 

the Japanese economic takeoff, Sino-U.S. normalization, and 

American power retreat because of Vietnam. These developments 

79 For the concept of "epistemic community" and its role in 
promoting international cooperation, see Peter Haas, ed., 
International Organization (special issue), Knowledge, Power 
and International Coordination, 46 .(1), 1992. For an 
application of this concept to the description of Asia-Pacific 
cooperation, see Higgot, "Economic Cooperation," pp. 112-5. 

80 Lawrence T. Woods f "Non-governmental Organizations and 
Pacific Cooperation: Back to the Future?" The Pacific Review, 
Vol.4, No.4, 1991, p. 313. 

81 Gilpin, The Political Economy of International Relations, p. 
345. 
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enabled Japan and China to break out of their respective 

isolation. Especially important was China's gradual 

jettisoning of its traditional landbound mentality as it 

opened its coast to commmerce through Special Economic Zones, 

seeking connection with other Asia-Pacific economies.~ 

China's enmeshing into regional economies removed the last 

major hurdle for a truly regionwide multilateral international 

order. 

The fear of the U. S. "hegemonic defection" in combination 

with the increasing interdependence among members of the 

region has given further impetus for seeking multilateral 

arrangements. According to Keohane, as interdependence 

increases, "the opportunity costs of not co-ordinating policy 

increase, compared with the costs of sacrificing autonomy as 

a consequence of making binding agreements. ,,83 The increase of 

"dynamic density" of interactions in areas such as trade and 

investment generated the demand for regimes to manage the 

complexity that defies purely bilateral solutions.~ The 

82 Xiang Lanxin argues that China's metamorphasis from a 
landbound mentality to one embracing a "sea-faring life style" 
has given rise to the new Listian economic nationalism. See 
his "Economic Nationalism vs. Political Inertia in China." 
communist and Post-Communist Studies, Vol. 26, No.1, March 
1993, pp. 104-119. 

83. Keohane, "Multilateralism," p. 742. 

~. R. Sean Randolph, "Pacififc Overtures," Foreign Policy, 57 
(Winter 1984-5), p. 135. 
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interdependence also generated yearnings to reduce uncertainty 

and transaction costs by regularizing interactions, thereby 

eroding antipathy to more institutionalized regional 

cooperation. 

The idea of regional cooperation received official 

endorsement from the major Asian country, Japan, whose prime 

minister, Masoyoshi Ohira, in 1978 proposed to build a Pacific 

basin community. Two years later, a tripartite structure 

consisting of academics, business leaders, and state officials 

gathered to form the Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference 

(PECC). The creation of PECC was a major breakthrough for 

regional cooperation both as a response to the changes in 

international forces as well as a collorary of earlier PBEC 

and PAFTA. 85 As Drysdale puts it, PECC, whose IItripartite 

mechanism of government, industry and research participation 

(the defining characteristics of the PECC) came to provide an 

extremely effective channel through which to develop the 

practice of Pacific eonomic cooperation. 1I It represents lIa 

significant elevation in the profile of government support for 

developing the practice of regional cooperation. 1186 

According to PECC's own official claims, IIPECC's access to 

85 The name of PECC was changed to the Pacific Economic 
Cooperation Council in January 1992. 

86 Peter Drysdale, International Economic Pluralism: Economic 
Policy in East Asia and the Pacific. New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1988, pp. 217-8. 
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the intellectual resources, information and data bases of 

research institutions, government and high level business 

interests distinguishes itself from other multilateral 

organizations which rely principally on governments. ,,87 The 

tripartite structure provides sufficient flexibility necessary 

for promoting conversation and communication for regional 

cooperation. Yet its non-governmental format eschewed 

political sensitivities that have beset Asia-Pacific regional 

cooperation. ASEAN's participation aided PECC's legitimacy. 

PECC was modelled upon the OECD in many aspects, but reflected 

the differences in this region. It avoided centralized 

bureaucracy. It encompasses countries from both the South and 

North and does not have the surveillance mechanism that OECD 

has that monitors over its member countries. As Stuart Harris 

puts it, "The relatively clear line that separates government, 

the private sector and, indeed the academic world in the West 

is not evident in the region ... the tripartite character of 

PECC ... (is) an important insitutional innovation meeting the 

special characteristics of the region--and perhaps of the 

87 Fourth Report by the Australian Pacififc Economic 
Coopera ti on Commmi t tee to the Aus tral ian Governmen t. Canberra: 
AUSPECC, 1990, p. 5. Quote from Higgot, "Economic Cooperation: 
Theoretical Opportunities and Practical Constraints." The 
Pacific Review, Vol. 6, No.2, 1993, p. 113. 
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times. ,,88 

Accelerated by PECC, regional cooperation developed apace 

during the 1980s. Together with PBEC and PACTAD, PECC provided 

"a precedent, an institutional base, and a lobbying group for 

further organizational development. ,,89 However, Asia-Pacific 

cooperation continues to evolve in a piecemeal fashion with a 

nonofficial dialogue approach characterized by flexibility 

rather than rigidity. 

The landmark breakthrough in regional cooperation occurred 

at the end of the 1980s. In November 1989, the first 

intergovernmental organization, the Asia-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation conference (APEC), was formed, with its first 

ministerial meeting held in Canberra. APEC marked the 

transformation of informal consultation and subregional effort 

to regionalism into a multilateral official forum. APEC 

provides not only a forum for joint consultation but also a 

center stage where regional cooperation is promoted. Assisted 

by PECC as research arms, and PBEC, PACTAD and ASEAN as 

supplements, APEC has become the principal vehicle for 

multidimensional economic dialogue through which communication 

is enhanced and consensus is fostered. 

88 Stuart Harris, "Regional Economic Cooperation: Trading Blocs 
and Australian Interests," Australian Outlook 43 (August 
1989), p. 18. 

89 Donald Crone, "The Politics of Emerging Pacific 
Cooperation," Pacific Affairs, 65:1 (Spring 1992), p. 69. 
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According to Keohane, the process by which international 

regimes develop is a process of increasing 

institutionalization. And institutions are defined as 

"persistent and connected sets of rules (formal and informal) 

that prescribe behavioral roles, constrain activity, and shape 

expectations."90 Compared with Europe-Atlantic, Asia-Pacific 

multilateral economic cooperation is still weakly 

insti tutionalized. There seems to h~ no strong regimes in 

Asia-Pacific. However, with formal and informal institutional 

support, the patterns of regional cooperation have certainly 

demonstrated distinctive dynamics for regime formation. 91 

APEC and other regional cooperational fora have 

facilitated information sharing, especially important for the 

culturally heterogeneous Asia-Pacific region. As Kratochwil 

and Ruggie argue, "the intersubjective basis of international 

regimes suggest that transparency of actor behaviour and 

expectations within the regimes is one of their core 

requirements." 92 With the effort of an epistemic community 

consisting of non-governmental and governmental fora, greater 

90 Robert 0 . Keohane, In terna ti onal Ins ti tu ti ons and S ta te 
Power: Essays in International Relations Theory. Boulder: 
Westview press, 1989, pp. 3-5. 

91 In 1992, a secretariat of APEC was established in Singapore. 

92 Friedrich Kratochwil and John G. Ruggie, II International 
Organization: A State of the Art on an Art of the State." 
International Organization 40 (4), Autumn 1986, p. 389. 
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transparency has evidently been achieved in this region. 

Despite the lack of stable cognitive consensus with respect to 

a set of norms, rules, principles and procedures, some 

elements of an economic regime do already exist. We may say 

that there are "weak regimes" or what Aggarwal terms "proto-

regimes"in Asia-Pacific.~ 

The lack of ability and will for the u.s. to dictate the 

outcome in this region, though posing numerous challenges, 

opens critical space for Asians to narrow the cultural gap 

across the Pacific with respect to rules, norms, principles 

and decision-making procedues that had obstructed the 

formation of multilateral regimes in Asia-Pacific. More 

importantly, a more assertive role played by Asian countries 

enables both economic and security arrangement to proceed at 

a pace and in a manner that reflects both the cultural and 

power dimensions of the region. 

93 Vinod K. Aggarwal, "Building International Institutions in 
Asia-Pacific." Asian Survey, November 1993. 
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3. China and Asia-Pacific Regional Economic Cooperation 

When Kiyoshi Kojima, in 1968, made the first proposal 

for Asia-Pacific cooperation to establish a Pacific and Asia 

Free Trade Area (PAFTA), China was not even a member of the 

United Nations. As an international outcast, China adopted 

rebellious diplomacy against the existing structures of world 

political economy. China's entry into the United Nations in 

1971 and the Sino-U.S. rapprochement thereafter considerably 

moderated the revolutionary radicalism in Beijing's foreign 

policy outlook. The reform program adopted by the Third 

Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the Chinese 

Communist Party at the end of 1978 marked the beginning of 

China's comprehensive campaign towards re-entry into the 

international system. China's IIgreat leap outward II constituted 

the pivotal background against which Beijing's posture toward 

global and regional issues was reformulated. 

A commonplace assumption about China's role in regional 

economic cooperation is that since it is China that has been 

seeking integration into the capitalist economies, it follows 

that China's posture toward regional economic issues should be 

passive and reactive. Moreover, studies based on a purely 

economic rationale tend to suggest a nice linear and 

progressive Chinese IIlearningll process in seeking cooperative 
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relations in Asia-Pacific. To put it more crudely, China 

should be "regime-taker" rather than "regime-shaper." This 

assumption evidently exaggerates the impact of the pre-

existing regimes in forcing changes on the state. Because of 

the foregoing reasons, the "China factor" has received 

inadequate treatment in literature concerning Asia-Pacific 

economic cooperation. It has often been overlooked, or even if 

it being noted, it is more often assumed rather than 

explained. As Allen Whiting puts it, "An emerging Chinese 

interest in Pacific Basin analyses and proposals for economic 

cooperation warrants separate study in itself, both because of 

the rapidly burgeoning literature and its multi-faceted 

ramifications for political and economic relations throughout 

the region. ,,1 This chapter is, in part, an attempt to answer 

this call. 

Our theoretical framework as outlined in Chapter One 

posits that individual state identity and collective identity 

of a group of states are shaped by the same process of 

interaction. Furthermore, given China's sheer size and 

political weight, in addition to its historical role as the 

center of the East Asian world order, it would be naive to 

assume that China is merely a passive and compliant force in 

Asian affairs, economic or political. This chapter seeks to 

1 Allen S. Whiting, China Eyes Japan. Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1989, p. 23. 
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fill in the gap of the critical aspect of Asia-Pacific 

economic regime formation, namely, China's position toward 

Asia-Pacific cooperation movements. The chapter starts with a 

discussion of how Beij ing' s ambitious reform program has 

plunged China into the Asia-Pacific regional economies, thus 

setting the stage for China's new role to develop. It then 

traces the evolution of China's attitudes toward regional 

economic cooperation. The chapter concludes with an assessment 

of the interactive process of movement toward Asia-Pacific 

regional economic regimes and China's evolving postures 

towards that process of regime formation. 

China's Leap Outward into the Asia-Pacific Economy 

As it awoke from Maoist autarkic and self-reliant 

revolutionary romanticism in the late 1970s, China found 

itself surrounded by its economically far more advanced Asian 

neighbors, especially Japan, and the newly industrialized 

economies (NICs) of 'the four tigers,' all of which had, to a 

varying degree, 

last century. 

been part of China's East Asian order in the 

Particularly agonizing for the Chinese to 

realize was the fact that two of its lost territories, Hong 

Kong and Taiwan, had by far outperformed mainland China with 
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regard to living standards and economies. 2 Given their 

widening social, economic, and political gaps with the 

mainland, these two regions, especially Taiwan, appeared ever 

more elusive for China's irredentism, unless China quickly 

caught up economically. Seeing the two decades in the 

aftermath of the 1957-1960 Great Leap Forward as wasted, the 

Chinese were ever more eager to catch up with their much 

richer Asian neighbors. Since 1978, China has set its goal of 

increasing per capita GNP from 300 to 800 u.S. dollars by the 

end of this century. Chinese leaders have been committed to 

eliminating the discrepancy between China's political and 

economic status by enhancing its economic strength to a level 

commensurate with its great political status in the world. 3 

China's Asian neighbors serve not only as rivals but as 

positive inspirations. In the aftermath of the June 4, 1989 

Tiananmen incident, Deng Xiaoping struck back against the 

conservative backlash by emphasizing that if economic growth 

were not accelerated to a rate above 4-5 percent, China would 

lag behind the rest of the world, especially East Asian and 

2 Carol L. Hamrin, China and the Challenge of the Future: 
Changing Political Patterns. Boulder: Westview Press, 1990, 
pp. 51-53. 

3 Deng Xiaoping, Deng Xiaoping Wenxuan: Disanjuan (Selected 
Works of Deng Xiaoping: Vol. III). Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 
1993, p. 94. 
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Southeast Asian countries and regions. 4 On his southern tour 

in Wuchang, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Shanghai between January 18 

and February 21, 1992, Deng Xiaoping explicitly instructed 

leaders of the coastal regions to catch up with the Asian 

"four tigers" and to "build several more Hong Kongs." S 

The reform-minded Chinese leaders were convinced that to 

achieve its economic development, China needed to maximize its 

access to trade and investment with the economically most 

dynamic Asia-Pacific capitalist countries. 6 To this end, 

China moved to redefine its traditional landbound and 

continentally-oriented identity to a sea-faring and commerce-

led one. This radically new developmental strategy signified 

II spatial redeployment II for China's modernization. 7 As 

demonstrated by the establishment of Special Economic Zones 

(SEZ) , the new strategy was conceived with an explicit 

intention of taking advantage of the economic powerhouse of 

4 Deng Xiaoping, "Zaiwuchang, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shanghai 
dengdi de tanhua yaodian" (The Gist of Talks in Wuchang, 
Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Shanghai), Renmin Ribao, November 6, 
1993, p. l. 

5 Ibid. 

6 During the decade of 1982-92, China's paramount leader Deng 
Xiaoping repeatedly emphasized peace and development as "the 
two major topics" (liang da zhuti) governing world affairs. 
See his Selected Works (Vol. III). 

7 C. K. Leung, "Spatial Redeployment and the Special Economic 
Zones in China: An Overview. II Y. C. Jao and C. K. Leung, 
China's Special Economic Zones: Policies, Problems and 
Prospects. Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1986. 
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the Asia-Pacific region. 

Since Beijing launched its ambitious economic 

modernization program in the late 1970s, China's economy has 

experienced tremendous growth. During the period between 1978-

1993, China's average annual GNP growth rate was 9 percent. In 

1992 and 1993, in particular, the growth rates were 12.8 and 

13.4 percent respectively. This economic growth has been made 

possible by China's extensive linkages of trade, finance, and 

technology with the emerging Pacific economic center. The 

value of foreign trade increased from U.S. $20.6 billion in 

1978 to $195.8 billion in 1993, with an annual growth rate of 

16.2 percent during the past fifteen years. The share of 

foreign trade as percentage of gross national product (GNP) 

rose from less than 10 percent in 1978 to 35 percent in 1993. 

China's ranking in the world in terms of external trade value 

rose from 32th in 1979 (24 billions) to 11th in 1993. 8 

Between 1979 and 1993, direct foreign investment in 

China amounted to $63.9 billion for .174 million projects. 9 In 

1993 alone, the number of foreign investment projects in China 

totaled approximately 100,000, involving agreed upon capital 

of $110 billion and actual investment of $33 billion. Of this, 

8 Li Tieyin, "Zhongguo ) J.ng) J. tizhi gaige he shehuizhuyi 
shichang j ingj i de j ianli" (China's Economic Structural Reform 
and the Establishment of the Socialist Market Economy), Renmin 
Ribao, May 12 1994, p. 3. 

9 Ibid. 
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direct investment exceeded $20 billion, an increase of more 

than 100 percent over the previous year. The World Bank claims 

that China was "the largest country in the world in terms of 

absorbing foreign investment. ,,10 China's opening to the 

outside world has started to transform from the erstwhile one-

way flow into China into a two-way flow, albeit still 

asymmetrical. Up to 1993, China had established 4497 

enterprises in over 120 countries and regions, with $5.16 

billion investment. 1I 

As China embarked on its reform and opening up program 

that sets its primary goal of achieving four modernizations in 

industry, technology, agriculture and defense, China's main 

international trade partners and markets have shifted from the 

Atlantic to the Pacific. Between 1978 and 1985, the share of 

trade with Western Europe fell from 18 to 13 percent, and the 

Asia-Pacific share rose from 54 to 70 percent. u In the past 

several years, China's trade with other APEC members amounts 

to 3/4 of its total foreign trade. All the top five trading 

partners (Hong Kong, the United States, Japan, Taiwan, and 

South Korea) are now located in the Asia-Pacific region, 

10 Hong Kong Zhongguo Tongxun She, January 9, 1994 in Foreign 
Broadcast Information Service, Daily Report-China (hereafter 
FBIS-China), January 14, 1994, p. 3. 

11 Li Tieyin, "China's Economic Structural Reform," p. 3. 

12 Harry Harding, China's Second Revolution: Reform After Mao. 
Washington D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1987, pp. 144-49. 
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combining for over 70 percent of China's total foreign trade. 

90 percent of direct foreign investment that China utilizes is 

from these APEC countries and regions. 13 In 1994, China 

endorsed nearly fifty thousand foreign investment projects and 

implemented foreign capital of $33.8 billion, a 22.8 percent 

increase from the previous year. The top ten foreign investors 

were Hong Kong/Macao ($20.2 billion) I Taiwan ($3.29 billion), 

the United States ($2.49 billion), Japan ($2.08 billion), 

Singapore ($1.18), South Korea ($.72 billion), England ($.69 

billion), Germany ($.26 billion), Thailand ($.23 billion), 

Canada ($.22 billion). All the top six investors were from 

Asia-Pacific, and 90 percent of China's total foreign 

investment was from the region. 14 

China's "great leap outward 11 was greatly spurred by the 

massive inflow of foreign investment into the SEZ's which are 

located along the Pacific coast. The decentralization of 

foreign economic policies, with provincial authorities having 

freer hands to promote economic links with their neighbors, 

strengthens China's integration into the Asia-Pacific 

region. 15 To accelerate this process of integration, China 

13 Renmin Ribao, June 7, 1994, p. 1. 

14 Remin Ribao, April 7, 1995, p. 1. 

15 Peter Ferdinand, "Regionalism. 11 Gerald Segal, ed., Chinese 
Politics and Foreign Policy Reform. London: Kegan Paul 
International, 1990, pp. 135-58. 
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moved to mend fences with all its neighbors and aggressively 

expand trade and other commercial links with the dynamic Asia-

Pacific region. China's success in turn forms a dynamo for the 

region, and serves as an important factor pressing Vietnam, 

Indonesia and, to a lesser extent, North Korea, for opening up 

and economic liberalization. As China's modernization depends 

upon the Asia-Pacific economies for the acquisition of 

technology and capital, foreign aid, preferential loans, 

investment, and exports, China has integrated itself into the 

region, and therefore has great interest in a "smoothly 

funct ioning regional economy. ,,16 The process of China's 

gradual enmeshment into the Asia-Pacific region and its 

convergence with the East Asian developmental model set the 

stage where China's evolving posture toward Asia-Pacific 

economic cooperation has taken place. 

China's Earlier Position: 
From Outright Hostility to Muted Ambivalence 

When the first proposal for regional cooperation was made 

in the late 1960s, China, engulfed in the fervor of the 

Cultural Revolution, was initially hostile to any form of 

cooperation among, much less with, the capitalist economies. 

16 Stephen Haggard and Tun-jen Cheng, "The New Bilateralism: 
the East Asian NICs in American foreign Economic Policy." 
Stephen Haggard and Tun-jen Cheng, eds., Pacific Dynamics: The 
International Politics of Industrial Change. Boulder: 
Westview, 1989, p. 328. 
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China's penchant for autarkic development and its then dual 

adversary strategy toward both the United States and the 

Soviet Union combined to preclude any possibility of Beijing's 

positive posture toward regional economic cooperation. China 

indiscriminately equated all efforts at promoting coordination 

among the capitalist economies with American imperialist 

attempts at control and domination to serve its anti-communist 

purpose. At the start, Beijing even criticized ASEAN as a 

"military alliance" at the behest of "U. S. imperialism," 

directed specif ically against China. ,,17 

China's anti-U.S. stand predisposed Beijing to see any 

cooperative efforts with American and Japanese participation 

in the context of the Cold War. In a sense, China, though a 

regional power in terms of capabilities, did not have a 

regional policy; its foreign policy deliberations toward East 

Asia had been subjected to its strategic calculations within 

a bipolar international power structure. 18 Because of China's 

17 Peking Review, August 8, 1967, Vol. 10, No. 34, p. 40. For 
a discussion of Beijing's evolving attitude toward ASEAN 
during the Maoist era, see Khaw Guat Hoon, An Analysis of 
China's Atti tudes Towards ASEAN, 1967-1976. Institute of 
Southeast Asian Studies, (Occasional Paper No. 48.), 1977. 

18 For theoretical and empirical arguments along this line, 
see, Michael Ng-Quinn, "The Analytical Study of Chinese 
Foreign Policy." International Studies Quarterly 27 (june 
1983), pp. 202-224; Michael Yahuda, Toward the End of 
Isolationism: China's foreign Policy After Mao. New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1983; Robert S. Ross, The Indochina Tangle: 
China's Vietnam Policy, 1975-1979. New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1988. 
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negative attitude, many non-aligned countries, in fear of 

being embroiled in the Cold War, were unwilling to participate 

in regional cooperation. 

China's hostility toward regional cooperation was not 

without reason. For instance, a participant in the Pacific 

Trade and Development Conference in 1968 referred to China in 

the following passage: 

US-USSR detente has been accomplished, and China 
has appeared as an antagonistic superpower... If 
the United States considers to strengthen the 
economies of the non-communist Pacific states to 
confront the threat of Chinese invasions, PAFTA may 
be more in conformity with reality. 19 

Beijing's reversal of its position in regard to the concept of 

Asia-Pacific cooperation did not come immediately along with 

its radical domestic policy change in the late 1970s. 

China's new program of reform and opening up posed 

fundamental challenge to fora and proposals regarding Asia-

Pacific economic cooperation. The issue of China's membership 

has been subjected to intense debate, and China's role was not 

clarified until the early 1980s. 20 Without fully recognizing 

the distinct features of the region, observers eager to apply 

the Western models to Asia-Pacific even attempted to dodge the 

19 Quoted from Akira Chiba, "Pacific Co-operation and China." 
The Pacific Review, 2 (I), 1989, p. 46. 

20 Michael W. Oborne and Nicholas Fourt, Pacific Economic 
Cooperation. Paris: Development Center of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development, 1983, p. 15. 
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perplexing yet critical "China issue" by deemphasizing China's 

role in a "potential Pacific Basin economic community. ,,21 An 

obviously absurd and unfounded reason for China's exclusion 

offered by one academician was that "China's modernization 

program is leading it in a very different direction from that 

of the free market developing nations in the region. ,,22 This 

was also indicative of the profound ambivalence and 

apprehensions centering upon China's membership issue. 

In response, Beij ing' s definite official position 

regarding the concept of Asia-Pacific cooperation was muted 

during the initial stage of "the great leap outward. ,,23 Public 

discussion of the topic was absent in its media. An 

uncharacteristically lengthy article specifically devoted to 

China's position in Asia in an April 1983 issue of Beijing 

Review conspicuously refrained from even mentioning regional 

economic cooperation.~ On China's part, its lack of a 

declared policy for this issue can be explained by the lack of 

21 Bruce J. Dickson, The Emerging Pacifi c Communi ty Concept: 
an American Perspective (A Staff Report on the CSIS Pacific 
Basin Congressional Study Group). Washington D.C.: The Center 
for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown 
University, September 1983. 

22. Ibid, p. 15. 

23 Herbert S. Yee, "China and the Pacific Community Concept." 
The World Today, February 1983, pp. 68-74. 

24 Pei Monong, "China's Future Position in Asia." Beijing 
Review, April 18, 1983, pp. 15-19. 
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a perceived niche for China's backward, socialist, and inward-

looking command economy in such a multilateral economic order. 

In the eyes of the Chinese official commentators, who were 

still locked into their Marxist-Maoist theoretical framework, 

regional cooperation was a pretext for and facade of 

imperialist domination and exploration.~ 

During 1978-1983, Chinese commentators tended to see the 

concept of regional cooperation as a brainchild of the 

Japanese. It was the direct result of Japan's readjusted Asian 

policy, prompted by its recent spectacular economic take-off. 

As a strategic move conceived and co-ordinated by the Japanese 

government, according to Chinese commentators, the concept of 

regional cooperation served the Japanese on two accounts: 

first, in securing and expanding sources of raw materials, 

energy supplies and markets i second, in boosting Japan's 

regional and global political influence. u Sensitive to the 

Japanese, and to a lesser extent, American motivations, China 

was. understandably reluctant to commit itself to any 

multilateral arrangements dominated by either Japan or the 

~ Chiba, "Pacific Co-operation and China," p. 49. 

26 He Fang, "Riben j ingj i: xianzhuang yu weilai" (Japanese 
Economy: Current Situation and Future Prospects). Guoji Guanxi 
Yanjiu (Journal of International Studies), October, 1982, No. 
6. Pei Monong, "Riben-dongmeng teshu guanxi yu riben huan 
taipingyang fazhan zhanlue" (Japan-ASEAN Special Relationships 
and Japan's Pacific Rim Development Strategy). Guoji Guanxi 
Yanjiu, July 1982, No.5. 
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U.S .. Beijing was also loath to induce suspicion of a Tokyo

Washington-Beij ing axis among the smaller Asian countries 

merely for the sake of an idea of regional economic 

cooperation that still appeared remote and vague. 27 In the 

meantime, during this early period of enmeshment into the 

regional capitalist economies, Beij ing took great care to 

avoid enunciating any official position that suggested an 

explicitly anti-cooperational inclination. 

As China's reform and opening up proceeded, China moved to 

narrow the value and structural gap that separated itself from 

most of the region, thereby eroding the formidable range of 

obstacles for Beij ing' s positive role in the free-market 

oriented regional cooperation. At the same time, proposals and 

fora of regional cooperation gradually came to take into 

account the diversity of the region and to moderate their 

ambitions by showing greater flexibility. As a result, a 

consensual view began to emerge that was basically in favor of 

accommodating rather than excluding China. The great 

magnitude of China's modernization effort was seen as posing 

new opportunities as well as challenges for regional economic 

cooperation. China's insatiable economic needs and the 

tremendous uncertainties about its development were believed 

27 Yee, "China and the Pacific Community Concept. II 
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to be better dealt with through multilateral joint efforts. 28 

Still, for some, China's membership constituted a significant 

legitimizer that would boost proposals and fora of regional 

cooperation. By the mid-1980s, after intense debate, China's 

membership issue was basically solved. China's attitudes 

toward regional cooperation had also moved from outright 

hostility to muted ambivalence and eventually to a declared 

positive posture. 

Breaking the Silence: 
Beijing's Support "in Principle," 1984-1989 

China's clearcut break from its official silence regarding 

regional economic cooperation did not come until the mid-

1980s. More specifically, in 1984, China started to show 

unequivocal eagerness to playa prominent role in the process 

of organizing Asia-Pacific. During his visit to the United 

States in January 1984, Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang explicitly 

stated a positive posture toward regional cooperation. He 

specifically emphasized the existence of dense interdependence 

in this region and called on cooperation to be expanded by 

various methods and ways. 29 At the National People's Congress 

in the same year, Zhao Ziyang stated that "China places 

28 Robert F. Dernberger, "Economic Cooperation in the Asia
pacific Region and the Role of the P.R.C." Journal of 
Northeast Asian Studies 7, Spring 1988, pp. 3-21. 

29 Renmin Ribao, January 15, 1984, p. 1. 
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special emphasis on developing relations with the Asia-Pacific 

region, to enhance the security and the development of China 

and peace and stability in the region. ,,30 According to Carol 

Hamrin, the new interest of the Reagan and Nakasone 

administrations in Asia-Pacific cooperation was instrumental 

in spurring China's pronounced interest in this issue. 31 

In May 1984, the Chinese leading foreign policy adviser 

and veteran diplomat-scholar, Huan Xiang, attended a 

conference on the Asia-Pacific region in Hawaii. After his 

return to China, Huan began to promote research and discussion 

on topics concerning Asia-Pacific economic and strategic 

trends. Out of these debates and symposia, policy 

recommendations about China's corresponding responses emerged 

and were submitted to the central leadership. Huan reportedly 

claimed that China's industrial policies, external trade and 

foreign capital strategies should be considered within the 

context of lithe vast Pacific region. ,,32 Huan further stated 

that, "in order to promote co-development and prosperity, 

China positively supports and takes part in international 

m Zhao Ziyang, "Report to the National People's Congress," 
May 15, 1984, in FBIS-China, June 1, 1984, p. 17. 

31. Hamrin, China and the Challenge of the Future, p. 110. 

32 Shijie Jingji Daobao (The World Economic Herald), March 23, 
1987. 
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economic organizations, such as ESCAP, ADB, and PECC. ,,33 

Huan's commitment to regional cooperation and his influence in 

shaping China's position in this regard earned him the title 

of "China's 'Mr. Pacific.' ,,34 Under direct and indirect 

official endorsement, a number of symposia and conferences on 

Pacific economic cooperation and China's role in it were held 

in Beijing and Shanghai. Research centers on the Asia-Pacific 

economy were established in the Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences, government affiliated research institutes, and 

leading universities in Beijing and Shanghai. 3s 

On March 20, 1986, China became the forty-seventh member 

of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) after dropping its 

precondition of Taiwan's exclusion. 36 The ADB thus became the 

only inter-governmental organization in which both Mainland 

33 Chiba, "Pacific Co-operation and China," p. 52. 

34 Ibid. 

3S At the Chinese People's Uni versi ty, Beij ing, where I studied 
and worked, the Research Center for Pacific Economy was 
created in March 1987. 

36 China had expressed interest in joining ADB as early as 1979 
and officially presented its application in 1983. For a 
detailed description of the process of China's admittance to 
ADB, especially the diplomacy over the China/Taiwan membership 
issue, see William R. Feeney, "China and the Multilateral 
International Institutions," in Samuel Kim, ed., China and the 
World (3rd edition). Boulder: Westview, 1994, pp. 239-240. 
China's eagerness to join the ADB originated from its appetite 
for foreign capital from this institution. For a detailed 
description of the ADB's loans to China since 1986, see Samuel 
Kim, "China and the Third World," ibid., p. 154. 
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China and Taiwan enjoy equal status in membership, with Taiwan 

referred to as "Taipei, China". The regional economic 

organization established an important precedent for dual 

membership of China and Taiwan in other non-governmental 

international organizations. In the same year, after the 

critical China/Taiwan membership question was solved in a 

similar fashion, China made its entry in the Pacific Economic 

Cooperation Council (PECC). Taiwan was admitted as a full 

member in the name of "Chinese Taipei," the title which was to 

be used later in APEC. This success also eased the way for 

Hong Kong's participation in PECC in 1990. 37 Following the 

rule of PECC, the Chinese National Committee for Pacific 

Economic Cooperation was founded in 1987, with Huan Xiang 

appointed as its head. China's 13th Party congress in 1987, 

chaired by Zhao Ziyang, gave further emphasis on its coastal 

strategy with an explicit attempt to strengthen China's links 

with the Asia-Pacific economies. 

Since 1984, China shifted from its previous muted 

ambivalence to a more explicitly positive attitude toward 

various fora and proposals of Asia-Pacific cooperation. 

Officially, China made known a pronounced policy which was 

37 Lawrence T. Woods provides a fairly detailed and well
researched account about the process of China's entry in the 
PECC, especially the resolution of the China/Taiwan membership 
question. See his, Asia-Pacific Diplomacy: Nongovernmental 
Organizations and International ,Relations. Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press, ,1993, pp. 129-136. 
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generally in favor of the idea of regional multilateral 

economic arrangement. But China continued to be concerned with 

the possible domination of either Japan or the United States 

in organizational structures promoting regional cooperation. 

Reflective of Beijing's grave concern in this regard was Deng 

Xiaoping's following statement, made at a meeting with the 

late Indian Prime Minister Rajif Gandhi on December 21, 1988: 

In recent years, there has been an argument that 
the next century will be the Asia-Pacific century. 
It sounds as if this century is pending. I disagree 
with this view. In the Asia-Pacific region, if we 
exclude the U.S., only Japan, "the Four Tigers," 
Australia, and New Zealand are comparatively 
developed economies, with combined population not 
exceeding .2 billion. Even if the Soviet Far East, 
the American Western region and Canada are 
included, the population encompassed is only about 
.3 billion, whereas the populations of our two 
countries (China and India) added up together 
amounts to 1.8 billions. There won't be an Asian 
century without the development of China and India. 
The real Asia-Pacific or Asian century could arise 
only when China, India and other neighboring 
countries have developed, just as, without the 
development of Brazil, there will not be a Latin 
American century. 38 

After the June 4th Tiananmen incident in 1989, Deng repeated 

to a group of visiting Thai businessmen on April 7, 1990, that 

the so-called "Asia-Pacific Century won't arrive without 

China's development. Of course, it won't come either without 

the development of India."~ 

38 Deng Xiaoping, Selected Works, pp. 281-2. 

39 Deng, Selected Works, p. 358. 
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Deng's remarks deserve lengthy quotation because these 

statements subtly bespeak Beijing's apprehensions about 

China's rightful place in the regional multilateral order 

underneath Beij ing' s declared support in principle of regional 

cooperation movements. Chinese officials would unfailingly 

emphasize that China's economic expansion itself is conducive 

to regional cooperation and development. Agonized by China's 

economic weakness, Deng felt compelled to rhetorically draw on 

the weight of India, in an attempt to turn weakness into 

strength. In this way, China becomes the central factor 

determining the fate of this region. Deng conspicuously 

refrained from mentioning the roles of the United States and 

Japan in shaping the Pacific century. Especially interesting 

is Deng's obviously deliberate neglect of Japan's present or 

potential leadership role in this region. 

Mixed Support: China's Posture in the 1990s 

In 1994, Chinese Minister of Foreign Trade Madame Wu yi 

pointed out, "In the 1990s, the regionalization of world 

economy is accelerating its development, which in turn 

engenders the so called 'trade transfer effect,' with intra

regional trade replacing inter-regional trade.,,40 In the 

meantime, protectionism is becoming ever more prevalent while 

40 Renmin Ribao, May 12, 1994, p.1. 
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unilateralism is on the rise, threatening multilateral trade 

regimes. According to Madame Wu Yi, "China should strive for 

an organic combination of multilateral economic and trade 

cooperation, regional cooperation and bilateral cooperation, 

in order to form a comprehensive joint force for international 

competition. ,,41 

Chinese commentators generally concur with Madame Wu, 

arguing that "regionalization of global economy has become an 

irreversible trend" or "the historical tide. ,,42 "Under such 

circumstances, China will naturally give even greater emphasis 

to economic cooperation with neighboring Asian countries. ,,43 

"The general policy should be to plant our foothold in the 

Asia-Pacific region, seize every opportunity and accept every 

challenge. ,,44 China should "make timely moves in the effort to 

participate in the regional economy of the Asia-Pacific 

41 Ibid. 

42 Li Xiao, "New Characteristics in the Present Phase of 
Regionalizations in the World Economy." Beij ing Guoji Shangbao 
in Chinese, March 27, 1993,p. 3., in JPRS-CAR, June 9, 1993, 
pp. 1-3. 

43 Yan Xuetong, "Preliminary Analysis of China's Ecnomic 
Interests Involving Foreign Countries." Xiandai Guoji Guanxi 
in Chinese, No, 44, June 20, 1993, pp. 1-7, in JPRS-CAR, 
September 23, 1993, pp. 1-2. 

44 Du Gong, "Several Views on a World Order in Transition." 
Guoji Wenti Yanjiu (International Studies), No. 42, October 
13, 1991, in JPRS-CAR, February 20, 1992, p. 5. 
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region. ,,45 

Madame Wu's statement makes clear China's official 

reasoning that sets the parameter of Beijing's posture toward 

Asia-Pacific regional cooperation in the 1990s. Chinese 

official commentators continue to regard regional multilateral 

cooperation as conducive to stability and development in Asia-

Pacific. As one Chinese commentator argues, "China's opening 

up to the world is establishing a new pattern of multi-level, 

multi-channel opening in all directions. This requires the 

development of closer economic and trade relationships with 

every nation in the Asia-Pacific region, as well as the long 

term maintenance of regional stability and development 

throughout the region." 46 On the other hand, Beij ing holds 

that multilateral arrangements should not be the only solution 

ostensibly because they alone cannot address the variety and 

difficulty of issues and forces involved. As a prominent 

economist of the Council on State Affairs points out, 

"Regional cooperation in Asia-Pacific should not be as 

integrated and centralized as that in Europe. Nor can it be 

45 Wu Lianyou, "The Development of Economic Cooperation in the 
Asia-Pacific Region and China's Strategy of Opening to the 
Outside World." Beijing Guoji Maoyi Wenti in Chinese, 
April 30, 1993, pp. 20-24, in JPRS-CAR, August 16, 1993, pp. 
1-4. 

46 Zhan Shiliang, "The Asia-Pacific Situation and China's 'Good 
neighbor' Policy." Guoji Wenti Yanjiu (International Studies), 
No. 50, October 13, 1993, in JPSR-CAR, February 16, 1994, p. 
4. 
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created by a mere scrap of agreement. The Asia-Pacific region 

is characterized by plurality, multipolarity, and diversity, 

and therefore, regional cooperation should reflect these Asia-

Pacific characteristics."~ 

Based upon this consideration, China tends to spread its 

support for all the proposals and foras, subregional as well 

as regional, as long as they do not have rigid organizational 

structures. In his speech on the opening day at the 49th 

annual session of the united Nations Economic and Social 

Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), held in late 

April 1993 in Bangkok, Chinese Vice-Premier and Minister of 

Foreign Affairs Qian Qichen indicated that China would like to 

see "a more positive role played by ESCAP as the only broadly-

representative inter-governmental organization in our 

region. "48 China hopes to play a larger role in this UN 

organization as shown by the Beijing Declaration on Enhancing 

Regional Economic Cooperation adopted at the 48th ESCAP 

session. It defined the basic principles for regional 

cooperation as "common development, equality and mutual 

benefit, open trading system," with an explicit emphasis on 

"respect for diversity and consensus-building through 

47 Ji Chongwei, "Yatai j ingj i hezuo de fazhan qushi j iqi 
qianjin" (The Trends and Prospects of Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation). Renmin Ribao, November 4, 1992, p. 6. 

48 "Qian: For Closer Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation," 
Beijing Review, May 10-16, 1993, p. 9. 
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consultation and dialogue."G 

China has also made known its support of sub-regional 

economic cooperation. Knowing that he could secure Beijing's 

backing, Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad chose the 

occasion of his meeting with the Chinese premier, Li Peng, in 

December 1990 to enunciate his idea of the East Asian Economic 

Grouping (EAEG). 50 The EAEG would include the ASEAN countries, 

China, Japan and South Korea, but exclude the non-Asian white 

countries, U.S., Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. A year 

later, Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen reassured the 

Malaysian Prime Minister that China "felt positively" towards 

the proposal. 51 Since then, Chinese leaders have on various 

occasions repeated their official endorsement of EAEG. 52 

In the meantime, China continues to be fully cooperative 

toward PECC. China's cooperation made possible Hong Kong's 

full membership in this regional organization in 1990. China 

made its entry into APEC in 1991, after the thorny membership 

issue of the "three Chinas" was solved with the diplomatic 

assistance of South Korea. The "three Chinas" joined APEC, 

49 Ibid. 

50 Linda Low, "The East Asian Economic Grouping." The Pacific 
Review, Vol. 4, No.4, 1991, p. 375. 

51 Gu Zhenqiu, "ASEAN Ready for Closer Co-operation. II Beijing 
Review, Aug. 5-11, 1991, p. 16. 

52 The fourth ASEAN summit in 1992 decided to change the name 
of the EAEG into a caucus, hence EAEC. 
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wi th Taiwan (under the name of II Chinese Taipei II) and Hong Kong 

at a lower governmental level than China. PRC ministers made 

their first trip to South Korea to attend the APEC meeting 

held in Seoul. They also met with the South Korean president 

and cabinet members to discuss bilateral issues, thereby 

easing the way for diplomatic normalization in 1992. 

Since then, China has been an active member of this most 

significant regional cooperation forum. In his speech at the 

informal APEC leadership conference on November 20, 1993, 

Chinese president Jiang Zemin declared, liThe economies in our 

region are highly compatible and complementary with each 

other, and therefore have tremendous potentials for expanding 

cooperation. . .. We should go with the historical trend of 

increasing economic ties among different countries and regions 

by promoting international economic exchanges and cooperation, 

especially within our region.lI~ One leading Chinese analyst 

even predicts that APEC will be the form of cooperation 

acceptable for the whole region and sees APEC as potentially 

capable of evolving into an Asia-Pacific summit comparable to 

the G_7. 54 

China's position toward APEC was most clearly demonstrated 

53 Jiang Zemin, IIFor a More Prosperous New Asia-Pacific 
Century.1I Beijing Review, Nov. 29-Dec. 5, 1993, pp. 8-9. 

54 Ji Chongwei, liThe Trends and Prospects of Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation. II 
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in its treatment of the landmark Seattle quasi-summit meeting 

in November 1993. Chinese analysts generally commented 

favorably on the gathering. Chen Luzhi, China's vice chairman 

in charge of routine affairs with the All-China Committee for 

Pacific Economic Cooperation Standing Committee, celebrated 

the Seattle meeting as "the most conspicuous of all world 

events that could play an important readjusting role in the 

Asia-Pacific region and the global pattern in the wake of the 

end of the Cold War .... Obviously, the APEC conference far 

exceeded the range of its original role, and is shaping into 

an important force that affects Asia-Pacific and even the 

global pattern."~ 

Chen continued, "The Seattle APEC conference comprised 

three parts: First, the fifth routine session of the APEC 

ministerial meeting on 17-19; second, the unofficial summit of 

the 12 sovereign states of the 15 APEC member states and 

regions on 20 November; and third, bilateral talks outside the 

conference, of which, the most notable was the official 

meeting between President Jiang Zemin and President Clinton." 

Chen saw the three parts as mutually complementary. According 

to hirr, , the ministerial meeting dealt with issues concerning 

Asia-Pacific economic development. The unofficial summit 

55 Chen Luzhi, "Asia-Pacific Region and the World Viewed From 
Seattle," Shijie Zhishi, No. 24, December 16, 1993, in FBIS
China, January 14, 1994, p. 3. 
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"instilled a very important essence in APEC, whereas at the 

bilateral talks, especially the official Jiang Zemin-Clinton 

meeting, some important bilateral relations were explored and 

viewed anew from the higher tier of common interests on a 

regional or even global scale." Eager to pull Sino-U. S. 

relations out of the shadow of Tiananmen, the Chinese official 

media focused coverage on the quasi-summit meeting between the 

two presidents. 56 As a matter of fact, Chinese commentators 

simply called the meeting "summit meeting," connoting a high 

degree of officiality. 

In contrast to the criticism of this meeting in the United 

States for inadequate substantive achievements, Chinese 

analysts were content that the Seattle APEC did not make any 

specific arrangements for the post-Cold War Asia-Pacific, and 

that "the concept of the 'New Pacific Community," and the 

'Asia-Pacific Economic Community' Clinton set forth did not 

materialize. ,,57 

China's commentators recognize the importance of the 

U.S. role in Asia-Pacific regional cooperation. Regionalism 

56 "Jiang Zemin's Visit to the United States Is of Great 
Significance." Hong Kong TA KUNG PAO in Chinese November 19, 
1993, p.2 in FBIS-China, November 19, 1993, p. 5-6. The focus 
given by Chinese commentators on 1994 APEC is typified by Chu 
Shulong, "From Seattle to Jarkata: The Sino-US Relations." 
Beijing Review, Vol. 37, No. 46, November 14-20, 1994, pp. 7-
10. 

57 Ibid., p. 2. 
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confined to Asian members may lead to the dominance of Japan 

and the enhancement of Taiwan's role. In their view, the 

Seattle meeting reflected the u.S. policy shift from security 

and bilateralism to give relative prominence to economy and 

multilateral arrangements. "This falls in line with the u.S. 

goal of reinvigorating the economy, and is conducive to the 

u.S. maintaining its leading position and role .... Clinton's 

new strategic concept spans the 20th and 21st century, and 

should not be neglected."~ 

For the Chinese analysts, however, the readjusted u.S. 

Asia-Pacific strategy does not necessarily lead to its 

successful leadership. Rather, new contradictions and 

confrontations could surface and have, indeed, occurred from 

the U. S. strengthening its control over the Asia-Pacific 

region. China sees great possibility of itself playing an ever 

increasingly significant role in Asia-Pacific cooperation. For 

the U.S., "It will be very difficult to realize its strategic 

goals in Asia-Pacific without a corresponding readjustment in 

its policy toward China... The evolution of the post-war 

situation in the Asia-Pacific region shows that should the 

u.s. fail to correctly handle its relations with China, it 

will lose the foundation of its strategy in the Asia-Pacific 

58 Jiang Xiaoyan, "Yatai j inghuhui fazhan daoxiang de zhunlun" 
(Dispute Over APEC Development Orientation). Shijie Zhishi, 
November 1, 1994, p. 4. 
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region. 1159 

Chinese leaders have expressly stated that China has "a 

strong interest in participating in and promoting regional 

economic cooperation. It is our firm policy to expand economic 

cooperation and trade with other Asia-Pacific countries." oo 

Given its aggressive export-led developmental strategy, China 

has a great stake in maintaining a non-protectionist global 

economic regime. To the extent that regional fora, such as 

APEC, are seen as building blocks toward global 

multilateralism, Beijing is in principle supportive of these 

regional cooperative efforts. Indeed, APEC, though merely a 

forum for consultation, has nonetheless begun to promote 

regional economic liberalization. In addition, the regional 

multilateral arrangements are also seen as important vehicles 

to assist China's greater integration into the world economy. 

However, China does not want to see Asia-Pacific 

regionalism evolving towards the formation of a bloc, be it 

economic, political, or military. Nor is it willing to be 

constrained by a single rigidly structured organization. An 

exclusive Asia-Pacific bloc would induce greater protectionism 

that could strip China of its major foreign markets essential 

for its growth. Regarding a multilateral regional forum, such 

59 Ibid. 

00 Jiang zemin, "For a More Prosperous New Asia-Pacific 
Century, II p. 8. 
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as APEC, China would like it to be "an open, flexible and 

pragmatic forum for economic cooperation and a consultation 

mechanism rather than a closed, institutionalized economic 

bloc. "61 At the 1993 APEC ministerial meeting, Chinese Foreign 

Minister Qian Qichen quoted a Chinese saying, "When a melon is 

ripe, it will naturally falloff its stem. "62 The pace and 

structures should not be dictated by any country. 

In the meantime, China declares an official policy that 

supports bilateral and subregional cooperation because both 

ostensibly help to lay sound ground for a larger scale 

regional cooperation. As stated by Jiang Zemin, 

Regional economic cooperation should be geared to 
common prosperity and conducted on the principles 
of mutual respect, equality and mutual benefit and 
opening to one another. In practical terms, we 
should bilaterally and multilaterally conduct 
multi-form, multi-tier and multi-channel 
cooperation progressively in the light of the 
actual conditions and specific characteristics of 
the region, thereby continuously opening new scopes 
for the economic development of the region. 63 

(italics added) 

China's support of bilateral, subregional and all-regional 

cooperation is, in part, based on the consideration that the 

multi-form cooperation serves China's national interest by 

61 Ibid., p. 9. See also "Qian Qichen Addresses APEC 
Ministerial Forum." Beijing XINHUA in English November 18, 
1993, in FBIS-China, November 19, 1993, p. 7. 

62 Bej ing XINHUA in English, November 19, 1993, in FBIS-China, 
November 19, 1993, p. 9. 

63 Ibid. 
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enhancing its role in regional affairs. In light of its 

relative economic weakness, forms of arrangements other than 

regional multilateralism are perceived to give China a freer 

hand to throw its strategic and political weight behind its 

bargaining position in the regional order. China's power 

position and its economic potentiality often combine to add 

leverage in a bilateral economic negotiation. Sub-regional 

arrangements, such as Mahathir's EAEC, could enhance China's 

relative power in a way that at least diffuses the dominance 

of the U.S. or Japan. 

At the informal APEC summit of mid-November 1994 in 

Bogor, Indonesia, President Jiang Zemin enunciated China's 

IIprincipled proposals" for the first time regarding the 

development of APEC: mutual respect and unanimity through 

consultation, gradualist and orderly development, open and 

non-exclusionary, extensive cooperation and mutual 

reciprocity, and narrowing the gap and achieving common 

prosperity.M Jiang once again noted the striking diversity 

of the region: 

The APEC members hail from the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres, Asia, Oceania, and South and 
North America. They include countries with ancient 
civilizations as well as modern industrialized 
countries; sovereign states as well as regional 
economies. Some of them span entire continents 
while others are islands in the vast ocean. Some 
are world leaders in economic development while 

M Remin ribao, December 16, 1994, p. 1. 



others are just building up their infrastructure. 
Their populations range from hundreds of thousands 
to some 1.2 billion, and their per capita GNP 
ranges from several hundred dollars to more than 
20,000 each year. Their histories, cultures, 
religions, and customs vary greatly. This 
determines the existence of multiple political, 
economic, and ideological systems in the Asia
Pacific region, which lead to a multifarious 
scene. 65 
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In light of the diversity, according to Jiang, uniformity 

could not be imposed and APEC should accommodate the reality 

of the co-existence of diversity and interdependence. 

Specifically, China is .. in favor of trade and investment 

liberalization as a long-term goal and the formalization of an 

appropriate timetable for its implementation." Yet it should 

proceed in a gradual, orderly, and phased manner. Different 

timetables, phases and methods should be worked out for 

different economies and sectors.~ Jiang emphasized that the 

scope of regional cooperation should not be limited to trade 

and investment, but should include the poverty relief, 

technology transfer, infrastructure construction, and human 

resources development. In his second speech at the Bogor 

summit, Jiang made a suggestion to convene an APEC ministerial 

meeting on scientific and technological cooperation, and 

pledged that China "would take an active part in the related 

65 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese, November 15, 
1994, in FBIS-China, November 15, 1994, p. 1-2. 

66 Remin Ribao, November 16, 1994, p. 1. 
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work. 11
67 

China's Postures: An Assessment 

The past 15 years or so have witnessed China's 

transformation toward a more market-oriented economy, thereby 

narrowing the structural and value gap between China and its 

Asia-Pacific neighbors. Moreover, the lack of rigid regimes in 

this region helped to ease China's entry in the regional 

economic cooperation, a process that could otherwise be 

problematic and disruptive for the regional economies. 68 As 

China searched for its rightful place in regional cooperation, 

Beij ing' s posture toward regional economic cooperation shifted 

from an outright rejection to silence to positive responses. 

But so far, other than being generally supportive of the many 

forms of regiona~ cooperation, Beijing has not been completely 

committal to any particular fora and proposals. Nor has it 

made any significant proposals of its own for regional 

cooperation. 

While Beijing has shown its enthusiasism for regionalism, 

it continues to stress the five principles of peaceful 

67 Remin Ribao, November 16, 1994, p. 1. 

68 Bruce Dickson and Harry Harding, eds. I Economic Relations in 
the Asian-Pacific Region (Report of a Conference Cosponsored 
by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and the Brookings 
Insti tution, June 1985), Washington D. C. : Brookings 
Institution, 1987, pp. 74-76. 
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coexistence as the basis for its foreign policy, of which 

IImutual respect for sovereigntyll is the preeminent concern. 

Beij ing' s emphasis on reified sovereignty has led various 

scholars to underscore the instrumentalism in China's attitude 

toward interdependence. According to these scholars, China 

sees its interaction with multilateral arrangements as merely 

a one-way street--- namely, China only seeks to exploit the 

multilateral regimes to provide the maximum benefits of 

enhancing its power status and to expand its access to 

multilateral information, aid and technology, while refusing 

to pay any political, economic, military and cultural costs. 

In this way, China is said to have attempted to IIturn 

depenciency on its head, II in that China only sees 

interdependence as rights-aggrandizing and self-empowering 

without any deleterious effects and responsibility.69 

But, when assessing China's posture towards regional 

cooperation, it has to be remembered that, as we have argued 

in Chapter One, coping with the antinomy of collective and 

69 This argument is most strongly enur:ciated by Thomas W. 
Robinson in his II Interdependence ~n China's Foreign 
Relations,lI and agreed upon by Samuel Kim in his IIChina and 
the World in Theory and Practice,lI p. 29; and IIChina and the 
Third World in the Changing World Order," pp. pp. 151-53. All 
three essays are in Samuel S. Kim, ed., China and the World: 
Chinese Foreign Relations in the Post-Cold War Era. Boulder: 
Westview Press, 1994. See also Samuel Kim, IIChina's 
International Organizational Behavior." Thomas Robinson and 
David Shambaugh, eds., Chinese Foreign Policy: Theory and 
Practice. New York: Oxford University Press, 1993. 
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individual action is a universal dilemma confronting each and 

every state. The nation-state, which still jealously guards 

its prerogative of sovereignty, has to struggle to strike a 

balance that maintains domestic control and autonomy while 

subscribing to international norms for its external economic 

integration. China's "sovereignty bound" mentality in its 

posture towards regional cooperation should, therefore, be 

seen in comparative perspective as China's efforts to manage 

the antinomies generated by the asymmetrical interdependence 

between China and other Asia-Pacific capitalist economies. 

It is true that China seems to have experienced 

particularly anguished difficulties in adjusting to 

increasingly interdependent international relations, global as 

well as regional. However, the rules, norms, principles and 

procedures of the international system are not just external 

constraints imposed upon states. Instead, as constructivist 

regime theory suggests, what the states do in practice and in 

interaction transforms their cognitive structures. Even when 

the state seeks cooperation merely out of egoistic reasons at 

the start, the process of interaction can lead to redefining 

interests and identities in terms of new intersubj ective 

understandings and commitments. 

In this vein, granted that China's posture towards 

multilateralism, global or regional, is motivated by its 

nationalist purpose of seeking power and status, the process 
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itself has inexorably facilitated China's cognitive changes. 

Even if Beijing has attempted to resist domestic institutional 

and value changes, it certainly has not succeeded. Its 

assertively pronounced emphasis on the five principles of 

peaceful-coexistence, especially on mutual respect for 

sovereignty and non-intervention in domestic affairs, is in 

fact Beijing's last resort to defend against domestic 

destabilizing effects caused by interdependence. 

One notable sign of China's cognitive change is its 

emphasis on the interdependent nature of global and regional 

political economy in contrast to its outright denial of 

interdependence in international relations. A Remin Ribao 

editorial on the 1994 APEC summit stated, II Exchanges in 

economics, trade, investment, science and technology, and 

information have increased steadily in recent years, which 

spawns the growing interdependence. 11
7

0 In his keynote speech 

on November 15, 1994 at the APEC summit, Chinese President 

Jiang Zemin claimed that the present-day world 

interdependent. 

Modern technology has narrowed the distance between 
regions. Many challenges facing mankind often 
transcend national borders. Many issues, such as 
economic relations, trade exchanges, scientific and 
technological development, environmental 
protection, population control, disaster mitigation 
and relief, drug ban, crime prevention, prevention 
of nuclear proliferation, and AIDS prevention and 

70 Remin Ribao, November 16, 1994, p. 1. 

is 



treatment are of a global and interdependent 
nature, and all of them require cooperation and 
commonly observed standards. Since the 1980s, trade 
contacts, market development, capi tal flows, 
industrial relocations, scientific and 
technological exchanges, and information outflows 
have increased noticeably among members of the 
Asia-Pacific region, leading to closer contacts. 71 
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Recognizing the "complex interdependence" of the regional 

economies, Chinese commentators have emphasized the 

predominance of economics in international relations as an 

"international trend." They consider trade and investment 

liberalization as not only an objective demand from economic 

interdependence but also a help for the individual economy to 

display its advantages, thereby increasing complementarity and 

maintaining the dynamism of region economy. Economic 

interdependence is also considered a source of peace. Hence, 

China has expressed its support of the goals charted by the 

APEC meeting to dismantle trade barriers, expand trade 

exchange, and liberalize investment. Indeed, China's program 

of reform and opening up has prepared "the material basis, 

institutional framework and national open mentality" that 

enable China to interact with the mainstream of the world 

economy.72 

The magnitude of this change should be gauged from a 

71 Beij ing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese, November 15, 
1994, in FBIS-China, November 15, 1994, p. 2. 

72 Remin Ribao, April 11, 1995, p. 1. 
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historical perspective. Specifically, China's attitude towards 

regional interdependence should be assessed in light of how 

far China has come in terms of narrowing the value and 

structural gaps with the capitalist oriented regional 

cooperation. As Nicholas R. Lardy argues, the legacy of the 

economic planning system imported from the Soviets in the 

1950s has posed a special set of problems for China's reentry 

into the international trading system. 73 Until the late 1970s, 

China saw international trade and foreign investment as 

exploitation and domination. The keystone international 

economic organizations (KlEOs) such as the lMF, the World Bank 

and GATT were regarded as serving imperialist exploitation to 

impinge upon political independence. 74 The introduction of 

export-led, foreign-oriented, manufactures-based strategy 

since the late 1970s has gradually overcome the inwardly-

oriented mentality and structural difficulties created by 

decades of experimentation of the Soviet model. 

A critical indicator of this change can be found in 

China's new policy toward the KlEOs. As Harold K. Jacobson and 

'Michel Oksenberg have convincingly argued, China's interaction 

73 Nicholas R. Lardy, Foreign Trade and Economic Reform in 
China, 1978-1990. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992. 

74 Harold K. Jacobson and Michel Oksenberg, 
Participation in the IMF, the World Bank, and GATT: 
Global Economic Order. Ann Arbor: The University of 
Press, 1990. 

China's 
Toward a 
Michigan 
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with the IMF, the World Bank, and GATT has been reciprocal in 

that the process brings about changes on the part of KIEOs in 

order to accommodate China's entry. In the meantime, it 

facilitates information exchange and social learning, thereby 

causing changes in China's domestic policies, policy processes 

and institutions. 75 Chinese views toward the international 

economic regimes have also changed. While limited trade and 

foreign capital were deemed only useful to enhance its guiding 

principle of self-reliance, they are now considered as the 

locomotive for China's economic drive. China has been more 

forthcoming in publicizing its economic data and information. 

China is now generally in favor of free trade and multilateral 

trade regime and submitted its application for membership in 

the GATT in mid-1986. As evidenced by its ongoing campaign to 

reenter the GATT, China has started to conceptualize rights 

and responsibility in mutually complementary terms. Indeed, 

the efforts made by China to resume its GATT contracting party 

status are also "a positive contribution to promoting the 

Asia-Pacific region's gradual realization of trade 

liberalization."n 

Another instance that indicates China's perception change 

is Beijing's evolving views about Taiwan's participation in 

75 Ibid. 

76 Remin Ribao, editorial on APEC, November 16, 1994, p. 1 
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the regional fora. Both before and after China's admittance 

into the United Nations in ~97~ to replace Taiwan, China set 

its one-China principle that regarded Taiwan's 

nonparticipation or exclusion from all the multilateral 

organizations as a precondition for China's entry. 77 Under 

the pressure of the United States and Japan, China compromised 

its supposedly nonnegotiable principle and joined the Asian 

Development Bank (ADB) in ~986 with Taiwan occupying a 

separate membership. China first demanded that Taiwan change 

its full membership to an associate one, then further 

moderated its demand by asking Taiwan to change its name to 

"Taipei, China. ,,78 For the first time, China agreed to 

coexist with Taiwan in an international governmental 

organization. Under a similar formula of "one country, two 

systems," China permitted Taiwan's entry in PECC and APEC. The 

reasons for China's tolerance of the dual membership despite 

its reluctance "to lend additional formal organizational 

legitimacy to Taiwan as a separate entity," according to 

77 Byron S. J. Weng, "Some Conditions of Peking's Participation 
in International Organizations." Jerome A. Cohen, ed., China's 
Practice of International Law. Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, ~972, pp. 32~-43i Samuel Kim, China, The United 
Nations, and World Order, Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, ~979. 

78 For more information on this, see Gerald Chan, China and 
International Organization: Participation in Non-governmental 
Organizations since 1971. Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 
~989, pp. ~59-~62. 
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William R. Feeney, was China's sensitivity to "the possibility 

of the collapse of the Uruguay round of GATT trade talks and 

the need for an inclusive regional trade organization within 

the framework of the world trade system. "79 

The process of economic cooperation has facilitated a 

positive learning mechanism and has great bearing upon China's 

perceptions and policies towards regional cooperation. China's 

various sectors, coastal regions, and governmental departments 

are integrating with their counterparts structurally, 

institutionally, and interpersonally allover the region, 

thereby broadening domestic support of the regional 

cooperation. As the constructivist views on regime posits, 

national identity and interests are subject to changes in the 

process of international interactions. Efforts of global and 

regional cooperation have subtly yet significantly reshaped 

the cognitive structure of the Chinese state. The new 

cognitive structure has redefined China's national interests 

and identity to be more conformable to interdependence and 

regional cooperation. 

On the other hand, the process of integration also 

induces greater assertiveness of national identity. While 

China benefits from the Asia-Pacific regional cooperative 

movements in gaining access to information, technology, the 

79 Feeney, "China and the Multilateral Economic Institutions," 
p. 240. 
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enmeshment intensified the longstanding contradictions between 

nativist and internationalizing forces. During the past one 

and half decade, the tensions have led to alternate emphases 

on tightening domestic political control and greater opening 

and reform. The internationalizing process incurs great risks 

of political and social dislocation that have caused a number 

of setbacks, including the compaigns against spiritual 

pollution and bourgois liberalization, and the Tiananmen 

debacle. After the Tiananmen tragedy, the issue of how to 

sustain reform in an orderly way became most acute for the 

Chinese elite. 

It is not that China has successfully blocked 

interdependence from exerting its influence over the country, 

as some scholars have argued. 80 As interdependence impels 

domestic adaption and reconstruction, the state becomes the 

agent that is charged with the role of simultaneously managing 

domestic and international forces. The search for the national 

identity that balances both the nativist and cosmopolitan 

forces in great measure determines China's postures towards 

world affairs in general, and issues concerning regional 

cooperation in particular. 81 China's position toward Asia-

W See, in particular, Robinson, "Interdependence in China's 
Foreign Relations." 

81 Lowell Dittmer and Samuel Kim, eds., China's Quest for 
National Identity. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993. 
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Pacific regional cooperation is associated with its search for 

its niche, or national identity domestically and externally. 

The Tiananmen tragedy and the tumultuous developments in 

its aftermath can be understood in terms of the cultural 

antinomies generated by the heady experimentation with 

capitalism and market system. The killing marked the end of a 

radical anti-traditional rationalism, a strain epitomized by 

the television documentary series IIRiver Elegyll (He Shang), 

which advocated a complete rejection of traditional culture 

and an absolute embrace of the IIblue sea ll Western culture and 

capitalist ideas as a panacea to the antinomies in China's 

modernization. 82 

After numerous struggles between the nativist and 

cosmopolitan forces, a new developmental compromise based on 

a consensual cultural synthesis has begun to emerge. 83 

Inspired by the culturally-informed East Asian developmental 

model, by the late 1980s, Chinese analysts began to discuss a 

82 Fuelling the radicalism of these Chinese intellectuals was 
worry about China's national IIcitizenshipll (qiuji) , namely 
China's proper place in the world. These radical intellectuals 
believed that total Westernization (quanpan xihua) was the 
only way to modernize China and to gain China power and 
wealth. 

83 L.H.M. Ling, IIHegemony and the Internationalizing State: A 
Postcolonial Critique: China's Internationalization into Asian 
Corporatism. II Paper presented at the International Studies 
Association annual meeting, Washington D.C., March 28-April I, 
1994. 
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Confucianist neoauthoritarianism. M After Tiananmen, the 

debate resurfaced in the name of neoconservativism. Out of 

frustration, disappointment, and, to a lesser extent, 

disillusionment with Western cultural hegemony, there is a new 

revival of cultural assertiveness among Chinese young 

intellectuals developed independent of the Chinese state.~ 

since Tiananmen, concerns about regime survival and national 

identity have touched off the most sensitive yet potent 

Chinese "assertive nationa1ism."M 

Thus, no rigid distinction can be practically and 

philosophically drawn between Western technique (yong) and 

Chinese moral essence (ti). 87 China's leap outward into the 

world capitalist economic system to avail itself of "Western 

technique" has not led to the loss of "the Chineseness of 

84 X. Xiao, "Rujia sixiang duiyu jingji fazhan nenggou gongxian 
shemo?" (What Can Confucianism Contribute to Economic 
Development?) Zhishi Fenzi (Chinese Intellectuals), 1986, pp. 
15-23; Bao Zunxin, "Rujia 1unli yu yazhou sixiaolong" 
(Confucianism and East Asia's Four Little Dragons," Minbao 
yuekan (People's Report Monthly), January 1988, pp. 56-62; Qi 
Mo, ed., Xinquanweizhuyi (Neo-authoritarianism). Taipei: 
Tangshan chubanshe, 1991. 

85 Lu Jia, "'Fan xifang zhuyi' huichao" (The 'Anti-Westernism' 
Revi ves"). China Times Weekly (North American Edition), No. 
lOS, January 2-8, 1994, pp. 16-19. 

86 Allen S. Whiting, "Assertive Nationalism and Post-Deng 
Chinese Foreign Policy." The China Quarterly (Forthcoming, 
June 1995). 

87. Joseph R. Levenson, Confucian China and Its Modern Fa te, 
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968, I, pp. 59-69. 
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China. ,,88 Deng Xiaoping's catchphrase "socialism with Chinese 

characteristics" can be understood to encourage international 

trade and contact. Yet "it also supports a policy of economic 

nationalism that creates a framework of limitations on foreign 

penetration within which 'Chinese characteristics' can 

continue to flourish. ,,89 China's managed entry in the Asia-

Pacific region, while making possible China's positive 

postures toward regional cooperation, has so far not 

submitted China to the inexorable process of complete 

integration. oo Nor has it transformed China's foreign policy 

outlook into total conformity with the values and structures 

of the multilateral cooperation, global and ~egional. 

To sum up, other than being positive in principle and in 

favor of multi-form, multi-layered, multi-channel cooperation, 

China has refrained from showing its complete commitment to 

any form of regional cooperation. The reasons for China's 

mixed cognitive support of and minimalist approach toward 

regional cooperative endeavors are several. First, China's 

active participation in PECC, ADB, and APEC has facilitated 

88 Wang Gungwu, The Chineseness of China. Hong Kong: Oxford 
University Press, 1991. 

89 Robert Kleinberg, China's "Opening" to the Outside World: 
The Exper.imen t wi th Foreign Capi tal i sm. Boulder: Westview 
Press, 1990, p 10. 

00 George T. Crane, The Political Economy of China's Special 
Economic Zones. Armond: M. E. Sharpe, Inc., 1990. See also 
Kleinberg, China's "Opening" to the Outside World. 
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the narrowing of China's value and structural gap with the 

embryonic forms of regional economic regimes. Yet China's 

interaction with the fora of regional cooperation has two 

opposing tendencies at work. Cast in the concepts of mutual 

respect for sovereignty and peaceful coexistence, this process 

generated domestic forces that at once pull China closer to 

and push China away from the values, rules, and procedures of 

regional economic cooperation.~ 

Second, China's economic interest and its aspiration for 

global power status dictate that it has a stake in extending 

its presence beyond the region. As Michael Hunt points out, 

China's imperial past sets lIa standard (or perhaps more 

accurately a national myth) of cultural achievement and 

international power and influence [for the Chinese] to live up 

to. 1192 As a non-statt2s quo power, China is loath to be tightly 

contrained by any highly structured regional cooperative 

arrangments. Thus, Beijing has elected to be ambiguous about 

its commitment to APEC. The official news agency stated that 

IIWe will playa role we should play within APEC .... We also 

91 For a theoretical treatment about how globalization affects 
national and subnational identities, see Zdravko Mlinar, ed., 
Globalization and Territorial Identities. Brookfield: Avebury, 
1992. 

92 Michael Hunt, IIChinese Foreign Relations in Historical 
Perspective. II Harry Harding, ed., China's Foreign Relations in 
the 1980s. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984, pp. 38-9. 
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hope to further strengthen our cooperation with other APEC 

members through APEC and at the same time strengthen economic 

and trade ties with other countries in the world. ,,93 

Third, China's historical dominance and revolutionary 

diplomacy under Mao raises apprehensions and fears in the 

minds of peoples along China's periphery.~ Notably, a 

"perceptual gap" has always existed between ASEAN and China. 95 

The perennial "China shadow" and the still lively fears of the 

"China threat" have cautioned and inhibited Beijing's active 

role in the region. The politics over Chinese communities in 

ASEAN countries further sharpens the sensitivity of Beijing's 

posture toward regional cooperative undertakings. 

China's generally positive attitudes have proved to be a 

major impetus promoting the Asia-Pacific regional economic 

cooperation. China's entry has reshaped the power and cultural 

dimensions creating opportunities as well as difficulties for 

the process of regional cooperation. For one thing, China's 

93 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese, November 16, 
1994, in FBIS-China, November 16, 1994, p. 2. 

94 Stephen Uhalley, Jr., "China and the Pacific Basin: 
Questions and Apprehensions." Contemporary Southeast Asia 8, 
March 1987, pp. 298-307. 

% Chang Pao-min, "China and Southeast Asia: The Problem of a 
Percept ual Gap." Con temporary Sou theas t Asia. Vol. 9, No.3, 
December 1987. See also, Yu Zhen, "Zhongguo dui dongmeng de 
anquan zhanlue" (China's Security Strategy toward ASEAN) . Zhen 
Yusuo, ed., Zhongguo yu yazhou (China and Asia). Hong Kong: 
Shangwu yinshuguan, 1990. 
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entry adds further legitimacy and momentum to the East Asian 

capitalist economies to coalesce into an Asian variant of 

capitalism that is likely to challenge the embedded liberalism 

championed by the u.s. As China's rapidly expanding economy 

is to be further strengthened by its de facto economic 

integration with Taiwan and Hong Kong, China will undoubtedly 

have greater capability to alter the pattern of regional 

cooperation, despite its relatively low per capita GNP. 
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4. Japan and Asia-Pacific Regional Economic Cooperation 

Japan's economic impact on Asia-Pacific is well 

documented. However, the precise nature of the role Japan 

played in the process of forging regional cooperation remains 

inadequately understood. The literature that touches upon the 

subject is scattered, sometimes impressionistic, and often 

assumes too much at the expense of serious examination. Many 

observers assign to Japan the leadership role based on the 

assumption that Japan's economic weight can be easily 

translated into political power.! Some imply the existence of 

a Japanese-dominated East Asian order based on their image of 

Japan as a "challenger" againt the u.S. hegemony.2 Still some 

scholars, notably economists, write prescritively calling for 

greater Japanese role in organizing the region to enhance 

! Ezra Vogel, "Pax Nipponica?" Foreign Affairs, 64 (1986), pp. 
751-767; Staffan B. Linder, The Pacific Century: Economic and 
Political Consequences of Asia-Pacific Dynamism. Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1986; Yamane Hiroko, "Japan as an 
Asia/Pacific Power." Asian Survey 27, December 1987, pp. 1302-
8; Robert Gilpin, The Poli tical Economy of International 
Relations. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987; Steve 
Chan, East Asian Dynamism: Growth, Order, and Security in the 
Pacific Region. Boulder: Westview Press, 1990. 

2 R. A. Morse, "Japan's Drive to Pre-eminence." Foreign 
Policy, 69, 1987/8, pp. 3-21; C. Prestowitz, Jr., Trading 
Places. New York: Basic Books, 1988; Chalmers Johnson, "Trade, 
Revisionism, and the Future of Japanese-American Relations." 
K. Yamamura, ed., Japan's Economic Structure. Seattle: 
Society for Japanese Studies, 1990; Karel van Wolferen, The 
Enigma of Japanese Power. New York: Vintage Books, 1990. 
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economic efficiency.3 

Yet contrary to what has been argued, we have not 

witnessed Japan presiding over the institutional process of 

regional cooperation. Instead, it has adopted a low-profile 

posture and has frequently dodged calls for its leadership 

role. This puzzle makes it clear that the Japanese role has 

been more complex in the process of Asia-Pacific regional 

cooperation than the supposed IIleadership role II seems to 

suggest. 

Historically, from Meiji (1868) to the wartime period, the 

Japanese attempt to construct their own sense of national 

identity centered upon reinterpreting Japan's position between 

Asia and the West. The prewar solution was to render Asia as 

culturally lIother,1I as something to be dissociated from, in 

order to adopt Western modernity.4 This national self-image 

prepared the Japanese to challenge China's hegemony, a process 

that eventually engulfed East Asia in the wartime atrocities 

and violence under the Japanese dominated East Asian Co-

3 This group is mainly composed of some Australian and 
Japanese scholars. 

4 For a sophisticated account of how Japan constructed its own 
1I0rientalism ll directed to other East Asian countries, 
especially to China, see Stefan Tanaka, Japan's Orient: 
Rendering Pasts into History. Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993. An earlier study in a similar vein is 
Kenneth Pyle, The New Generation in Meiji Japan: Problems of 
Cultural Identity, 1885-1895. Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1969. 
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prosperity Sphere. Starting from the 1960s, Japan's 

reemergence from wartime devastation impelled the Japanese to 

once again wrestle with issues concerning self, Asia, and the 

West. 

The construction of national identity helps define 

national interest which, in turn, sets the parameters of the 

state's foreign policy outlook. Since the mid-19th century, 

Japan's national self-consciousness has been predicated upon 

the perplexing dilemma posed by the often conflictual 

orientations to the West and the East. This chapter examines 

Japan's postwar posture toward Asia-Pacific cooperation in 

terms of its search for a new national identity as Japan 

reconsidered its relations with Asia and the West. Special 

attention is given to how the alleged Japanese leadership role 

is dampened by the mixed and often confusing signals from its 

Asian neighbors, especially the Southeast Asian countries and 

the hegemon, the United States. The chapter concludes with an 

assessment of the interactive process of Japanese views toward 

regional cooperation and the dynamics of regime formation in 

Asia-Pacific. 

An Asia Refound: 

Japan's First Wave of Interest in Regional Cooperation 

Postwar Japan lost all its prewar formal and informal 

empires, which were built with a complex division of labor 
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serving the interest of the metropole, Japan. The collapse of 

the Japanese dominated East Asian order failed to usher in an 

era of peace and development. Rather, nation-building in many 

Asian countries was disrupted by debilitating civil wars, 

radical revolutionary movements, and later, big powers 

conflicts. Totally alienated from its Asian neighbors and 

ruled by the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (SCAP) 

from 1945 to 1952, Japan seemed to have no choice but to opt 

for a Western-oriented policy outlook. 

Japan regained its independence after the signing of the 

San Francisco Peace Treaty, which went into effect in April 

1952. However, the u.S. and Japan signed a Mutual Security 

Assistance agreement in 1954 that subjected Japan's security 

to u.S. protection. Furthermore, with the demise of its prewar 

economic bloc, Japan lost its Asian base, including the 

Chinese market, needed to support its economic revival. Hence, 

Japan's postwar foreign policy had to center upon its 

relations with the West, with a focus on commercial diplomacy 

that was committed to removing discriminatory barriers against 

Japanese exports and opening Western markets. 

In June 1950, Shigeru Yoshida, who was concurrently Prime 

Minister and Foreign Minister of Japan for seven years (1948-

1954), elaborated a Japanese foreign policy strategy which is 

known as the "Yoshida Doctrine". The central tenet of Yoshida 

Doctrine is a minimalist approach to international political 
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and strategic issues. It emphasizes economic and political 

cooperation with the United States as essential to achieve 

Japan's prime goal of economic rehabilitation. s Known as the 

"Adenauer of Japan," Yoshida had wielded significant impact 

upon Japan's postwar foreign policy reorientation. Ironically, 

the war-devastated Japan once again realized Japan's revival 

lay in identification with the West, especially the United 

States. Asia was deemed secondary to be used to "support 

development in cooperation with other industrialized 

countries. ,,6 As a result, Yoshida's high-profile foreign tour 

in 1954 included visits exclusively to Western countries, 

Canada, France, Western Germany, Italy/Vatican, United 

Kingdom, and the U. S., but conspicuously lacked any Asian 

countries. 7 

Subtle change with respect to Japan's Asian policy 

occurred under the Kishi administration (1957-60). Tokyo began 

S For a more detailed summary of the Yoshida Doctrine, see 
Kenneth Pyle, The Japanese Question: Power and Purpose in a 
New Era. Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Press, 1992, p. 
25. See also his "Japan and the Twenty-first Century," 
Inoguchi and Okimoto, eds., The Political Economy of Japan, 
Vol. 2. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1987, pp. 452-
57. 

6 Tsutomu Kikuchi, "Japan and Regional Cooperation in the 
Asia-Pacific Region, ", Kuang-sheng Liao, ed., The New 
International Order ~n East Asia. Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, 1993, p. 125. 

7 Shiro Saito, Japan at the Summit. London: Routledge, 1990, 
pp. 15-6. 
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to see the possibility of drawing on the strength of Asian 

countries to bolster its bargaining position vis-a-vis 

Washington. In May 1957, Prime Minister Kishi paid a trip to 

Burma, India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Thailand, and the Republic of 

China (Taiwan), making him the first postwar Japanese Prime 

Minster ever to visit Asian countries. 8 Six months later, 

Kishi made another tour of Asian countries such as South 

Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Malaya, Singapore, Indonesia, and the 

Philippines, as well as Australia and New Zealand. During his 

visits, Kishi took some initiative in addressing the thorny 

issue of wartime indemnities, thereby easing the way for 

eventual reestablishment of links with these countries. 

By the 1960s, Japan had successfully emerged from a 

pariah in the immediate aftermath of the war to a legitimate 

member of the international system, especially after joining 

the United Nations and establishing diplomatic relations with 

the Soviet Union in 1956. Japan's status also improved as a 

resul t of its phenomenonal economic growth. It was admitted to 

the keystone international economic organizations and regimes, 

such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) , the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

in 1964, and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT) . 

8 Ibid., chapter three. 
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Japan's new found economic power and prestige prompted 

the Japanese to reconsider their erstwhile dichotomous 

conception of Asia and the West. A synthesis that combined the 

strengths of its Asian neighbors and the Western countries 

appeared possible. 9 Reflecting the changing tendency to view 

Asia in a new light, Japanese Prime Minister (1960-1964) 

Hayato Ikeda, wrote, 

During part of the post-war period, Japan was able 
to manage diplomatic affairs by being dependent on 
Japan-US relations alone. But we are now 
confronting a wider world. I have maintained for 
some time the concept of three pillars in the free 
world which consists of the United States, Europe 
and Japan. But Japan cannot stand as one of the 
pillars by itself. My idea implies that Japan is 
one of these three pillars in agreement with the 
countries of Asia. 10 

The reparations and expanding commercial relations initiated 

by the Kishi administration helped to establish a growing 

Japanese presence in parts of East Asia. Japan also began to 

provide economic aid to the Southeast Asian countries after it 

was admitted into the OECD Development Assistance Committee. 

By the mid-1960s, most of the Southeast Asian countries began 

to realize that social-economic development was the key to 

9 Shiro Saito argues that post-war 
been beset with the dilemma 
equilibriumll of diplomacy toward 
Asian neighbors, ibid. 

Japanese foreign policy has 
of attaining lIa proper 

its Western allies and its 

10 Ikeda Hayato, IIAwaking with Diplomacy, II, Kokusai Mondai, 
Tokyo, November 1963. Quoted from Saito, Japan at the Summit, 
p. 30-1. ' 
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curtailing domestic communist resurgence. They welcomed 

Japanese economic assistance, which was further expanded after 

the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 

recommended allocating one percent of GNP for official 

development assistance (ODA). Japan's low-profile diplomatic 

postures in line with the principle of "separation of 

economics from politics" (seikei bunri) helped to diffuse 

resistance against Japanese presence in these countries. 

Tokyo began to see regional cooperation as the best way to 

facilitate its return to Asia, to reestablish the links that 

were cut off after the war. Largely due to Japan's behind-the

scene efforts, the first Asian financial organization, the 

Asian Development Bank (ADB) , was formed in November 1966. To 

avoid the suspicion of Japanese dominance, ADB set its 

headquarters in Manila. Although a Japanese was elected as its 

president, ADB vice-presidents were from the United States, 

West Germany, and India. In the same year, Prime Minister Sato 

hosted the first international conference ever sponsored by 

postwar Japan, the Ministerial Conference for the Economic 

Development of Southeast Asia (MEDSEA). While Japan's 

diplomatic initiatives and expanding economic links did reduce 

its earlier alienation from Asia, however, they yielded little 
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sense of mutual identification. 11 

In an attempt to rectify its seemingly ambivalent and 

half -hearted Asian policy, Japanese Foreign l'-linister Takeo 

Miki, in 1967, for the first time at the official level 

explicitly urged an Asia-Pacific policy IIbased on an 

'awareness of common principles,' regional cooperation in 

Asia, cooperation among the advanced nations in the Pacific 

area and more extensive aid program. 1112 Asia-Pacific was 

emphasized as the basic context of Japanese foreign relations, 

and formal sub-regional association, such as the Association 

for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which was created in 

1967, was openly endorsed. Miki's outline of an IIAsia-Pacific 

policyll constituted a benchmark in Japanese posture toward 

regi.onal cooperation. He was the first Japanese Prime Minister 

to use the term, IIAsia-Pacific region,1I suggesting Tokyo's 

perception of regional cooperation as a way to bridge the 

traditional dichotomy between its Asia and West policies. 

Miki's Asia-Pacific policy was the first official 

espousal of regional cooperation, indicating Japan's 

11 For instance, Japan's significant economic assistance to the 
Soeharto regime after 1966 did not translate into a sense of 
shared destiny. See Franklin B. Weinstein, Indonesian Foreign 
Policy and the Dilemma of Dependency from Sukarno to Soeharto. 
Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1976, pp. 262-64. 

12 Peter Drysdale and Hugh Patrick, IIAn Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation: An Exploratory Concept Paper. II John Crawford and 
Greg Seow, ed., Pacific Economic Co-operation: Suggestions for 
Actions. Selanger: Heinemann Educational, 1981, p. 76. 
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suppressed eagerness to venture into the turbulent waters of 

politics which it had vehemently eschewed in the Yoshida 

Doctrine. The promotion of regional association, even if 

restricted to the economic sphere, is an inherently political 

exercise. 

Since Miki, a number of proposals and efforts to promote 

regional cooperation have been made by Japanese in both 

private and official capacities. Most notably, in 1967, 

Kiyoshi Kojima, professor of the Hitosubashi University of 

Tokyo proposed his IIPacific Free Trade Area ll (PAFTA), which 

consisted of the five industrialized countries in Asia-

Pacific: Japan, the U.S., Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 13 

According to Kojima, it was a response to the consolidation of 

the European Economic Community (EEC) to form a European Free 

Trade Area as well as stronger advoca~y for the formation of 

an Atlantic-based North Atlantic Free Trade Area. 

As a counter to the formation of EEC, PAFTA was initially 

conceived by Kojima to be a IIwell-integrated ll regional bloc 

modelled upon the EEC to strengthen intra-regional trade. The 

idea of organizing a discriminatory trade bloc among Asia-

Pacific OECD countries was protested by the ASEAN countries, 

13 Koj ima' s idea of PAFTA was first enunciated in 1965 and was 
later developed through various conference presentations and 
journal articles. A collection of these essays was later 
published in Kiyoshi Kojima, Japan and a Pacific Free Trade 
Area. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971. 
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and was not well received by the U.S., which was still 

committed to the Euro-centric multilateral regimes. PAFTA was 

shel ved ever after but has frequently provoked discussions and 

debates. 

By the late 1960s, Japan surpassed West Germany in GNP, 

placing it the third largest economic power after the United 

States and the Soviet Union. Profiting immensely from the 

postwar financial and trade regimes established and maintained 

under the U.S. hegemony, there was no pressing urgency for 

Japan to form a regional economic sphere. More importantly, 

earlier Japanese official espousal of regional cooperation was 

met by hostility and reticence from both capitalist Asian 

countries and the U.S. In the decade between the late 1960s 

and late 1970s, though regional cooperation continued to 

receive tacit governmental support, Tokyo refrained from 

openly expressing its official enthusiasm and endorsement. 

During this period, the only high-profile governmental 

involvement in regional cooperation was perhaps Japan's 

sponsorship in 1969 of the fourth conference of the Asian and 

Pacific Council (ASPAC), a forum established under the 

initiative of Korean President Park Chung-hee in 1966. 14 

At the private level, however, the Japanese continued to 

14 Shibusawa Masahide, Japan and the Asian Pacific Region. 
London: Groom Helm, 1984. See also Shiro Saito, Japan at the 
Summit. 
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be actively involved in initiatives to encourage regional 

cooperation. The Pacific Basin Economic Council (PBEC), 

consisting of representatives from business, industrial and 

banking communities, was created in 1967. Professor Kojima 

also proposed to establish the Pacific Trade and Development 

Conferences (PAFTAD), held annually with rotating host 

country. PAFTAD conferences, the first of which convened in 

Tokyo in January 1968, comprised a group of like-minded 

economists to promote the idea of regional cooperation. 

In 1972 -1974, the Japanese economic presence in Southeast 

Asia triggered student anti-Japanese sentiment in this region. 

The largescale anti-Japanese demonstrations and boycotts of 

Japanese goods reached a crescendo immediately before and 

during Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka's visits in Bangkok and 

Jakarta in 1974. 15 Stunned by the widespread resentment and 

protests, Japan had to reassess the adequacy of its purely 

commercial diplomacy and to consider complementing its 

economic role with viable political and cultural links. 

Accordingly, Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda, on his trip to the 

ASEAN summit in August 1977 enunciated Japan's foreign policy 

toward ASEAN countries which was to be known as the Fukuda 

Doctrine. Most notably, the Fukuda doctrine emphasized Japan's 

15 For more discussion about the anti-Japanese movements in 
Southeast Asia, see Shibusawa Masahide, Japan and the Asian 
Pacific Region: Profile of Change. London: Groom Helm, 1984, 
pp. 73-'78. 
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commitment to strengthening cultural and political cooperation 

as well as economic links with ASEAN, thereby adding an 

explicit political dimension in Japan's ASEAN policy.16 As a 

result, Japan was admitted in 1978 as a regular dialogue 

partner with ASEAN foreign ministerial meetings. 

During much of the 1970s, Tokyo was preoccupied with 

coping with the shocks emanating from the unequivocal and 

dramatic u.s. hegemonic power decline. In 1971, the Nixon 

administration unilaterally abandoned the gold standard, the 

stable monetary exchange rate with the dollar given the fixed 

value equal to 1/35 of an ounce of gold that had served as a 

pillar of the "Bretton Woods" monetary regime established in 

1944. 17 Added to the shock of the Japanese was President 

Nixon's unilateral efforts at rapprochement with China, 

conducted without consultation with Japan. The "benign 

hegemon" of the U. S. further transformed itself into a 

"predatory hegemon" by imposing import quotas on Japanese 

16 Koji Watanabe, "Japan and Southeast Asia: 1980." Asia
Pacific Community, Spring 1980, pp. 89-90; also Sueo Sudo, 
"Nanshin, Superdomino, and the Fukuda Doctrine: Stages in 
Japan-Southeast Asian Relations." Journal of Northeast Asian 
Studies,S (3), Fall, 1986. 

17 Michael Moffitt, The World's Money: International Banking 
from Bretton Woods to the Brink of Insolvency. New York: Simon 
& Schuster, 1983. 
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textile export to the American market. 18 The U. S. military 

withdrawal from Vietnam in 1973 spawned even more apprehension 

about Washington's commitment in Asia. 

Japanese foreign policy underwent a period of adjustment 

in response to the u.s. hegemonic decline. Three features seem 

to explain the official Japanese reticence toward regional 

cooperation during this time. First, Japanese leaders were 

deeply shocked by the U. S . hegemonic defection and 

unilateralism. They were overwhelmed by the drastic changes 

and immense uncertainties in the global political and economic 

landscapes under the hegemonic decline .19 Relations with its 

Asian neighbors, especially ASEAN countries, faced new 

challenges and difficulties. Second, Sino-Japanese relations 

loomed large, cautioning Japan's posture toward regional 

cooperation. After the diplomatic normalization in 1972, 

bilateral relations had undergone steady improvement, 

culminating in a bilateral Treaty of Peace and Friendship in 

1978. China's hostility and displeasure toward regional 

cooperation at the time represented a brake on Japan's 

enthusiasm toward regional multilateral undertakings. Third, 

the failure of earlier regional fora, such as ASPAC and MCEDSA 

18 The concept of IIpredatory hegemon II is used by Robert Gilpin. 
See his The Political Economy of International Relations. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987, p. 345. 

19 Shibusawa Masahide, Japan and the Asian Pacific Region, 
chapter 4. 
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by the mid-1970s suggested the necessity of reevaluating the 

nature of future endeavors in regional arrangements. 

Japan's "Second Wave of Enthusiasim" towards Regional 

Cooperation: late 1970s-1980s 

By the end of the 1970s, Japan had developed cooperative 

relations with Australia after the signing of the bilateral 

Basic Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation in 1976. Relations 

with China were greatly solidified by the Treaty of Peace and 

Friendship. As we argued in the previous chapter, China's 

"great leap outward" program launched by the reformist CCP 

leadership headed by Deng Xiaoping gradually predisposed China 

to view regional cooperation with less hostility. The two oil 

crises in 1973 and 1979 underscored the discrepancy with 

respect to Japan's status as an economic giant and political 

dwarf. 

After digesting the implications of the u.s. hegemonic 

decline for Asia-Pacific, the Japanese government revived its 

enthusiasim for regional cooperation after it had subsided for 

a decade. In his inaugural speech in December 1978, Prime 

Minister Ohira emphatically argued that promoting the Pacific 

Community would become a key policy direction of his 

administration. Three months later, a quasi-official study 

group was set up to explore the concept, with Saburo Okita 
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appointed the chair of the special task force. 20 Oki ta was 

shortly afterward appointed foreign minister, and Tsuneo Iida, 

a professor of economics at Nagoya University, became the head 

of the group, which consisted of young university professors 

and government officials who examined issues concerning the 

forms and nature of regional cooperation and Japanese 

response. 21 

By this time, Washington too began to express some 

interest in regional cooperation, as demonstrated by a number 

of congressional hearings regarding this matter. Up until the 

late 1970s, Washington had traditionally perceived Asia-

Pacific "through a political-security prism, arguably to the 

diminution of economic interests. As United States bilateral 

relations with Japan got out of kilter the importance of 

economic interests surfaced strongly, and then in a rather 

destructive mode that may have damaged the credibility of 

American leadership with the West Pacific countries. The 

United States appears in the process of changing its whole 

perception of the Pacific basin to see it for what it is: the 

most dynamic area in the world economy and one which offers 

20 The findings were presented in Sabura Oki ta, ed., Report on 
the Pacific Basin Cooperation Concept. Tokyo, 1980. 

21 James W. Morley, liThe Genesis of the Pacific Basin Movement 
and Japan." Roy Kim and Hilary Conroy, eds., New Tides in the 
Pacific: Pacific Basin Cooperation and the Big Four (Japan, 
PRC, USA, USSR). New York: Greenwood Press, 1987, p. 20. 
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the United States the opportunity for substantial and mutual 

economic gains."ll 

In April 1978, U.S. senator John Glenn, chairman of the 

Subcommittee on East Asian and Pacific Affairs in the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee, proposed that the Congressional 

Research Service provide a detailed assessment of the concept. 

The result was a report coauthored by Peter Drysdale and Hugh 

Patrick that suggested the establishment of the Organization 

for Pacific Trade and Development (OPTAD). OPTAD was to 

include the five OECD members of the region, in addition to 

South Korea and the five ASEAN nations. It was to be modelled 

upon OECD, but without regulatory power. It emphasized a 

consultatory function instead of KOjima's EEC-style 

integration. It intended to encompass both industrialized and 

industrializing countries in the region, and attempted to 

promote cooperation not only in trade but also in intra-

regional investment and development aid. It encouraged open 

trade rather than a discriminatory trading bloc. 23 

The U. S. congressional interest in organizing Asia-

Pacific derived from the calculation that coalescence of the 

22 Drysdale and Patrick, "An Asia-Pacific Regional Economic 
Organization," p. 71. 

23 Ibid. 
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region would sustain u.s. influence there.~ Specifically, the 

reasons are four-fold. First, the rapid economic growth in the 

West Pacific transf~rmed East Asia into the most dynamic 

region in the world, compared to the relative decline of West 

Europe. Second, the locus of the American domestic economy 

began to shift to the Pacific coast. Third, Japan's renewed 

interest in the Pacific community prompted the concern that 

the U.S. might be squeezed to a secondary position in the new 

Pacific arrangement. Fourth, the Soviet military expansion in 

the Pacific offered incentives for Washington to consider 

strategic issues in connection with economic affairs of the 

region. 

Japanese Prime Minister Ohira's Pacific Community Concept 

should be understood as part of Japan's conception of 

" comprehensive national security" that was supposedly to 

govern Japanese diplomatic orientation. According to the 

Report of the Comprehensive National Security Group submitted 

to Ohira in 1980, 

In the abstract, national security can be defined 
as the protection of the people's life from various 
kinds of external threats.... National security 
policy is comprehensive by nature ... [It] must be 
composed of efforts on different levels. These 
efforts come under three levels of (1) self-reliant 
efforts, (2) efforts to turn the overall 
international environment into a favorable one, and 

24 Mark Borthwick, "United States Policies Toward Pacific 
Cooperation." Kim and Conroy, eds., New Tides in the Pacific, 
pp. 125-141. 



(3) efforts to create a favorable environment 
within a limited scope .... Security policy requires 
a comprehensive range of measures .... The dynamism 
of international relations is governed by an all
encompassing mix of both military and non-military 
means.2S 

168 

The concept of "comprehensive national security" has often 

been interpreted as the Japanese effort to deemphasize the 

military dimension of its national security. But the concept 

also bespoke Japan's more active and assertive posture toward 

regional and world affairs, in response to the American 

retreat from Asia. According to this report, "the most 

fundamental fact in the changing international situation in 

the 1970s is the termination of clear American supremacy in 

both military and economic spheres. ,,26 Since "the U. S. 

military power is no longer able to provide its allies and 

friends with nearly full security, ,,27 Japan had to be more 

"self-reliant" rectifying the "deplorable" condition of 

Japanese national defense. It behooved Japan to act in order 

to "turn the overall international environment into a 

favorable oneil in general, and to "create a favorable 

environment wi thin a limited scope" in particular. 28 

25 Comprehensive National Security Study Group, Report on 
Comprehensive National Security, Tokyo, 1980, p. 19. 

26 Ibid, p. 25. 

27 Ibid, p. 35. 

28 Ibid., p. 19. 
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Regional cooperation was one of Japan's limited foreign 

policy initiatives to achieve that goal. A study by the 

prestigious Nomura Research Institute considered regional 

cooperation as "a key element in a comprehensive security 

strategy for Japan. ,,29 Moreover, trans-Pacific cooperation 

could well encourage the U.S.'s continued interest and 

presence in this region after the Vietnam fiasco. Prime 

Minister Ohira argued that Japan should continue to associate 

with the West, "but geographically and emotionally, Japan was 

centered in Asia, and its unique role ... would have to found 

in a new relationship to the lands of Asia and the Pacific. ,,30 

Although Ohira had expressed unprecedented official 

support for regional cooperation, he nonetheless refrained 

from fleshing out a concrete plan or proposal. Instead, he 

urged an international symposium to be held preferably under 

the sponsorship of a country other than Japan. 31 In January 

1980 when Ohira visited Australia, he and Prime Minister Sir 

Malcolm Fraser reached an agreement to hold the conference in 

Australia. The symposium was eventually held at Australian 

National University in September 1980. Although 

a Drysdale and Patrick, "An Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation," p. 77. 

m Morley, "Pacific Basin Movement," p, 28. 

31 Michael W. Oborne and Nicholas Fourt, Pacific Basin Economic 
Cooperation. Paris: Development Center of OECD, 1983, pp. lO
ll. 
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representatives with good governmental connections 

participated, the meeting was still nominally unofficial. No 

substantial results were achieved. Participants took advantage 

of the occasion to reiterate general principles, such as that 

Asia-Pacific regional cooperation should not be exclusionary; 

the interests and concerns of ASEAN countries should be taken 

seriously; regional cooperation should not replace other 

cooperative arrangements, bilateral and multilateral; and 

finally, regional cooperation should continue to be promoted 

at the private level. 

Ohira's initial idea of creating a regional organization 

was not well received. The then deputy prime Minister of 

Malaysia, Mahathir bin Mohamad suggested immediately before 

the 1980 Canberra meeting that lithe first move towards a 

Pacific Community should not be a comprehensive economic plan 

or some such clear-cut formula for co-operation but the 

tedious one of getting to know each other. lin 

The Canberra meeting which was intended to put forward 

"suggestions for action" did not end up with much substantive 

progress. However, it did mark the shift from organizational 

concerns to a functional approach, a diversion that led to the 

establishment of the Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference 

(PECC) in 1980. During much of the period between 1980-1983, 

32 Mahathir bin Mohamad, "Tak KenaI Maka Tak Cinta. II Crawford 
and Seow, ed., Pacific Economic Co-operation, p. 41. 
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Japan's main task was to persuade ASEAN countries to 

participate in PECC. In particular, ASEAN nations shared three 

concerns regarding regional cooperation. They feared regional 

cooperation might (1) co-opt and undermine ASEAN, (2 ) 

facilitate the control of Japan or the U. S., and (3) be 

imparted with political and military implications. Ohira's 

bypassing of ASEAN to directly consult Australian Prime 

Minister Fraser about the first PECC conference greatly 

displeased ASEAN countries, especially Indonesia and Malaysia, 

and reinforced their suspicion of the "behind-the-scene 

conspiracy. " 

ASEAN members became even more apprehensive about the 

meeting and the political implications of regional 

cooperation. Adding fuel to the fire was that the proposal 

about PECC was reported to ASEAN by the chairman of the 

Canberra meeting instead of officially and directly by the 

Japanese and Australian governments. 33 As a result, Malaysia 

refused to sponsor the 1981 PECC meeting. Under the prodding 

of Deputy Prime Minister Thanat Khomen, Thailand hosted the 

second PECC meeting in June 1982. The meeting reached an 

agreement on setting up the Standing Committee and a 

33 This paragraph draws upon Chen Bifan, "Jingj i hezhuo de 
gouxiang, huodong yu qianj ing" (The Concept, Activity and 
Prospects of Economic Cooperation). Han Zhengshe and Gao 
Lianfu, et al., eds., Yatai Diqu de Jueqi (The Rise of Asia
Pacific). Chongqing: Chongqing chubanshe, 1989, p. 324-7. 
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Secretariat whose location alternates among host countries. 

The Canberra meeting was thereafter recognized retroactively 

as the founding conference of PECC. 

PECC, composed of representatives from academic, business 

and governmental circles, has proved to be most effective in 

fostering a regionally based transnational "epistemic 

community" with shared commitment to enhancing communication 

and identifying common concerns and interests. 34 Moreover, 

PECC IIprovides a testing ground for a broader and more 

formalized institution at the governmental level while at the 

same time avoiding any commitments by the governments of the 

region to such an institution. To the ASEAN nations, PECC is 

particularly useful in experimenting whether a Pacific 

community institution would benefit, rather than damage, ASEAN 

interest, as at least some of them fear. ,,35 

In light of the mismatch between the enthusiasm of the 

Japanese government and the attitudes of the other 

governments, Prime Minister Senko Suzuki, Ohira's successor, 

had to tone down Japan's official posture toward the Pacific 

34 The concept of "epistemic communities II is elaborated by 
Peter M. Haas. See his "Epistemic Communities and 
International Policy Coordination." International Organization 
46 (1), Winter 1992, pp. 1-35. 

~ Richard L. Sneider, "Regionalism in East Asia." Robert A 
Scalapino and Masataka Kosaka, eds., Peace, Politics, & 
Economics in Asia: The Challenge to Cooperate. Washington: 
Pergamon-Brassey's International Defense Publishers, 1988, pp. 
191. 
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Basin concept. No mention was even made of the concept in 

Suzuki's Diet speech in the late 1980. At a news conference 

prior to his trip to ASEAN countries, the Japanese Prime 

Minister emphasized that the Pacific Basin cooperation "must 

be promoted by a voluntary rise of support for this idea. ,,36 

In his speech delivered at the East-West Center in June 1982, 

Suzuki celebrated the "coming 01 the Pacific century," but 

eschewed specifying the Japanese role in such a century. Other 

than eulogizing the principles of peace, freedom, diversity, 

reciprocity and openness in the region, Suzuki did not specify 

any regional multilateral endeavors. 37 

Under the Yasuhiro Nakasone adminstration (1982-1987), 

Japanese official interest in regional cooperation revived 

again. Makoto Kuroda, director general of the International 

Trade Policy Bureau of the Ministry of International Trade and 

Industry (MITI) emphasized that ASEAN nations, China, and the 

Asian Newly Industrialized Economies were the top priority in 

Japan's policy with respects to ODA, trade and direct 

investment. 38 The tendency to emulate Japan's social-economic 

model during the time, as exemplified in Lee Kuan Yew's "learn 

36 Hiroshi Kimura, "The Japanese Concept of 'Pacific Basin 
Cooperation' from the Soviet Perspective." Kim and Conroy, 
eds. New Tides in the Pacific, p. 50-1. 

37 Saito, Japan at the Sumrni t, p. 125. 

38 Makoto Kuroda, "Japan's Policy on Economic Cooperation." 
Journal of Japanese Trade & Industry. No.2, 1985, pp. 10-13. 
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from Japan" and Mahathir's "Looking East" policies encouraged 

Japan's more active role in managing regional affairs. In an 

address to the Asia Society in New York, May 31 1983, Prime 

Minister Nakasone spoke of "harbor [ing] a dream that the U. S. , 

Japan, the ASEAN countries, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, 

and all of the other countries bordering the Pacific Ocean can 

come together to create a new economic and cultural sphere in 

the twentieth- first century. ,,39 But to translate that dream 

into reality required much more than what the Asia-Pacific 

countries were ready to offer at the time. Other Asian 

countries, including ASEAN nations, shared China's uneasiness 

about possible Japanese or American dominance.~ 

In an attempt to bring regional cooperation within their 

framework, starting from 1984, ASEAN adopted Indonesian 

Foreign Minister Mochtar Kusumaatmadja's proposal to include 

the issue of regional cooperation on the discussion agenda of 

the ministerial annual conferences. ASEAN ministers also set 

up regular joint meetings with minsters of the five advanced 

countries: Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Canada, and the 

United States. Yet Nakasone's assertive foreign policy 

39 Quote from Oborne and Fourt, Pacific Basin Economic 
Cooperation, p. 13. 

~ The common caution among ASEAN countries is demonstrated in 
Japan Center for International Exchange, The Pacific Communi ty 
Concept: Views from Eight Nations. Tokyo: Japan Center for 
International Exchange, 1980. 
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posture, the "textbook" dispute, and Japan's recently 

proclaimed commitment to defend sea lanes 1,000 nautical miles 

from Tokyo Bay and Osaka only served to reinforce suspicions 

among Japan's Asian neighbors. In 1985, the Malaysian cabinet 

decided not to engage ASEAN in the goal of Pacific cooperation 

for fear of political entanglement and u. S. or Japanese 

control. 41 

The White House did not respond to the Canberra meeting 

positively because it felt that Japan had jostled it aside 

without even informing the u.s. about the preparation of the 

meeting. Starting from early 1983, the Reagan adminstration 

began to consider that regional cooperation might be conducive 

to resolving trade conflict. Reagan talked considerably about 

the new tides in the Pacific and the coming of the Pacific 

century during his visits to Japan and South Korea. In 1984, 

Secretary of State George Schultz appointed a special 

ambassador charged '. with the task of Pacific regional 

cooperation. The u.S. Committee for Pacific Cooperation was 

formed consisting of congressman, businessmen, academics and 

government officials. Despite the u.S. interest in regional 

cooperation, the White House believed that it was not the time 

to establish inter-governmental arrangements and hence 

refrained from expressing an official stand, lest it be 

41 Chen Bifan, "The Concept, Activity, and Prospects of 
Economic Cooperation," pp. 309-343. 
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misunderstood by ASEAN nations. 42 Some official gestures 

notwithstanding, Washington preferred that the private sector 

take the lead. 

The lack of support from Washington together with the 

concerns of its Asian neighbors combined to make Tokyo 

cautious in its posture toward regional cooperation, as seen 

in Nakasone's four principles of Pacific cooperation, 

pronounced in 1985: (1) it should be non-military, non-

political economic, cultural and technological cooperation; 

(2) it should proceed mainly through private channels; (3) it 

should be open and non-exclusionary; and (4) the leadership 

role of ASEAN should be respected. 43 Nakasone drew a lesson 

from his predecessors and avoided a high-profile Japanese 

posture in organizing the region. Tokyo realized that Japan 

had trade frictions with almost all the countries and hence 

could easily become the target if the Japanese government were 

deeply involved. Tokyo chose to coordinate policies with the 

U.S. and ASEAN, and concentrate on low-profile projects for 

the development of human and natural resources, transportation 

and telecommunications facilities, energy exploration and 

42 Mark Borthwick, "U. S. Governmental Responses to the Pacific 
Community Idea." In Hadi Soesastro and Han Sung-Joo, eds., 
Pacific Economic Cooperation: The Next Phase. Jarkata: Center 
for Strategic and International Studies, 1983. 

43 Chen Bifan, "The Concept, Activity and Prospects of Regional 
Economic Cooperation." p. 335. 
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invigorating medium and small enterprises. 

In the meantime, in his speeches in Vladivostok (July 

1986) and Krasnoyarsk (September 1988), Mikhail Gorbachev 

explicitly signalled Moscow's intention to integrate the 

Soviet Far East into Asia-Pacific economies. Gorbachev's "new 

thinking" with respect to regional affairs further complicated 

the already intricate political issue surrounding regional 

cooperation. As a result, the famous Maekawa Report submitted 

to the Nakasone administration in April 1986, also known as 

lithe Report of the Advisory Group on Economic and Structural 

Adjustment for International Harmony, 11 focused, as the title 

suggests, on issues concerning 11 international harmony, 11 

international coordination," and "international community," 

while terms such as "Pacific harmony" and Pacific community 

were left unmentioned. The emphasis was decidedly 

internationalism rather than regionalism. M 

By the end of the 1980s, the difficulties of the Uruguay 

Round prompted both the U.S. and Japan to take some 

initiatives to bring the trade negotiation to successful 

conclusion. It became increasingly clear that regionalism 

might be the crucial bridge leading to global multilateralism. 

M Willi Kraus, "Germany and Japan in the International 
Economy: The Meaning of Growth and Structural Change in the 
Pacific Region from a German and European Point of View." H. 
Hax, et al., eds. Pacific Cooperation from the Japanese and 
the German View,point. Berlin: Spring-Verlag, 1987, p. 3. 
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Nakasone in May 1988 proposed to establish a Pacific OECD. 

China and ASEAN nations were opposed for the same reasons they 

opposed the earlier OPTAD proposal modelled upon OECD, namely, 

the organization would only be controlled by the most advanced 

countries. With the encouragement of Japan and the tacit 

endorsement of the U.S., Australian Prime Minister Bob Hawk, 

in his speech delivered to the Korean Business Association in 

Seoul in January 1989, floated the proposal of convening a 

regionwide ministerial level meeting.~ 

Washington responded to the idea with unprecedented 

enthusiasm. Secretary of State James Baker expressed official 

support in his speech at the Asia Society in June 1989 by 

stating that "the need for a new mechanism for multilateral 

cooperation among the nations of the Pacific Rim is an idea 

whose time has come. ,,46 As he predicted, the economic and 

foreign ministers meeting, known as the Asia-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation forum (APEC) was soon convened in Canberra in 

November 1989. For Tokyo, APEC constituted a convenient and 

relatively safe mechanism with which Japan could move to 

assume a greater role in shaping the regional political 

economy and buttressing and extending the GATT-based trade 

45 Andrew Elek, "The Challenge of Asian-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation." The Pacific Review, Vol 4. No.4, p. 325. 

46 Quote from Norman D. Palmer, The New Regionalism in Asia and 
the Pacific. Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1991, p. 170. 
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regime. 

Japanese Posture: 1989-1994 

The United States, though in favor of keeping alive the 

idea of Asia-Pacific cooperation through APEC, avoided 

committing itself to organizing the region. James Baker, after 

indicating support of APEC, went on to emphasize that "the 

U.S. will not offer a definitive blueprint," but would look 

"for a consensus, drawing on the best elements from various 

plans. ,,47 In spite of the fact that the U. S. hoped to 

participate in the most economically dynamic region, 

Washington was unwilling, and perhaps unable, to exercise 

decisive leadership in promoting regional cooperation. Like 

the U.S., Japan had a great stake in ensuring the existence of 

the GATT-based international trade regime. Tokyo was unwilling 

to act alone in providing the leadership without the consent 

of the U.S .. 

The nature of U.S.-Japanese economic and security 

arrangements makes it impossible to effect an abrupt and 

thorough refashioning of their relationship. But the deflation 

of the Soviet threat and the eventual collapse of the Soviet 

empire provided more 

relations. Bilateral 

47 Ibid, p.325. 

scope than ever before to 

trade disputes brewed 

redefine 

raging 
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frustrations, resentments, and recriminations in both capitals 

in 1991 and 1992. The Japanese believed that they had been 

wrongfully blamed for America's national debt, trade deficits, 

weak financial institutions and mounting social problems. They 

believed that the Americans did not give them enough credit 

and respect that they rightfully deserved. 48 Scholars beat 

the drum of "Japan-bashing," albeit in a more subtle and 

sophisticated way, by arguing that Japan was still "the 

outsider, " practicing unfair trade, and by preaching to change 

Japan. 49 

The regionalization processes in Europe and North America 

only reinforced Japan's long harbored suspicion that it would 

be the target of the European and North American blocs. 

According to the Single European Act, the year 1992 was the 

target date for the formation of a European common market. The 

signing of the Maastricht Treaty in December 1991 was intended 

to move European integration a giant step forward by creating 

European monetary union and a common foreign and military 

policy. The European integration that would include 19 nations 

and 380 million people elicited the fears of a "Fortress 

48 Steven R. Weisman, "Japan and U.S. Struggle with 
Resentment." The New York Times, December 3, 1991. P.A1 & A6. 

49 See, for example, Edward J. Lincoln, Japan's Unequal Trade. 
Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1990. 
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Europe II that would be outwardly exclusionary. 50 In the 

meantime, the u.s. in the early 1990s, was trying to expand to 

incorporate Mexico into the extant U. S. -Canada Free Trade 

Agreement. The accelerated regionalizations in Europe and 

North America were generally regarded as a way to exclude 

Japanese compet i tors. 51 

For the Japanese, there was an increasing rationale to 

make their own defensive arrangement, or in the words of 

Yoshio Suzuki, vice chairman of the Tokyo-based Nomura 

Research Institute, lito form a negotiating bloc with enough 

leverage to negotiate entry to the United States and European 

Community."52 The regionalization that seemed to be tilting 

the world toward blocs triggered fears among the Asian 

countries of being left out, which, in turn, gave rise to 

greater momentum for regional cohesion. ASEAN countries agreed 

in January 1992 to take their first step toward creating a 

common market, by reducing or eliminating tariffs on 

nonagricultural products within 15 years. 53 

Meanwhile, after reassessing the elusive metamorphasis of 

50 "Europeans in Accord to Create Vastly Expanded Trading 
Bloc. II The New York Times, October 23, 1991, pp. A1 & C18. 

51 II Blocs Seen Replacing Free Trade. II The New York Times, 
August 26, 1991, pp. C1 & C2. 

52 Ibid, p. C2. 

53 II Southeast Asia Nations Sign Trade Accord." The New York 
Times, January 29, 1992, p. C2. 
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the post-Cold War international political economy, the Clinton 

administration finally put forward an Asian policy that placed 

regional cooperation as a key directive. The policy led to the 

first APEC quasi-summit meeting in Seattle in November 1993. 

The new u.S. Asian policy served three goals: to expand trade 

and commercial expansion in the fastest growing economies, to 

contain the Japanese influence and dominance in the region, 

and to play the "Asia card" to prevent the formation of a 

"Fortress Europe." As one Chinese commentator vividly put it, 

Clinton's Asian policy was like "shooting three hawks with one 

arrow" (yij ian sandiao) .54 

By the 1990s, Japan's policy shift to "return to Asia" had 

reached an unprecedented level in the postwar period. In 1989, 

the value of Japan imports from Asia surpassed the value of 

imports from the u.S. for the first time since the end of the 

Second World War. In 1992, Japan's imports from Asia increased 

by 6 percent over 1991, making up 45 percent of Japan's total 

imports i imports from the U. S . increased only 3 percent, 

accounting for 22.4 percent of its total imports of the year. 

In 1991, Asia surpassed the u.S. as Japan's largest export 

destination. In 1992 Japan's exports to Asia increased by 14 

percent over the previous year accounting for 38.8 percent of 

54 Shan Tai, "Yi j ian shan diao- - Kelinton tuixing yatai 
zhanlue de yitu" (Shoot Three Hawks with One Arrow: The 
Intentions of Clinton's Asia-Pacific Strategy). Shijie Zhishi 
(World Affairs). November 15, 1993, pp. 19-21. 
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its total export, whereas exports to the u.s. increased only 

7 percent amounting to 28.8 percent. 55 In sharp contrast to 

the immediate aftermath of the war when trade with the u.s. 

made up 60 percent of Japan's total trade, by the 1990s, Asia 

as a region had decidedly become Japan's top trading partner. 

Now, seven Asian economies, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea, 

Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia, are among Japan's top ten 

export markets, while a decade ago, only Taiwan barely ranked 

tenth in the Japanese export markets.~ 

Foreign direct investment in Asia by the Japanese private 

sector also rose dramatically, thanks especially to the 

appreciation of the yen against the u.S. dollar after the 1985 

Plaza Accord signed by the top five major economic powers. 

Japanese total investment in Asia in 1992 was US$ 60 billion 

in comparison with 19.5 billion in 1985, thus putting Japan by 

far ahead of the US to become the largest investor in Asia. 

Japan's Asian investment has brought back the greatest 

profits. According to the statistics of the Japanese Ministry 

of Commerce, during the budgetary year from April 1991 to 

55 Zhang Daling, "Qian tan riben de huigui yazhou zhanlue" (A 
Preliminary Analysis of Japan's "Return-to-Asia" Strategy.) 
Guoji Wenti Yanjiu (Journal of International Affairs), April 
1994, p. 17. 

56 Guo Xiangang, "Riben de 'tuo ou fanya' -- yi zai zhudao yatai 
jingji" ("Japan 'Leaving Europe to Return to Asia': With an 
Intention to Dominate Asia-Pacific Economies") . Shijie Zhishi 
(World Affairs), Vol.l, 1994, p. 14. 
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March 1992, Japanese companies in Asia gained 487 billion yen 

in net profit, while its companies in Europe earned only 6.6 

billion yen. Japanese corporations in North America lost 208 

billion yen. 57 

In 1991, Japan's total official development assistance 

(ODA) was $11 billion, surpassing the u.s. whose ODA amounted 

to 9.4 billion. Over 60 percent of Japan's ODA was allocated 

to Asian countries. 58 Japan's ODA to ASEAN countries amounted 

to US$ 2.1 billion in 1989 in comparison with US$.7 billion in 

1980.~ The new surge of yen value against u.s. dollar and 

domestic labor shortage further spurred Japanese manufacturing 

to relocate to other Asian countries in 1993 and 1994. 

Offshore business relocation also helped penetrate 

protectionist barriers and ease pressure of bilateral trade 

deficits. 

The Japanese government has taken advantage of the 

increase in FDI and has used ODA in line with the structural 

transformation of its domestic economy and the construction of 

a regional division of labor that sustain its business 

57 Ibid. 

58 Zhang Daling, "A Preliminary Analysis of Japan's Return-to
Asia Strategy, p. 18. 

59 Denis T. Yasutomo, "Why Aid? Japan as an 'Aid Great Power' , " 
Pacific Affairs 62 (Winter, 1989-90), pp. 490-503; and Alan 
Rix, "Japan' Foreign Aid Policy: A Capacity for Leadership?" 
Pacific Affairs 62 (Winter 1989-90), pp. 461-75. 
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expansion. Both official and private capital exports are 

increasingly directed at East Asia countries in order to 

create a Japan-centered regional economy, 60 thereby serving 

the purpose of "strategic deployment of investment bases. ,,61 

ODA has also been successfully used to serve Japan's foreign 

policy objectives. 62 Japan's growing economic clout in this 

region has generated expectations in some Asian countries, 

especially Malaysia and Thailand, for a greater Japanese role 

in regional affairs.~ 

The grievances against the Japanese economic presence 

which Tanaka Kakuei encountered in 1974 have been largely 

diffused and Asian countries are inclined to view the Japanese 

more benignly. Yet concerns about Japanese dominance and 

60 Wendy Dobson, Japan in East Asia: Trading and Investment 
Strategies. Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 
1993. See also, Danny Unger, "Japan's Capital Exports: Molding 
East Asia." Danny Unger and Paul Blackburn, eds., Japan's 
Emerging Global Role. Boulder: Rienner, 1993. 

61 Japan External Trade Organization, 1986 JETRO Whi te Paper on 
the World and Japanese Overseas Direct Investment. Tokyo: 
JETRO, 1986, p. 13. 

62 Denis T. Yasutomo, The Manner of Giving: Strategic Aid and 
Japanese Foreign Policy. Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books, 
1986. A most recent account of how Tokyo use "ODA as foreign 
policy" can be found in David Arase, Buying Power: The 
Pol i ti cal Economy of Japanese Foreign Aid. Boulder: Lynne 
Rienner Publishers, 1995. 

63 Furukawa Eiichi, " Changes in Southeast Asian Views of 
Japan." Japan Echo, Vol. XX (3), Autumn, 1993, pp. 45-52. See 
also Richard Stubbs, "Reluctant Leader, Expectant Followers: 
Japan and Southeast Asia." International Journal XLVI (Autumn 
1991), pp. 649-667. 
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remilitarization linger on. The technological dependence, 

unequal division of labor, and backward integration as 

suggested by the flying geese format induce resentment and 

fear of the Japanese attempt to incorporate Asian countries 

into an exclusive Japanese-dominated keiretsu, or financial-

industrial bloc.~ Allowing Japan's Self-Defense Forces (SFD) 

to have overseas missions such as minesweeping in the Gulf War 

brought about Lee Kuan Yew's warning that such a move was like 

IIgiving liqueur chocolate to an alcoholic,II65 a reference to 

fears of reigniting the dormant militarism in Japan. Similarly 

the Self-defense Forces (SDF) participation in the Peace 

Keeping Operations (PRO) under the United Nations triggered 

concerns in East Asia.~ 

The economic interests of Japan and the United States in 

APEC countries have been steadily expanding in the 1990s. In 

1992, Japan's trade with APEC countries reached over 65 

percent of its total trade. In the same year, its foreign 

investment in this region accounted for 23 billion yen, over 

~ Walden Bello, IITrouble in Paradise: The Tension of Economic 
Integration in the Asia-Pacific. 11 World Policy Journal, Vol. 
X (2), Summer, 1993, pp. 33-39. 

65 International Herald Tribune. May 4, 1991. 

66 Article 9 in the Japanese Constitution renounces war and war 
potential and prohibits any deployment of Japanese troops 
abroad. In June 1992, the Diet passed legislation that allows 
Japanese SDF troops to participate PKO at the request of UN 
only after a ceasefire is in place. 
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60 percent of its total foreign investment of 37.1 billion 

yen. Since 1990, the u.S. has made more direct investment to 

APEC members than to the European Union countries. In 1992, 

U.S. direct investment to APEC surged in double digit compared 

with the previous year, while its investment to the European 

Union only increased 1.5 percent. 67 In 1993, more than 60 

percent of total U. S. trade was conducted with APEC countries, 

while European trade accounted for less than 20 percent.~ 

This rapid increase in the economic interests of Japan and the 

United States in the region inevitably lead to collision on 

occasion and they are increasingly becoming competitors in the 

political exercise of shaping regional political economy as 

well. 

In light of the U.S. growing assertiveness in organizing 

Asia-Pacific, Japan deliberately avoids a direct confrontation 

with the U.S .. Instead, it chooses to make some concessions to 

the U. S. in areas of domestic market access and import 

expansion, thereby strengthening its "Asian networks." Japan 

is unwilling to strengthen its position in Asia in a way that 

may pit itself directly against the U.S .. That the U.S. is 

opposed to the East Asian Economic Caucus (EAEC) proposed in 

67 Tokyo Nihon Keizai Shimbun in Japanese, October 23, 1994, in 
Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Daily Report--East Asia 
(FBIS-EAS) , October 28, 1994, p. 5. 

68 The Arizona Daily Star, November 12, 1994, p. A3. 
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late 1990 by Mahathir is the main reason behind Tokyo's 

reticence toward this proposal, although since late 1993 there 

has been a vigorous debate about Japan's reorientation toward 

Asia. It prefers instead to solidify its Asian regional 

fallback through economic penetration while eschewing the 

politically sensitive issue of providing sole leadership in 

organizing Asia-Pacific. Moreover, East Asian economies are 

still unable to maintain self-sustained growth and are 

dependent upon extra-regional sources of technologies, 

investment, loans, and markets, especially from the U.S .. 

Japan's declining Mahathir's invitation to be involved in 

the Asians-only EAEC out of deference to the U.S. has 

disenchanted some Asians. 69 Japan, beset by its domestic 

political instability and economic recession, prefers to 

maintain a low profile. Only after being reassured that the 

EAEC would not replace APEC, did Japanese Prime Minister 

Tomiichi Murayama indicate a new interest in "find [ing] out 

what the EAEC was all about" while his government "is prepared 

to reassess its stand on the matter" if "other countries must 

also support it. ,,70 Given that China's support to EAEC is 

well-known, "other countries, " no doubt euphemistically refers 

69 Tokyo KYODO in English, November 22, 1991, in FBIS-EAS, 
November 22, 1991, p. 1. 

70 Rodney Tasker, "Signs of Life: Japan Warms towards East 
Asian Caucus." Far Eastern Economic Review. September 15, 
1994, pp. 20-21. 
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to the U.S .. 

Yet divergent views exist between the U.S. and Japan with 

respect to the visions and principles of APEC. Whereas the 

U. S. prefers a more structured and contractual approach, Japan 

emphasizes that APEC should be a loose consultative forum 

based on consensus. At the 1993 Seattle summit, Prime Minister 

Morihiro Hosokawa reaffirmed Japan's gradualist approach to 

APEC, saying that Japan had "no desire to see the regional 

forum institutionalized or turned into a free trading 

area .... lt is very important that we respect the interest of 

the developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region and heed 

their opinions and try to promote the activities of APEC step 

by step. ,,71 Hosokawa also emphasized that regionalism should 

be based on a respect of regional diversity, and should adopt 

open and nondiscriminatory principles consistent with GATT. 

Foreign Minister Tsutomu Hata put forward three principles 

regarding the development of APEC: "(1) it should become an 

arena of relaxed discussions rather than negotiations, (2) it 

should be a group which is open to other nations, and (3) it 

should seek to implement a gradual reduction of tariff duties 

through discussions. ,,72 He thus charted a direction of APEC 

71 Bangkok THE NATION in English, November 17, P A1, A2, in 
FBIS-EAS, November 17, 1993, p.2 

72 Tokyo NIHON KEIZAI SHIMBUN in Japanese, November 19, Evening 
Edition, in FBIS-EAS, November 24, 1993, p. 2. 
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that was clearly deviant from the u.s. concept of turning APEC 

into an economic community. 

In addition, Japan has an agenda deviating from that of 

the U. S.. While Washington emphasizes regionwide trade and 

investment liberalizations, Tokyo gives more attention to 

issues regarding energy, environment, human resources 

training, infrastructure, and small and medium-size 

enterprises. 73 

During the 1990s, Japanese officials and intellectuals 

have often portrayed Japan as an lIintermediaryll or a IIbridge ll 

between the United States and Asian nations. 74 An editorial on 

APEC in a leading Japanese newspaper argued, liAs Japan is in 

the position of being able to understand the views of both 

sides, the government intends to mediate between the United 

States and Asian nations.lI~ Tokyo has, indeed, sought to play 

a moderating role, functioning as a IIgo-betweenll to IIstrike a 

good balance between the 'maximalist' APEC members who 

advocate turning the forum into a negotiating body and 

73 Japan Times Weekly, November 7-13, 1994, p. 3 and November 
14-20, 1994, p. 1. 

74 See Tokyo YOMIURI SHIMBUN in Japanese November 15, 1991, 
Morning Edition, p.3, in FBIS-EAS, November 22, 1991, p. 10. 
Tokyo NHK General Television Neworks in Japanese, Interview 
with Ryutaro Hashimoto, Japanese Minister of International 
Trade and Industry, November 13, 1994, in FBIS-EAS, November 
15, 1994, p. 7. 

75 Tokyo NIHON KEIZAI SHIMBUN in Japanese, November 14, 1993, 
Morning edition, p. 2, in FBIS-EAS, November 17, 1993, p. 1. 
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adopting a trade and investment framework agreement, and the 

'minimalists' which want it to remain an informal consultative 

group. 11
7

6 Japan questioned the necessity of a legally binding 

dispute settlment mechanism, criticizing it as "too 

legalistic" that II does not reflect the consensus-seeking 

process favored in Asia. lin 

The joint declaration concluded at the 1994 Bogor APEC 

summit outlined an ambitious goal of transforming the region 

into a free trade area by the year 2020. As the host of the 

1995 APEC summit in Osaka, Japan considers it a daunting task 

to "map out a concrete blueprint II to realize that "noble 

dream. II Asked about Japan's role in coordinating views toward 

the Osaka meeting, Prime Minister Murayama said, liThe scope of 

trade liberalization to concretize the Bogor concept needs to 

be studied fully with considerati0n given to the positions of 

parties affected .... How to materialize it will be left to the 

ministers concerned. lin 

The Japanese officials and media toned down expectations 

about the next Osaka summit. Editorials in leading Japanese 

newspapers warned against "bickering over the liberalization 

76 Bankok THE NATION in English, November 17, 1993, p. B13, 
B14, in FBIS-EAS, November 17, 1993, p. 1. 

n Tokyo KYODO in English, November 17, 1993, in FBIS-EAS, 
November 17, 1993, p. 3-4. 

78 Quoted from Japan Times Weekly, November 28-December 4, 
1994, p.3. 
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timetable" and called for "following the Asian style of 

consensus, not rushing systemization and resolution .... It must 

be recognized that the challenge directly facing APEC is a 

challenge to Japan's very policy toward Asia and the Pacific," 

and hence should be approached with extreme caution. 79 

Assessing Japan's Postures toward Regional Cooperation 

Japan's postwar posture toward Asia has waxed and waned in 

direct relation to the reactions of its Asian neighbors and 

the u.s. The collapse of its prewar formal and informal 

empires cut off Japan's erstwhile extensive association with 

other Asian countries. Japan was subj ected to the direct 

occupation of the u.s. military forces, and later bonded by a 

security treaty with the United States. Once again, the 

Japanese saw the opportunity of national ~evival in alliance 

with the West. In Japanese public and official opinion, Asia 

was associated with communism, chaos, poverty, and war 

traumas. Yet as we discussed in the second chapter, 

historically Japan's relations in and with the traditional 

Chinese dominated East Asian order was never a solved issue. 

The Japanese national identity as an Asian country has never 

been stable or well-defined. 

During the 1960s, the Japanese once again felt "lost in 

79 Tokyo KYOTO in English, November 16, 1994, in FBIS-EAS, 
November 16, 1994, p. 19-20. 
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the gap between conflicting goals, whether they belong to Asia 

or the West. ,,80 Asia-Pacific cooperation seemed to provide an 

ideal opportunity to resolve this conflict by finding a 

balanced synthesis that could bridge the West and Asia. "For 

Japan," as Walt. W. Rostowobserves, "Asian regionalism was a 

way of moving out from the home islands in a nonthreatening 

manner through multilateral institutions which dimmed painful 

memories of the days of Japanese imperialism. ,,81 Regional 

cooperation was to bridge the cleavage that had for long 

separated Asianists and pro-Western "internationalists." 

As Tsutomu Kikuchi points out, "proposing Pacific 

cooperation was one of the few diplomatic initiatives that 

Japan had taken in the post-war period."~ Japan's increased 

trade and capital flows in the capitalist Asian countries and 

the rapid rise of the newly industrializing economies combined 

to enhance the "dynamic density" of regional interdependence, 83 

which, in turn, increased mutual vulnerability and sensitivity 

80 Dick Wilson, The Sun at Noon: An Anatomy of Modern Japan. 
London: Hamish Hamilton, 1986, p. 209. 

81 W. W. Rostow, The Uni ted Sta tes and the 
Organiza tion of Asia and the Pacific, 1965-1985. 
University of Texas press, 1986, pp. 34-6. 

Regional 
Austin: 

82 Tsutomu Kikuchi, "Japan and Regional Cooperation," p. 124. 

83 John Ruggie, "Continuity and Transformation in the World 
Polity: Toward a Neorealist Synthesis." World Politics, 1983, 
Vol. 35, pp. 261-285. See also, Barry Buzan, "From 
International System to International Society." International 
Organization, 1993, Vol. 47, pp. 327-352. 
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among regional economies. M All these developments generated 

yearnings for policy coordination. The waning u.s. influence 

following its withdrawal from Vietnam added incentive to both 

the u.s. and Asian countries to engage in multilateral 

undertakings. For the U. S., its power decline rendered it 

impossible to dictate international outcomes through merely 

bilateral ad hoc arrangements; for Asian countries, the 

narrowing of their power gap with the u.s. made possible a 

more assertive role of indigenous approaches in shaping 

regional multilateral arrangements. 8S 

However, as Japan soon found out, the relative decline 

of u.s. hegemonic power did not open up unlimited 

opportunities for its own leadership. Nor were its own 

domestic political institutions and popular opinions ready to 

shoulder a regional leadership role. Postwar Japan had for 

decades been a "semi-sovereign state," developed in an 

"international greenhouse" insulated from international 

turmoil by the United States. 86 As a result, Japan's "weak and 

unhealthy" political system simply lacks the policy-making 

M Robert Keohane, and Joseph Nye, Jr. , 
Interdependence. Boston: Little, Brown, 1977. 

Power and 

85 Donald Crone, "Does Hegemony Matter?" World Politics, 45, 
July 1993, pp. 501-25. 

86 I borrow the concept of "semi-sovereign state" from Peter 
Katzenstein. See his Policy and Politics in West Germany: The 
Growth of a Semi-Sovereign State. Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1987. 
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structure and "infrastructure" to sustain critical and 

coherent foreign policy innovations. 87 According to Susan 

Pharr, post-war Japanese foreign policy adopted a "low-cost, 

low-risk, benefit-maximizing strategy. ,,88 That strategy may 

have served the Japanese national interest well but has proved 

to hinder Japan's regional role, and especially left Japan 

bewildered in the uncharted waters of the post-Cold War 

world. 89 

The perceived inability and unwillingness or hesitation 

of the United States to be actively engaged in regional 

affairs gave rise to the need for Japan to build a regional 

base and fallback position to sustain its economic growth. The 

Japanese have provided most of the intellectual promotion of 

regional cooperation. Nonetheless, Japan's posture toward 

regional cooperation has been largely constrained by the 

reactions of the U. S. and its Asian neighbors. The well-

entrenched Atlantic-oriented policy and mindset of the u.S. 

prevented it from totally committing itself to the movement of 

n Donald C. Hellmann, "Japanese Politics and Foreign Policy: 
Elitist Democracy within an American Greenhouse." Inoguchi and 
Okimoto, eds., The Political Economy of Japan. 

88 Susan Pharr, "Japan's Defensive Foreign Policy and the 
Politics of Burden Sharing." Gerald L. Curtis, ed., Japan's 
Foreign Policy After the Cold War: Coping wi th Change. Armonk, 
NY: M.E. Sharpe, 1993. 

89 David S. Sanger, "Tokyo in the New Epoch: Heady Future, with 
Fear." The New York Times, May 5,1992. p. Al & A6. 
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Asia-Pacific cooperation. The lingering animosity between 

Japan and its Asian neighbors poses a formidable hurdle to 

overcome. 

Asian countries are, to varying degree, vigilant against 

an overbearing Japanese presence. "Japan has shown much 

activity but much restraint in her efforts toward Pacific 

integration," as Prime Minster Nakasone admitted in late 1::;84 , 

adding that "the question of Japan's role in regional 

cooperation is a very delicate issue. We should remember that 

some people might still get worried about a return to the 

Greater East Asian Co-prosperity. ,,90 Japan's towering economic 

position in the region inevitably invites skepticism toward a 

possible Japanese dominance in any regional multilateral 

arrangement. 

As a result, despite numerous proposals put forward by the 

Japanese, no comparable efforts were made to follow them 

through. As one Japanese commentator pointed out, "Japan has 

been unable to exercise strong political leadership in Asia 

because of its weak style, devoid of self-assertiveness, and 

its passive diplomacy which makes it impossible for Japan to 

take any initiative." 91 There has been a lack of political 

90 Quoted from Staffen B. Linder, The Pacific Century: Economic 
and Political Consequences of Asian-Pacific Dynamism. 
Stanford: Stanford University, 1986, pp. 115-116. 

91 Tokyo ASAHI SHIMBUN in Japanese, November 16, 1994, Morning 
Edition, p. 2, in FBIS-EAS, November 21, 1994, p. 2. 
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will for Japan to follow up the proposals with concrete 

action. As hegemonic stability theory posits, political 

leadership is essential to bring together egoistic nation-

states to jointly coordinate their interests. Regime formation 

does not just happen. Given the diversity with respect to 

values and economies in the region, it is especially important 

to have a catalytic agent to promote regional cooperation. 

Japan's posture toward regional cooperation further testifies 

to the argument that Japan is a "reactive state" rather than 

an active state.~ 

Japan's interest in regional cooperation was not to 

displace the U.S., but mainly to provide supplementary 

support. To use Takashi Inoguchi's typology, Japan has acted 

more like a "supporter" than a "challenger. ,,93 Charles 

Morrison observes that the Japanese role in South East Asia 

has evolved in a way that was to bolster U.S. power in the 

region. 94 The lack of leadership explains one unique 

phenomenon in Asia-Pacific cooperation, namely the centrality 

of ASEAN nations in determining the pace and structures of 

regional cooperation. 

92 Kent E. Calder, "Japanese Foreign Economic Policy Formation: 
Explaining the Reactive State." World Politics, 40, July 1988, 
pp. 517-41. 

93 Inoguchi, "The Ideas and Structures of Foreign Policy." 

94 Morrison, "Japan and the ASEAN Countries." 
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ASEAN's wariness of any form of big power domination poses 

a quandary for Japan's regional role. The Japanese economic 

presence in Asia has been expanding over two decades through 

increased trade and investment. Intraregional investment, 

horizontal, and intra-industrial cooperation have grown 

rapidly. However, Japan's economic cooperation with other 

Asian countries is still mostly bilateral without cUltivating 

broader regional multilateralism. East Asian economies are not 

as well-organized as the "flying geese" format, first 

enunciated by the Japanese scholar, Kaname Akamatsu, seems to 

suggest. 95 Each economy is simply not well arranged in its own 

position in the regional division of labor based on shifting 

comparative advantages. Some scholars have described regional 

economies as "swarming sparrows" rather than a well ensconced 

"flying geese" format. 

Regime theory posits that the ability to absorb foreign 

products is a crucial ingredient in the postwar u.s. 

leadership. Although Japan has recently made great strides in 

this respect, Asian countries are decidedly more dependent on 

the u.S. market than the Japanese one. Edward Lincoln 

95 The idea originally appeared in Kaname Akamatzu, "A 
Historical Pattern of Economic Growth in Developing 
Countries," The Developing Economies 1:1, March/August 1962, 
pp. 3-25. See also, Saburo Okita, "Pacific Development and 
Its Implications for the World Economy," James Morley ed., The 
Pacific Basin: New Challenges for the us. New York: Academy of 
Political Science, 1986, pp. 26-7. 
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concludes that Japan's move to open market, lower trade, and 

balance current account is at best only moderately 

encouraging. 96 As Robert Giplin observes, "Despite Japanese 

rhetoric in praise of multilateralism and the Pacific 

community, Japan only slowly opened its market to the 

manufactured exports of its Asian neighbors. ,,97 Foodstuffs and 

raw materials still account for the largest portion of 

Japanese imports. 

Japan continues to have a "legitimacy deficit" for a 

leadership role. As Allen Whiting's study of the Chinese 

perception of Japan concludes, China's economic dependence 

upon Japan by no means eliminated its negative image of 

Japan. 98 Regrettably, comparable systematic analyses about 

other Asian nations' perceptions of Japan are unavailable. Yet 

random public opinion surveys conducted in Thailand and 

Indonesia invariably show little sense of cultural 

identification between Japanese and their Asian neighbors. 

Japanese public opinion polls show a similar pattern. The 

historical legacy of the prewar Japanese imposed-regional 

96 Edward J. Lincoln, "Japanese Trade and Investment Issues." 
In Danny Unger and paul Blackburn, eds., Japan's Emerging 
Global Role. Boulder: Rienner, 1993. 

97 Robert 
Relations. 
377. 

Gilpin, The Political Economy of International 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987, p. 

98 Allen S. Whiting, China Eyes Japan. Berkeley: The 
University of California Press, 1989. 
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order have led some Asian scholars to identify new efforts to 

promote regional cooperation with "a new co-prosperity 

sphere. "99 

The two elite groups from the indigenous and Chinese 

communities in Southeast Asia have reinforcing cultural 

affiliation with places other than Japan. The Chinese 

communities may be culturally more identified with China, 

whereas the other indigenous groups, such as the native 

Malays, Thais, and Indians may find themselves culturally 

closer to their erstwhile Western colonial powers. According 

to Charles Morrison, IIIn contrast to these Western countries, 

Japan's occupation of Southeast Asia lasted long enough to 

provide a legacy of wartime memories, but not long enough to 

develop local elites with a strong cultural orientation toward 

Japan. 11100 

Recently, the U. S. has been encouraging greater Japanese 

contribution in regional and global management. As George Yeo 

points out, II [T]he Americans do want Japan to playa bigger 

role but in a way prescribed by America. ,,101 American analysts 

in both policy and academic circles point to the II foreignness II 

99 Leng Chuan Ong, IIA New Co-prosperity Sphere, II Asia Pacific 
Community, Vol. 9, No.5, Summer 1979, pp. 65-69. 

100 Morrison, IIJapan and the ASEAN Countries,lI pp. 441-3. 

101 Japan Times, January 26, 1992. 
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of Japanese trade and industrial policy. 102 Gilpin points out 

that the economic differences "result from a cultural clash of 

societies with different national priorities, social values 

and domestic structures." 103 Samuel Huntington singles out 

Japan as the only country that successfully became modern 

without becoming Western. 104 As Robert Scalapino notes, "The 

very facts of Japanese development have set this nation 

apart ... It is, but not fully, in Asia. Its problems, as well 

as its progress, align it naturally with the advanced West, 

and particularly with the United States, yet the sense of 

mutual identification on both sides is significantly we~ker 

than one might presume." 105 

Recently, as East Asia jettisoned its past impoverished 

and backward image, Asianist thought has revived among some 

Japanese intellectuals and politicians. Pan-Asianism is a by-

product of pent-up anti-U. S. sentiment which culminated in the 

book, The Japan that Can Say No, coauthored by Shintaro 

102 See for examples, Chalmers Johnson, MITI and the Japanese 
Miracle. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1982; J. 
Fallows, More Like Us. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1989. 

103 Gilpin, The Poli tical Economy of International Rela tions, 
p. 377. 

104 Samuel Huntington, "The Clash of Civilizations?" Foreign 
Affairs, Summer 1993, pp. 22-49. 

105 Robert Scalapino, Asia and the Road ahead: Issues for the 
Major Powers. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975, 
p. 50. 
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Ishihara, House of Representatives member and Sony Chairman 

Akio Morita. The book sold an astounding 1.2 million 

copies.106 Toru Yano points out, Japan has evolved to become 

a civilization of its own, and "there is no doubt that Japan 

is involved in civilizational friction with the West. ,,107 Some 

Japanese scholars have begun to call for a "new concept of 

Asia" that not only puts Asian indigenous values in a positive 

light but advocates transmitting "Asian values" to other parts 

of the world. 

Ogura Kazuo, director general of the Economic Affairs 

Bureau of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs writes 

disapprovingly, "When the Europeans and Americans talk about 

promoting democracy in Asia and use words like 'closed' in 

talking about East Asian economies, one senses the flickering 

appearance of the missionary spirit that drives Westerners to 

seek to educate and civilize Asians. ,,108 Ogura Kazuo's defense 

of Asian values leads him to support Malaysian Prime Minister 

Mahathir's East Asia Economic Caucus because this form of 

Asia-centered regional cooperation would help America to 

"Asianize" itself and to become more receptive to Asian 

1~ Tokyo EKONOMISUTO in Japanese March 15, 1994, in FBIS-EAS, 
May 12, 1994, p. 1. 

107 Toru Yano, "Japan as a Civilization," Kozmetsky, Matsumoto 
and Smilor, eds., Pacific Cooperation and Development, p. 31. 

108 Ogura Kazuo, "A Call for a New Concept of Asia." Japan 
Echo, Vol. xx (3), Autumn 1993, p. 37. 
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values .109 

Japan's posture toward the EAEC is a litmus test for the 

resolve Tokyo has to deviate from the u.s. in its Asia policy, 

because the EAEC was proposed with the explicit purpose of 

ensuring an explicitly East Asian voice and identity. EAEC was 

believed to prompt George Bush to consider expanding NAFTA to 

some Asian countries. For some Asian leaders, such as Lee Kuan 

Yew, EAEC would enhance East Asia's leverage against the u.s. 

to act on its budget deficit, protectionism, and exclusionary 

regionalism. In July 1993, the ASEAN foreign ministers meeting 

formally endorsed the proposal of EAEC. At the subsequent 

post-ministerial meeting Japanese and South Korean foreign 

ministers "expressed the desire to discuss with the ASEAN side 

the concrete manner in which this process was to be 

undertaken, thus implying that their countries are prepared to 

participate in the proposed caucus."IW 

Japan's attempt to playa mediatory role between the West 

and Asian members of APEC achieved some success. As Japanese 

Foreign Minister Yohei Kono claimed, "Japan's strength lies in 

its understanding of trends and tempos in Asia. "III Tokyo has 

W9 Ibid, p. 44. 

110 Furukawa Eiichi, "Changes in Southeast Asian Views of 
Japan.1I Japan Echo, Vol. XX (3), Autumn 1993, p. 52. 

III Quoted from Tokyo ASAHI SHIMBUN in Japanese, November 16, 
1994, Morning Edition, p. 2, in FBIS-EAS, November 21, 1994, 
p. 2. 
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over the past couple of years played as an intermediary 

between EAEC and Washington, thereby easing Washington's 

hostility toward the proposal. Yet Japan's mediatory role is 

constrained by its diplomatic passivity rooted in part in its 

lack of scable definition of national identity as between Asia 

and the West. 

Our foregoing analysis belies the simplistic notion of a 

leadership role many observers have assigned to Japan. Unlike 

those who extrapolate a Japanese regional role from its mighty 

economic presence, I have considered Japan's posture to fora 

of Asia-Pacific cooperation as a highly political exercise 

determined by economic, political, and cultural factors as 

well as domestic and international forces. First, Japan's 

interest in regional cooperation has mirrored and followed its 

growing yet "formless" and "free-floating" sense of national 

pride and identity. 112 "The ambiguous status of Japan as a 

world power" seems to have a "dynamic relationship with the 

Japanese ambivalence toward Asia."113 The lack of a well

defined national identity spawns the lack of strong commitment 

to regional cooperation--- after all, for Japan, "the Pacific 

112 Pyle, "Japan, the World, an the Twentieth Century," p. 484. 

113 Arif Dirlik, "' Past Experience, If Not Forgotten, Is a 
guide to the Future,' or, What Is in a Text? The Politics of 
History in Chinese-Japanese Relations." Masao Miyoshi and H.D. 
Harootunian, eds., Japan in the World. Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1993. 
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Basin idea has been kept alive as insurance."I~ 

Second, the u.S. inconsistent interest in Asia-Pacific 

cooperation leaves Japan bewildered and lost as to how 

regional cooperation fits into its relations with the u.S. The 

hesitation of its Asian neighbors leaves Japan unsure as to 

what role they would assign or concede to Japan. Amidst mixed 

signals and confusion, Japan's posture toward regional 

cooperation has been rife with uncertainty and has been mainly 

reactive, cautiously balancing the West and Asia. 

Finally, Japan's domestic political structures and 

coalition politics make it impossible to sustain a critical 

political resolve to preside over the institutional process of 

regional cooperation. Japan's multimember electoral system and 

pork-barrel politics generate powerful political forces 

committed to protecting agriculture and small business from 

the deleterious effects of interdependence. This has 

undermined Japan's commitment to regional multilateral 

regimes. Policy innovations have been further constrained by 

the ongoing debates between internationalists and right-wing 

nationalists, between globalists and Asianists, and finally 

between activists who advocate greater Japanese international 

responsibilities and passivists who prefer a continued 

Japanese low-key posture. The definition of national interests 

1~ Takashi Inoguchi, "The Ideas and Structures of Foreign 
Policy," p. 59. 
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and identity has been contested by internationalists who 

emphasize "the need for a qualitative break with the past in 

Japan's basic orientation towards foreign policy and for a new 

definition of Japan's role in the world," and neomercantilists 

who hold "an extremely narrow, economics-centered definition 

of national self-interest."I~ The uncertain outcome of this 

debate partially explains the fluctuations, inconsistency, and 

lack of decisiveness in Japan's posture toward regional 

cooperation. 

115 For a succinct description of this debate, see Susan Pharr, 
"Japan and the World: The Debate in Japan. " Harvard 
International Review, 10 (4), 1988, pp. 35-38. 
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5. Sino-Japanese Relations 

and Asia-Pacific Regional Economic Cooperation 

Throughout centuries of the Chinese dominated East Asian 

order, towering China was for Japan to admire, to envy, to 

emulate, to resist, or to challenge. The Meiji Restoration 

(1868) spawned by the Western intrusion in East Asia marked 

the beginning of Japan's emergence from the shadow of the 

crumbling Chinese empire. Reconstructing Japan's relationship 

to China became the core of post-Meij i Japanese elites' 

painful quest for national identity based on a new 

construction of its location between Asia and the West. The 

critical issue was how to reconstruct China and Confucianism 

in a way that justified the devolution of leadership to Japan, 

lithe new possessor and authority of the spirit or essence of 

t~yoll or East Asia. 1 

While the Japanese traditionally called China 

1 For studies on this subject from the late Tokugawa period 
through the 1940s, see Marius B. Jansen, China in the Tokugawa 
World. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1992; 
Kenneth Pyle, The New Generation in Meiji Japan: Problems of 
Cultural Identity, 1885-1895. Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1969; Stefan Tanaka, Japan's Orient: Rendering Pasts 
into History. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993; 
Bunzo Hashikawa, II Japanese Perspectives on Asia: From 
Dissociation to Coprosperity. II Akira Iriye, ed., The Chinese 
and the Japanese: Essays in Poli tical and Cul tural 
Interactions. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980. 
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respectfully Tang or Han, and in the Tokugawa period, chuka 

(the central florescence) or chugoku (the central kingdom), 

during the Meiji period (1868-1912), they were inclined to use 

insulting words such as Shina, Chankoro, Chan chan , and Bozu. 2 

China and the Chinese were described in the popular press as 

"the epitome of weakness, selfishness, inefficiency, 

disorganization, and cowardice. ,,3 A pioneer of East Asian 

history (toyoshi) , Shiratori Kurakichi, argued that China had 

"fallen into decay because of histori~al circumstances. ,,4 A 

leading sinologue, Naito Konan, claimed that since "the Way of 

the Sages in contemporary times should involve reform and 

reconstruction," a stagnant and decaying China no longer 

claimed the center of Confucianism. Naito concluded that the 

classical culture of the Yellow River had "crossed the China 

sea to Japan, where it found fertile soil in a setting that 

provided ancillary strengths of organization and direction. liS 

This image of China set the stage for Fukuzawa Yuki chi ' s 

2 See Yan Shaotang, "Riben chuantong hanxue zai minzhi shidai 
de mingyun" (The Fate of Japanese Traditional Sinology During 
the Meiji Era). Riben Xue (Japanese Studies), Vol.1. Beijing: 
Beijing University Press, 1989, pp. 52-70. 

3 Marius B. Jansen, "Japanese Views of China during the Meiji 
Period." Albert Feuerwerker, Rhoads Murphey, and Mary C. 
Wright, eds., Approaches to Modern Chinese History. Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1967, p. 163. 

4 Tanaka, Japan's Orient, p. 151. 

S Quoted from Jansen, China in the Tokugawa World, p. 109 & 
112. 
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"Datsu-A-ron" (casting-off Asia thesis) and eventually defined 

the parameters of the modern Japanese policy outlook toward 

China and Asia. 

During much of modern history, the way these two states 

have related to one another has been a factor that has greatly 

predisposed their respective postures toward Asian affairs. 

Their bilateral relationship has fundamentally dictated the 

nature of East Asian international relations, and, according 

to James R. Kurth, will continue to determine the denouement 

of power rivalry between the Atlantic and Pacific regions: 

If Japan and China should again come into conflict, 
as they did half a century ago, the outcome of the 
tension between the Atlantic alliance and the 
Pacific Basin paradigm is likely to be a descent 
into chaos and a journey into the unknown, 
although, of course, not necessarily in a way like 
the Pacific War. Conversely, if Japan and China 
should come into cooperation, even more than they 
have in the past decade, the outcome of the tension 
between the Atlantic Alliance and the Pacific Basin 
paradigms is likely to be the gradual waning of the 
first and waxing of the second, the dialect of yin 
and yang. 6 

Arthur Cotterell concurs with Kurth by asserting that 

"ultimately relations between the Chinese and the Japanese are 

6 James K. Kurth, "The Pacific Basin versus the Atlantic 
Alliance: Two Paradigm of International Relations," in The 
Pacific Region: Challenge to Policy and Theory (Annals of the 
American Academy of Political and Social Science), special 
editor: Peter A. Gourevitch, Vol. 505, September 1989, p. 45. 
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the factor which will determine the future of East Asia.,,7 

The centrality of Sino-Japanese relations in regional 

affairs notwithstanding, no one has explicitly studied the 

bilateral relationship within the process of regional 

cooperation. This missing dimension becomes even more glaring 

in light of the recent growing literature on this dyadic 

relationship as well as on Asia-Pacific regionalism. This 

chapter situates the Sino-Japanese relationship in the context 

of regional economic cooperation, examining how their dyadic 

interaction at the levels of overt policy and covert 

perception affect their respective postures toward regional 

mul tilateral undertakings. The chapter concludes with an 

assessment of the extent to which China and Japan could form 

a political partnership to jointly assert an Asian approach to 

Asia-Pacific cooperation. 

Removing a Major Obstacle for Regional Economic Cooperation: 

Sino-Japanese Rapprochement 

The outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 prompted the u.S. 

to incorporate Japan into its Asian containment strategy 

against communist expansion. Despite Zhou Enlai' s protest, the 

1951 San Francisco Peace Treaty that granted Japanese 

independence from u.S. occupation excluded China's 

7 Arthur Cotterell, East Asia: From Chinese Predominance to 
the Rise of the Pacific Rim. London: John Murray, 1993, p.x. 
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participation. The U. S. -Japan Security Treaty concluded on the 

same day (September 8, 1951) was perceived by the Chinese as 

specifically targeting China. 8 But as Ogata Sadako argued in 

1965, "Not many Japanese regard Communist China as a 'cold 

war' enemy, nor do they accept the 'China-Communism-enemy' 

equation that is so widely held in the United States. ,,9 

Archival research has revealed that Prime Minister Yoshida had 

wished to recognize China instead of Taiwan. According to 

Chalmers Johnson, "The 'Yoshida letter' of December 24, 1951, 

promising that Japan would recognize the Nationalist 

government on Taiwan, was written not by Yoshida but by Dulles 

[the chief American peace-treaty negotiator] and forced on the 

Japanese prime minister." 10 Under U. S. pressure, the Yoshida 

administration had to recognize the Nationalist regime on 

Taiwan as the sole legitimate government of China. 

Private diplomacy, however, survived the early period of 

the cold war despite the "bamboo curtain" that fell between 

Beijing and Tokyo. On June 1, 1952, the first private trade 

accord was reached, with both sides agreeing that by the end 

8 Xue Menghong and Pei Jianzhang, ed., Dang Dai Zhonguo 
Waijiao (Diplomacy of Contemporary China). Beijing: Zhongguo 
shehuikexue chubanshe, 1990, p. 195. 

9 Ogata Sadako, "Japanese Attitudes Toward China." Asian 
Survey, No.5 (August 1965), p. 389. 

10 Chalmers Johnson, "The Patterns of Japanese Relations with 
China, 1952-1982." Pacific Affairs, 59 (3), Fall 1986, p. 403-
4. 
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of the year, bilateral import and export should amount to 30 

million English pounds for each side. In order to enforce the 

economic sanctions on China, the u.s. and Japanese governments 

intervened to bloc the implementation of the agreement. Even 

after the agreement was extended for another year, only 5 

percent of the target trade volume was fulfilled. ll 

The difficulties of implementation notwithstanding, the 

agreement did pry open the possibility of private exchanges. 

China allowed the Japanese Red Cross and Japan-China 

Friendship Association to be involved in sending back to Japan 

the 30,000 Japanese who were still in China as late as 1952. 

Japan reciprocated by helping the Chinese in Japan return to 

their motherland. In October 1953, the second private trade 

agreement was signed. Because of Japanese governmental 

obstruction, only 38.8 percent of target trade was fulfilled. 

In May 1955, the third private trade agreement was reached, 

again prescribing 30 million English pounds of trade for each 

side. With increasing governmental acquiescence, 67 percent of 

the target trade was carried out. 12 

Sino-Japanese trade increased drastically in the 1960s due 

to the growing strain and eventual rift in the Sino-soviet 

alliance. In 1965, Japan became China's leading trade partner 

11 Xue and Pei, Diplomacy of Contemporary China, pp. 194-208. 

12 Ibid. 
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and held that position until 1987 when Hong Kong replaced it. 

During 1965-1973, Japan's total trade with China ($7.67 

billion) was close to its Taiwan trade ($8.3 billion) .13 

During much of the 1960s and early 1970s, Japan was the only 

country that maintained much freedom to conduct commerce with 

both China and Taiwan. But trade with China was still 

miniscule. Tokyo had to constrain growing yearnings for 

normalization with China in the Japanese society and acted in 

line with the U.S. cold war strategy of containing communism 

in Asia. 

The initial private Japanese initiatives to organize Asia-

Pacific economically in the late 1960s, such as Kojima's 

PAFTA, PBEC, and PAFTAD, all limited membership to the 

capi talist economies and Western industrialized countries. 

Economic rationale aside, all these proposals for regional 

economic cooperation had an underlying strategic purpose, 

viz., to strengthen regional social and economic bases against 

communism. It was not, therefore, without reason that China 

saw these proposals of regional economic cooperation as part 

of U. S. -Japanese strategy for regional dominance and 

imperialist conspiracy against China. 

Henry Kisinger's secret visit to Beijing in July 1971, 

13 Gene T. Hsiao, "Prospects for New Sino-Japanese 
Relationship," The China Quarterly, No. 60, October-December 
1974, pp. 727-8. 
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followed by President Richard Nixon's visit in February 1972 

without prior consultation with the Japanese sent shocks to 

Tokyo. However, shortly afterward and without u.s. opposition, 

Prime Minister Kakui Tanaka visited Beijing. On September 29, 

1972, a joint statement was signed, marking the normalization 

of diplomatic relations between China and Japan. The 

priorities in bilateral relations at this stage were largely 

strategic and political, with a predominant concern over the 

Soviet threat. While Sino-Japanese relations were officially 

normalized, Chinese analysts, using categories of Marxist 

theory, still argued that regional cooperation was nothing but 

a form of domination and exploitation by the monopoly 

capitalist class . 

China's posture cautioned the Japanese government's 

response and partially explains the governmental reticence 

toward proposals of regional cooperation during much of the 

1970s. Non-aligned developing countries in the region were 

suspicious of Japanese motives and loath to support these 

proposals lest they be entangled in big power struggles. 

Before the end of the 1970s, Japan was preoccupied with the 

bilateral relations with China and the initial Japanese 

interest in regional multilateral arrangement subsided. 

Starting from 1975, China and Japan began to negotiate a peace 

and friendship treaty, the most controversial issue of which 

was Beijing's insistence on the inclusion of an anti-hegemony 
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clause to involve Japan in containing the Soviet threat in 

East Asia. The treaty was eventually concluded in August 1978 

by the foreign ministers of the two countries in Beijing. In 

October 1978, Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping visited Tokyo to 

exchange the endorsement documents of the treaty. 

It can be argued that Japan's improving relations with 

China was an effective cure for what Chalmers Johnson calls 

the postwar "collective Japanese amnesia about Asia. ,,14 The 

solidification of Sino-Japanese relations removed an obstacle 

that "had for decades severely constrained Japan's ability to 

make diplomatic overtures, ,,15 and was instrumental to Prime 

Minister Ohira' s announcement of the Pacific community concept 

that gave greater attention to Asia than did earlier proposals 

of regional cooperation. 

Sino-Japanese Relations 

and Regional Economic Cooperation in the 1980s 

The timing of the conclusion of the Treaty of Peace and 

Friendship coincided with China's initiation of the program of 

14 Johnson, "The Patterns of Japanese Relations with China," p. 
426. 

15 Tsutomu Kikuchi, "Japan and Regional Cooperation in the 
Asia-Pacific Region." In Liao Kuang-sheng, ed., The New 
International Order in East Asia. Hong Kong Institute of Asia
Pacific Studies, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1993, p. 
134. 
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reform and opening up under Deng Xiaoping. As a result, 

economic diplomacy began to rise in prominence on the agenda 

of Sino-Japanese relations. During Prime Minister Ohira's 

visit in Beij ing in December 1979, economic cooperation topped 

issues of bilateral diplomacy. Ohira committed Japan to 

providing China with the first package of official development 

assistance (ODA) during 1979-1983, amounting to 330 billion 

yen (about U.S.$ 1.5 billion). The assistance was to finance 

major projects in China's modernization effort, including two 

ports (Qinhuangdao on the Bohai Sea and Shij iusuo on the 

Yellow Sea) and two railroads (Beijing-Qinghuangdao, and 

Yanzhou-Shij iusuo). Tokyo also promised to grant Chinese 

products privileged tariff treatments .16 

In May 1979, Japan decided to provide China with the 

first energy loans of 420 billion yen. During the Ohira visit, 

both sides reaffirmed to jointly extract natural resources and 

develop energies. An agreement was reached on the exploration 

and extraction of petroleum in the Bohai Gulf. An agreement on 

cultural exchange was also signed. To dispel concerns among 

ASEAN countries, the Ohira administration emphasized that 

Japan's aid to China would not undermine Japan's aid to ASEAN 

16 This section draws from Xue Menghong and Pei Jianzhang, 
Contemporary Chinese Diplomacy, p. 297-8. See also Chae-Jin 
Lee, China and Japan: New Economic Diplomacy. Stanford: Hoover 
Institution Press, 2984. 
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countries. 17 But China soon became the largest :::-ecipient of 

Japanese ODA. 

The rapid increase in bilateral economic interaction 

reinforced Japan's interest in incorporating China into 

regional multilateral arrangements. Prime Ministers Ohira and 

Suzuki both indicated their predilection for the inclusion of 

China in Pacific cooperation. However, China, whose hostility 

toward regional cooperation abated, nonetheless remained 

skeptical about the Japanese and American intentions. Chinese 

analysts still saw the Japanese concept of Pacific community 

as building a Japan-dominated economic sphere of influence. 18 

At the time, the Chinese were not receptive to the concept of 

"complex interdependence" enunciated by Western liberal 

institutionalists .19 Seeing the world through the Marxist-

17 Qingxin Ken Wang, "Toward Political Partnership: Japan's 
China Policy." The Pacific Review, Vol. 17, No.2, 1994, p. 
173. 

18 See for examples, Wu Jixian, "Duiyu chengli taipingyang 
gontongti de j idian xiangfa" (Some Thoughts on the 
Establishment the Pacific Community), in The Institute of 
World Economy and Politics, The Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences, ed., Dangqian shijie yu Zhongguo Jingji Wenti (The 
Current World and China's Economy). Beij ing: Zhongguo Caizheng 
Jingyong Chubanshe, 1981 i Luo Yuanzheng, "Huan taipingyang 
hezuo gouxiang de youlai he qianj ingll (The Origins and 
Prospects of the Pacific Cooperation Concept). Huanqiu (The 
Globe), March 1982; Jin Fuyao, IIGuanyu taipingyang j ingj i 
gongtongti de tantao (Explorations of the Pacific Economic 
Community). Guoji Wenti Jianjiu, February 1983. 

19 The classic work on this "new reality" of world politics is 
Robert O. Keohane and Joseph Nye, Power and Interdependence: 
World Politics in Transition. Boston: Little, Brown, 1977. 
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Leninist prism, Chinese commentators perceived regional 

cooperation as a pretext to perpetuate and reinforce the 

capitalist exploitation and domination of the developing 

countries. 2o 

On the other hand, Chinese officials and intellectuals 

were decidedly realist, worshipping the logic of power 

politics as the governing iron law of international relations. 

They regarded international relations as a zero-sum game, 

hence they emphasized relative gains of international economic 

interaction. Accordingly regional cooperation was interpreted 

as serving the American and Japanese vested interests to the 

detriment of others. While China placed great emphasis on 

Sino-Japanese bilateral economic cooperation, it had serious 

reservations about regional multilateral arrangements. For 

Beij ing, China simply had more control and leverage in 

bilateral diplomacy than in multilateral networks. Thus 

although some international relations scholars in China began 

to be interested in the concept of Pacific economic 

cooperation in 1979, the government did not make known its 

official stand on this issue until 1984. 21 

20 For a masterful study, see Vendulka Kubalkova and Albert A. 
Cruickshank, Marxism-Leninism and Theory of International 
Relations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1989. 

21 Han Zhengshe, Gao Lianfu, et al., Yatai dequ de jueqi (The 
Rise of the Asia-Pacific Region). Chongqing: Chongqing 
chubanshe, 1989, p. 339. 
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Steps to strengthen Sino-Japanese ties characterized the 

early 1980s. Premier Zhao Ziyang and Prime Minister Suzuki 

exchanged visits in 1982 to mark the tenth anniversary of 

Sino-Japanese normalization. During his visit in Tokyo from 

late May to early June, 1982, Zhao put forward three 

principles promoting Sino-Japanese relations: peace and 

friendship, equality and mutual benefit, and enduring 

stability. In November 1983, Prime Minister Nakasone proposed 

to visiting General Secretary Hu Yaobang adding another 

principle, "mutual trust," an idea to which Hu readily agreed. 

During Hu's visit, an agreement was reached to establish "the 

Twenty-First Century Committee of Sino-Japanese Friendship" in 

1984. As a result, 3,000 thousand Japanese youths were invited 

to visit China. In exchange, 500 Chinese youths reciprocated 

the visit in 1985. n In March 1984, Prime Minister Nakasone 

visited China. In April 1985, the head of the Chinese 

legislative body, the National People's Congress, Peng Zhen, 

visited Japan. 

The unprecedentedly frequent exchanges of visits between 

leaders of both countries brought about surging economic 

interactions. In 1985, bilateral trade for the first time 

exceeded U.S.$ 10 billion by reaching $16.4 billion, ten times 

that of 1972. Japan continued to be China's top trading 

22 Xue Menghong and Pei Jianzhang, eds., Con temporary Chinese 
Diplomacy, p. 368. 
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partner, accounting for over a quarter (27.3 percent) of 

China's total foreign trade. Trade with China accounted for 

6.2 percent of Japanese total trade in 1985, ranking China as 

Japan's second largest trading partner. Bilateral economic 

cooperation was also strengthened with respect to capital and 

technology transfers. In December 1984, Japan provided China 

with its second package of economic assistance loans of around 

U. S. $2.4 billion. The number of j oint ventures increased 

dramatically, especially in cooperative projects for 

extracting seabed oil and atomic energy. 

The deepening of China's integration into regional 

economies and the rapid economic cooperation between China and 

Japan in great measure facilitated a learning process that 

predisposed China to see multilateral regional cooperation in 

a more neutral light. Chinese commentators continued to note 

that Japanese bids for promoting regional cooperation were to 

serve the Japanese goals of domestic industrial structural 

adjustment, enlarging its Asian markets, and securing its 

sources of national resources. Mutually beneficial outcomes, 

however, became possible. n A leading economist, Professor Wu 

Dakun from the Chinese People's University, even argued that 

23 Han Zhenshe, "Riben yu huan taipingyang diqu jingji hezuo 
(Japan and the Pacific Rim Economic Cooperation). 11 Shjie 
Jingji, March 1985; Guo Zhaolie, "Yazhou taipingyang diqu de 
fazhan yu hezuo (The Development and Cooperation in Asia
Pacific) ." Guoji Wenti Yanjiu, January 1986. 
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Sino-Japanese economic cooperation could become a model for 

regional cooperation, because it would prove that countries 

with different social systems and levels of development could 

become economic partners. 24 Sino-Japanese economic 

interaction directly contributed to China's explicitly 

proclaimed support for regional economic cooperation in the 

mid-1980s. The Japanese support of China's entry g-reatly eased 

the process of China's admission to fora of regional economic 

cooperation. 

However, the euphoria over Sino-Japanese relations was 

dampened by an array of irritants. In spring 1982, "the 

textbook incident" occurred. The Japanese Ministry of 

Education, when examining high school and elementary school 

textbooks, changed "invade North China" into "enter into North 

China," and "all-out invasion" of China into "all-out attack." 

More importantly, the cause of "the Nanj ing Massacre" was 

explained as: "the Japanese armies were angered by the great 

loss they suffered due to the Chinese armies' fierce 

resistance, so they killed many soldiers and civilians. ,,25 

Under China's pressure, Tokyo agreed to rectify the miswording 

24 Wu Dakun, "Zhongguo jingji hezuo dui yatai diqu he shijie 
jingji de yingxiang (The Impact of China's Economic 
Cooperation on the Asia-Pacific Region and the World 
Economy)." Xiandai Guoji Guanxi, January 1987. 

25 Xue Menghong and Pei Jianzhang, Con temporary Chinese 
Diplomacy, p. 298-9. 
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and ordered the ministry to issue a statement instructing 

teachers to implement the government request for 

rectifications. After the "textbook incident," Chinese leaders 

would spare no chance to warn their Japanese counterparts that 

"there indeed existed a minority of people who attempted to 

revitalize militarism. We hope the Japanese people would not 

let these people prevail (dechen). ,,26 To the dismay of the 

Chinese, another textbook incident repeated in 1986. 

In 1985, the Japanese prime minister and other 

governmental officials paid visits on an official capacity to 

the Yasukuni shrine dedicated to 2.4 million Japanese dead 

soldiers in past wars. Fourteen Class-A World War II war 

criminals and Class-B and Class-C criminals' name cards were 

placed there. Each year on August 15 the shrine was worshipped 

in annual commemoration of the end of the war. Under Chinese 

and other Asian protests, Prime Minister Nakasone publicly 

expressed his understanding that a prime minister worshipping 

at the shrine where grade A war criminals were buried would 

hurt the invaded peoples' feeling. 27 Nakasone did not visit 

the shrine in 1986. 

26 Ibid., p. 370. For an account of the event from a Japanese 
perspective, see Hidenori Ijiri, "Sino-Japanese Controversy 
since 1972 Diplomatic Normalization." The China Quarterly, No. 
124, December 1990, pp. 644-8. 

27 For a detailed account of this incident, see Whiting, China 
Eyes Japan, chapter 4. 
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Another thorny issue besetting Sino-Japanese relations 

involved the status of Taiwan. One instance centered upon 

settlement of the "Guanghua Hostel" or Kokaryo in Japanese, a 

student dormitory in Kyoto purchased by the Nationalist 

embassy in Tokyo immediately after the end of the war. The 

Japanese judiciary investigated the issue brought forth by 

Taiwan in the name of the Republic of China and on February 

26, 1987 the Osaka High Court granted the right of possession 

to Taiwan. Beijing argued that the Nationalist envoy had sold 

goods plundered by the Japanese armies in China to purchase 

the dormitory and it was thus state property. According to 

international law, the property right belonged to the People's 

Republic of China. 28 For Beij ing, the Japanese government 

acquiesced in the verdict using the excuse of tri-power checks 

and balance. Beijing accused Japan of violating the one China 

principle, and complained that "events involving the creation 

of 'two Chinas' or 'one China, one Taiwan' often took 

place. ,,29 

Another disturbing issue for the Chinese was Japan's 

defense budget, which in January 1987, reached 1.004 percent 

of its GDP, breaking the 12 year old self-imposed ceiling of 

28 Xue and Pei, Contemporary Chinese Diplomacy, p. 371. 

29 Ibid. A Japanese side of the story regarding this event can 
be found in Hidenori Ijiri, "Sino-.;Tapanese Controversy," pp. 
652-5. 
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1 percent. Deng Xiaoping told a group of visiting Japanese on 

May 5, 1987, "If there is some trouble in Sino-Japanese 

relations, it is that the Chinese people worry that there 

exists a tendency of militarist revival among a very, very 

small segment of the Japanese, possibly including politically 

influential figures." ~ After 1987, Chinese media fixed their 

attention on the question: "How could it be necessary for 

Japan to increase its defense spending? ,,31 

Troubles and setbacks notwithstanding, the bilateral 

economic interaction continued to increase for much of the 

1980s. From 1982 to 1988-1989, China was the largest recipient 

of Japanese ODA. In June 1988, Japanese Prime Minister Noboru 

Takeshita at the Toronto Group-7 summit proposed a $50 billion 

ODA over the next five years. In August 1988, Takeshita 

pledged to China a $6.4 billion third yen loan package. 

However, problems existed in economic relations. Notably, 

China complained about the growing trade deficit with Japan 

and the Japanese reluctance to engage in direct investment and 

technology transfers. 

Japan's economic presence in China had frequently touched 

off latent yet sensitive Chinese nationalist emotions. In 

September 1985 and late 1986, students took to the streets of 

30 Deng Xiaoping, Selected Works, p. 230. 

31 Renmin Ribao, February 11, 1987, p. 1. 
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Beij ing protesting the Japanese II second invasion. II During the 

demonstrations in late December 1986, it was widely rumored 

that the Japanese government had a policy of withholding high-

tech from China to ensure China's lagging behind Japan for at 

least twenty years.D Lack of trust beset the bilateral 

relations and set significant constraints on their respective 

attitudes toward regional cooperation. For instance, China's 

IIMr. Pacific ll and leading scholar/adviser of Chinese foreign 

policy, Huan Xiang, voiced his concerns about the Japanese 

intention: 

Japan is now gung-ho about extending its force in 
the Asia-Pacific region through investments and 
trade. It is an attempt to form a so-called East 
Asia economic ring led by Japan. The circle is 
supposed to encompass Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, 
South Korea and the members of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ABEAN) .... Japan aims to 
gradually to set up and lead an East Asian economic 
circle in preparation for further con~uests in 
Australia, New Zealand and Latin America. 3 

From the Chinese viewpoint, the Japanese, unlike postwar 

Germans, have not shown sufficiently sincere repentence for 

their wartime behavior, although they have constantly made 

expressions of contrition. Japanese leaders lack the 

political resolve to face up Japan's historical legacy of 

militarism. 

32 The author's personal observation in Beijing. 

n Huan Xiang, IIRelative Detente Befalls the World. II Beijing 
Review, 32 (1), January 2-8, 1989, p. 17-8. 
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Chinese nationalistic sensitivity is fuelled by volatile 

sentiments emanating from a "victim mentality" nurtured 

throughout the "one hundred years of humiliation and 

sufferings" at the hands of Western powers and Japan. The 

Chinese consider the Japanese invasion the most bitter. As 

Deng Xiaoping asserted in May 1989, "The harm the Japanese did 

to China is beyond calculation. In terms of deaths alone, tens 

of millions of Chinese people were killed by the Japanese. If 

we want to settle the historical account, Japan owes China the 

largest debt. ,,34 China's asymmetrical dependence on Japan's 

technology, market, investment and loans reinforced the 

volatility of reaction. The difficulties in Sino-Japanese 

relations cautioned Tokyo's posture toward regional 

cooperation, because China was highly sensitive to any 

Japanese move to establish a Japan-centered Asian regional 

scheme. 

Moving Ahead Amid Ambivalence: Sino-Japanese Relations and 

Regional Cooperation in the 1990s 

For much of the 1980s, Sino-Japanese relations were 

characterized by the duality of extensive economic cooperation 

34 Deng Xiaoping, Selected Works, p. 293. 
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and heightened political tensions. 35 Bilateral relations 

reached a new stage of maturity in the 1990s. China's trade 

deficit that had marked much of the 1980s was largely 

reversed, and in 1991, became a slight surplus trade. In 1993, 

the Japanese Ministry of Finance claimed a $3.3 billion trade 

deficit with China, while China claimed it had a $7.44 billion 

trade deficit with Japan. The discrepancy was partially 

attributable to the fact that Chinese statistics included 

Japan's exports via Hong Kong while Japanese statistics do 

not. Despite minor disagreement, China's trade deficit with 

Japan is no longer a source of friction. 

During the late 1980s, China grumbled about the Japanese 

grudging foreign direct investment (FDI) in China, which 

accounted for only 1 percent of Japanese total FDI. Technology 

transfers were also deemed inadequate. Bilateral technology 

trade decreased over four consecutive years between 1987-1991, 

a trend that ran counter to the overall economic relations. 36 

The trend, however, started to reverse after 1992. In 1992, 

Japan's FDI in China reached $3.39 billion and accounted for 

6.S percent of its total FDI, thereby ranking Japan as the 

35 The duality of Sino-Japanese relations is aptly captured by 
Whiting, China Eyes Japan, and Whiting and Xin Jianfei, "Sino
Japanese Relations: Pragmatism and Passion." World Policy 
Journal, Winter 1990-1991. 

36 He Fang, "Guoj i xingshi he zhongri guanxi" (The Global 
Situation and Sino-Japanese Relations.) Riben Yanjiu, No.1, 
1992, p. 17. 
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fourth leading investor in China after Hong Kong/Macao, the 

U.S. and Taiwan. 37 Japan further reversed its erstwhile 

unwillingness to export advanced technology to China. In 1993, 

Japan's technology export to China surged to account for 28 

percent of China's total technology imports. 38 China came to 

replace Indonesia and regained its position as the leading 

recipient of Japanese ODA. 

Bilateral trade continued to surge. According to Japan 

External Trade Organization (JETRO), China was Japan's fifth 

largest trade partner in 1992. In 1993, China overtook 

Germany, Taiwan, and South Korea to become Japan's second 

largest trading partner, second only to the United States. The 

volume of bilateral trade amounted to $17 billion in 1990 and 

$29 billion in 1992. In 1993 bilateral trade surged 30.9 

percent from 1992 and reached $37.8 billion, renewing an 

annual record for the third consecutive year. Japan's export 

to China jumped by 44.6 percent from 1992 to $17.3 billion, 

whereas imports from China grew 21.3 percent to $20.6 billion. 

Bilateral trade in 1994 surpassed $40 billion as projected by 

JETRO.39 Chinese statistics from the General Administration of 

37 JETRO, China Newsletter, May/June 1993, p. 3. 

38 Dai Ping, "zhuazhu lishijiyu chujing jingmao hezuo" (Grasp 
the Historical Opportunity and Promote Economic Cooperation). 
Renmin ribao, March 5, 1994, p. 3. 

39 The Japan Times Weekly (International edition), January 31-
February 6, 1994, p. 1. 
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Customs show that Japan replaced Hong Kong to become the 

largest trading partner in 1993, with two-way trade totaling 

$39 billion. 40 

The "dynamic density" of economic interaction is in part 

due to the emergence of the Japanese "new thinking" on China. 

Japan's economic stagnation, trade frictions with Europe and 

America, and the nature of economics-dominated international 

relations combined to enhance the significance of China. The 

inherent economic profits from participating in China's 

spectacular boom are appealing for Japanese business. The 

profound industrial structural adjustments in Japan need 

China's markets, cheap labor, and resources. During his high-

profile visit in March 1994, the Chinese economic tzar, Vice-

Premier Zhu Rongji, spared no time refuting rivalry between 

the two nations. He emphasized that lithe main means of 

cooperation are joint production and joint management. Thus, 

China and Japan will not become rivals of competition, but 

rather, equal and mutually beneficial cooperative partners 

jointly expanding the international market. 1141 

One of the recent developments in Sino-Japanese relations 

is China's increasing use of its economic card. China now 

emphasizes mutual interdependence of the two economies, 

40 Beij ing Xinhua in English, January 16, 1994, in FBIS-Chi I 
January 19, 1994, p.1. 

41 Ibid. 
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attempting to relieve the asymmetry in the bilateral economic 

relations. Chinese leaders not only appeal to the goodwill of 

Japanese business, but underscore the inherent economic 

profits in engaging in the economic cooperation with China. 

One Chinese commentator wrote that the most effective way for 

Japan to reinvigorate its economy is lito reinforce its 

cooperation with the world's economically most dynamic and 

fastest-growing Asian region, especially the cooperation with 

China. The experiences of the past two years prove that this 

kind of economic cooperation has been very beneficial for the 

Japanese economic revival. 1142 

The political momentum of the bilateral relationship 

received a major boost by the Tiananmen Incident and the 

evolving post-Cold War international political economy. 

Japan's reaction to the Beijing killings on June 4, 1989 was 

remarkably restrained in comparison with that of the Western 

members of the G-7. Chief Cabinet Secretary Shiokawa told a 

press conference on June 6, liThe government watches carefully 

the result of the situation. The government thus does not 

consider any (sanction) measures at present. 1143 After 

committing so many war atrocities in China, many Japanese felt 

uneasy and hypocritical to criticize the wrongdoing of the 

42 Renmin ribao, March 4, 1994. 

43 Asahi shimbun, June 7, 1989. Quoted from Hidenori Ij iri, 
"Sino-Japanese Controversy, II p. 656. 
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Beijing regime. Prime Minister Sosuke Uno stated on June 7 

that II I say clearly that Japan invaded China 40 years ago. 

Japan cannot do anything against a people who experienced such 

a war. Sino-Japanese relations differ from Sino-United States 

relations. 1144 

Japan did eventually go along with other Western 

countries and sign the G-7 joint statement issued at the July 

1.989 Paris summit condemning the Tiananmen tragedy. However 

Tokyo deliberately sought to distinguish its own response from 

that of Washington. Japan only selectively adopted sanctions 

implemented by other Western powers, especially the U.S., and 

worked laboriously to persuade other Western countries not to 

isolate China. Soon after the Paris summit, Japan resumed its 

non-governmental interaction with China. 

The good will of the Japanese was like IIsending charcoal 

in snowy weather ll (xue zhong song tan) to the Chinese leaders, 

who were condemned as IIbutchers of Beij ingll by the Western 

media. On December 1., 1.989, Deng Xiaoping told leaders of a 

delegation from the Japanese Association of International 

Trade Promotion, IIAt the time when the international monopoly 

capital imposes sanctions on our country, you lead such a big 

envoy to visit us. This move is reflective of genuine 

friendship. As an ancient Chinese saying goes, true friendship 

44 Asahi shimbun, June 7, 1.989. Quoted from Hidenori Ijiri, 
IISino-Japanese Controversy,1I p. 656. 
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is tested in adversity (huan na jian zhen qing). Although we 

are not exactly in trouble, your visit to our country at this 

time really shows precious friendship."~ Deng Xiaoping 

continued, "Although I am retired, I am still concerned with 

the development of Sino-Japanese relations. We are, after all, 

close neighbors. I have a special feeling toward Sino-Japanese 

friendship. Even when the Japanese militarists launched war 

against China, there were a lot of Japanese who were against 

the invasion. We should have a comprehensive view on history. 

We should not only talk about the history of Japanese 

invasion, but also talk about the history of the Japanese 

people and numerous Japanese friends struggling for Sino

Japanese friendship. There are a lot of such people!"~ 

At the 1990 G-7 summit in Houston, Japan announced its 

third package of yen loans to China. The 1990 diplomatic 

bluebook of the Foreign Ministry (Gaimusho) claimed that the 

decision to adopt a different approach to China "was symbolic 

of the present era that Japan decided to act on Asia-Pacific 

issues on its own initiative and responsibility. "47 The 

director general of the Asian Affairs Bureau, Sakutaro Tanino, 

asserted that Japan, "as a country that is both Asian and a 

45 Deng Xiaoping, Selected Works, p. 347. 

46 Ibid, p. 349. 

47 Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Diplomatic Bluebook, 
1990, p. 20. 
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member of the Western bloc" should "move a step or two ahead 

of other Western nations" in its China policy. 48 

Prime Minister Takashi Kaifu was the first G-7 leader to 

visit Beijing. During his visit in August 10-13, 1991, Kaifu 

expressed his sympathy with the Chinese views on human rights 

and was quoted as saying "Clothing and food are the basis and 

starting point of human rights. It is an enormous progress 

that China can solve its problems of clothing, food, housing 

and transportation (Yi shi zhu xin). Each country has its own 

cultural background, and outsiders are not in a position to 

judge others with their own standards. ,,49 Kaifu informed his 

Chinese hosts that when meeting with other Western leaders, he 

often emphasized that Asian countries first needed to develop 

their economies. Only after the economy developed and people's 

life improved could political stability be secured. 50 At the 

meeting with President Jiang Zemin, Kaifu revealed that he had 

stressed at the previous two G-7 summits not to isolate China 

and Japan-China relations should continue to progress. 51 

Kaifu took the opportunity to notify his host of the 

a Sakutaro Tanino, "The Recent Situation in China and Sino
Japanese Relations. II Japan Review of International Affairs. 
Spring/Summer 1990, pp. 20-41. 

49 Renmin Ribao, November 14, 1991, p. 1. 

50 Renmin Ribao, August 11, 1991, p. 1. 

51 Renmin Ribao, August 13 I 1991. 
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details of Japan's third yen loan package to China. Japan 

would provide China with a lump sum of 126.9 billion yen for 

22 projects in the 1992 fiscal year. He reportedly mentioned 

many times the need to promote "Japanese-Chinese relations in 

the Asia-Pacific region and stressed that the solid, friendly, 

and cooperative relationship between Japan and China provides 

one of the extremely important preconditions for peace and 

stability in the Asia-Pacific region."~ Chinese leaders also 

repeatedly stressed that bilateral friendly cooperation would 

not only be in the interest of both peoples but would also 

play a major role in promoting peace, stability, and 

development in the Asia-Pacific region. China announced its 

decision to sign the Non-proliferation Treaty on the day when 

Kaifu arrived in Beijing. He acknowledged it by saying this 

indicates that "China attaches great importance to Japan

Chinese relations. ,,53 Kaifu's visit marked the full-scale 

restoration of Sino-Japanese relations after the brief setback 

of Tiananmen. 

In April 1992, Jiang Zemin visited Japan to commemorate 

the 20th anniversary of Sino-Japanese diplomatic restoration. 

He was the first senior Chinese leader to visit Japan since 

52 Renmin Ribao, August 10-14, 1991 

D Chai Shikuan,"For Even BettEr Sino-Japanese Relations 
Tomorrow: on prime Minister kaifu's Visit to China." Hong Kong 
Liaowang Overseas Edition in Chinese No. 34, August 26, 1991 
in FBIS-Chi, September 5, 1991, pp. 10-12. 
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Tiananmen. Jiang expressed his support of "Japan's positive 

role in building peace and prosperity in Asia, as well as the 

whole world, on the grounds of lessons being learned from 

history. ,,54 He extended his invitation for the Japanese 

emperor to visit China. In a meeting with the Democratic 

Socialist Party (DSP) chairman Keigo Ouchi, Jiang promised not 

to confront the emperor with contentious issues, such as 

Senkaku Islands and war reparation claims. 55 After being 

reassured of no popular protests in China, Kiichi Miyazawa 

finally endorsed Beij ing' s invitation. Emperor Akihito' s visit 

in October 1992 was the first time for a Japanese emperor to 

visit China during the 2,000 year history of the monarchy. In 

an extensive preview of the Emperor's visit, Beijing Review 

emphasized that Japan had placed Sino-Japanese relations "on 

a par with Japan-U. S. relations... Japan perceives Sino-

Japanese relations as a 'trump card' to counter u.S. 

pressure. . .. Japan must rely on China as a 'pillar' to 

transfer its diplomatic focus to Asia. ,,9 

Chinese officials and analysts appear to be more 

appreciative of Japan's yearning for greater political role. 

54 Tokyo NHK General Television Network in Japanese, April 7, 
1992, in FBIS-EAS, April 7, 1992, p. 1. 

55 Tokyo KYODO in English, April 7, 1992, in FBIS-EAS, April 7, 
1992, p. 2. 

56 Beijing Review, October 18-24, 1992, pp. 19-21. 
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During his visit to Singapore in January 1992, President Yang 

Shangkun was asked about China's attitude toward Japan's 

attempt to allow its SDF troops to participate the UN Peace 

Keeping Operations, a move that eased a ban on sending the 

nation's military forces abroad enforced since 1945. Yang 

replied, IIBecause of historical reasons, Japan's sending its 

troops abroad in whatever form is a very sensitive issue. 

There are not only domestic opposition to this, but it 

triggers concerns among Asian countries including China. China 

has always hoped the Japanese government to exercise caution 

in dealing with this kind of issues.lI~ When the Diet passed 

the UN Peace Cooperation (UNPC) bill and the bill on 

Cooperation in UN Peacekeeping Operations (PKO) in June 1992, 

there was no strong repugnance shown in Chinese media, 50 

al though Chinese observers called for 1Il00king behind the true 

intentions of flowery language. 1159 For the Chinese, a greater 

Japanese political role is permissible so long as Japan needs 

China's cooperation and Japan does not move to fill the 

military vacuum in the region. 

57 Renmin Ribao, January 10, 1992, p. 1. 

58 See for example, Zhang Huanli, II Riben qiangxing tongguo 
paibing fa an II (Japan Forces Through Pact Dispatching SDF 
Troops Overseas." Liaowang, June 29, 1992, No. 26, p. 23. 

59 Zhang Daling, IIJapan's Bill on Cooperation in UN 
Peacekeeping Operations. II Guoj i Wen ti Yanj i u in Chinese No.2, 
April 13, 1992 in FBIS-Chi, may 22, 1992, pp. 4-10. 
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However, the Chinese have been ambivalent toward Japan's 

playing the role of spokesman for Asia and China. One 

commentator wrote, "Since 1989, Japan has always acted as 'the 

China expert' at G-7 summit meetings, thus setting up a 

'bridge' between West and China." The "China card" served as 

a spring-board for Japan "to win the initiative in diplomatic 

transaction." It was "aimed at dominating the establishment of 

a new order in Asia and setting up an East Asia economic rim 

centering on Japan to match the North American Free Trade Zone 

and the Single European market. Of course, without the support 

of China, Japan cannot achieve these goals. Whether or not 

Japan becomes a political power will depend, at least partly, 

on China's support and influence. ,,60 Finally, "In general, in 

the 1990s, Sino-Japanese relations will exert a new influence 

not only on Asia-Pacific region but also on the whole 

world. ,,61 

Chinese commentators believe that Japan does not have a 

highly efficient political structure and value system, namely 

the "soft power" to sustain a leadership role. 62 For them, 

60 Beijing Review in English, No. 41, October 12-18, 1992 in 
FBIS-Chi, October 22, 1992, p. 8. 

61 Ibid. 

62 '" Riben zai shij ie gejuzhong de diwei he zuoyong' guO] ~ 
yantao hui jiyao." {Briefing of the International Symposium 
'Japanese role in the new Global Order.'" Shij ie j ingj i yanj i u 
(Shanghai), May 1993, p. 64-5. See also, Wang Yizou, "Yatai 
jingji hezuo: shilu, tiaojian ji daguo guanxi" {Asia-Pacific 
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Japan is good at adapting culture but does not have the 

legitimacy to transmit and socialize its values. The image of 

Japan held by China's leading film director, Xie Jin, captures 

the complexity in Chinese perceptions of Japan. According to 

Xie Jin, the mosaic of this image is composed from the fond 

reminiscence of cultural exchanges when Japan was an earnest 

student, especially during the Tang dynasty, the post-Meiji 

modernization, the first Sino-Japanese war (1894-5), the 

sanctuary of Chinese nationalists, the host of Chinese 

intellectuals to learn Western culture, the Second Sino-

Japanese war, the economic powerhouse, and the cultural dwarf. 

Each aspect is striking and impressive yet together mutually 

incompatible, thereby rendering his overall image of Japan 

obscuring and confusing.~ Xie holds that the economic giant 

is "culturally impotent," while "compared with Western and 

Chinese cultures, the Japanese culture does not have strong 

religious and philosophical support."M 

It is indeed the case that Japan has realized that its 

greater political role in regional cooperation and its bid for 

permanent membership in the UN Security Council depend in a 

Economic Cooperation: Concept, Condition and Big Power 
Relations) Meiguo Yanjiu (American Studies), No.3, 1994, p. 
51. 

63 Xie Jin, IIWoyanli de riben" (Japan in My Eyes). Renmin 
Ribao, November 23, p. 6 and November 14, 1994, p. 6. 

M Ibid, November 24, 1994, p. 6. 
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great measure on China's reaction. Prime Minister Kaifu 

emphasized, "0ur aim is for China to become an integral part 

of the regional framework of peace and prosperity.lI~ 

Moreover, Tokyo believes that the active engagement of China 

in regional fora composed of capitalist economies would help 

deepen China's reform and opening up.~ Thus Japan has 

consistently supported China's entry in regional fora such as 

PECC and facilitated the entries of China, Hong Kong and 

Taiwan in APEC in 1991. According to Hiroshi Kumagai, Minister 

of International Trade and Industry, liThe APEC's future 

success depends on whether China will continue to maintain its 

current economic reform line. 1167 Finally, anchoring China in 

the moorings of regional multilateral arrangements facilitates 

appreciation of the concerns of other Asian countries over 

Beijing's foreign policy. 

The initial Japanese enthusiasm toward regional 

cooperation entailed the goal of containing communist China 

through exclusion. But starting with the late 1970s, Tokyo 

decided to enmesh the China dragon in the web of multilateral 

network. As Robert Manning points out, "Integrating the PRC 

65 Toshiki Kaifu, "Japan's Vision." Foreign Policy, No. 80, 
Fall 1990. 

~ Tokyo ASAHI SHIMBUN in Japanese, November 15, 1991, Morning 
Edition, p. 2, in FBIS-EAS, November 22, 1991, p. 11. 

67 Tokyo NIHON KEIZAI SHIMBUN in Japanese, November 22, 1993, 
Morning Edition, p. 3, in FBIS-EAS, November 24, 1993, p. 2. 
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is an important motivating factor in Japanese support for 

establishing multilateral economic and political/security 

institutions in the Asia-Pacific. ,,68 For the Japanese, China's 

rising power should be better dealt with by embedding it 

within a multilateral framework. 

When referring to the Japanese role in regional 

cooperation, Chinese commentators tend to emphasize the 

rivalry between Japan and the United States, but refrain from 

specifying China's role. One Chinese scholar writes, "Open 

strife and veiled struggle over leadership between Japan and 

the U.S. in Asia-Pacific region will intensify. After the Gulf 

war, Japan shifted its diplomatic focus to Asia .... As the 

world is evolving toward regionalization, Japan wishes to 

construct its own economic circle and build its own 

'backyard.' For the sake of reinvigorating its economy, the 

U.S. economic locus has begun to tilt toward Pacific. This 

will inevitably conflict with the Japanese strategic 

interest. ,,69 

For China's Japan watchers, Japan's policy of re-

Asianization would intensify Tokyo-Washington economic 

competition and rivalry over dominance in Asia-Pacific. u.S. 

68 Robert A. Manning, "Burdens of the Past, dilemmas of the 
Future: Sino-Japanese Relations in the Emerging International 
System." The Washington Quarterly. 17:1, p. 48. 

69 Xu Zhixian, "Rimei guanxi de biange" (The Changing Japan-US 
Relationship). Shijie Zhishi, Vol. 6, 1994, p. 11. 
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active diplomacy in regional cooperation fora is viewed as a 

u.s. attempt to curtail the Japanese influence in the region. 

China's Japan watchers also regard the active engagement of 

the u.s. in Asia-Pacific in the 1990s as geared, in part, to 

containing China and other Asian countries and motivated as 

well by the desire to use Asia-Pacific cooperation fora, 

especially APEC, to pressure Europe. In the meantime, Chinese 

commentators recognize that mutual interdependence and mutual 

coordination would govern the Japan-American relationship to 

ensure that the two would not part company. 

Conversely, the u.s. China policy has been widely 

perceived by Tokyo as having an aspect of rivalry with Japan 

over business opportunities. At a more covert level, some 

Japanese scholars and officials have begun to see the common 

fate that might bind together the two Asian powers. One 

prominent Japanese political scientist at Tokyo University, 

Takashi Inoguchi, writes, IIBoth Japan and China are apt to be 

isolated in the world. On more than one occasion Japan has 

been obliged to bear the brunt of criticism because of its 

economic success, political intimidity and historical 

liability. China is apt to breed suspicion or distrust because 

of human rights, undemocratic government and military 

expansion. Above all, all the United States distrust of Japan 
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and China sometimes goes to extremes. ,,70 

Frustrated by the u.s. aggressive pressures on trade, some 

Japanese ha.ve recently begun to talk about the revival of the 

Asian ethos. Prime Minister Hosokowa explicitly emphasized the 

differences between Western and Asian concerns on human right 

issue. Post-Tiananmen Chinese officials and intellectuals have 

been more self-assertive in resurrecting their traditional 

values and are eager to forge "Asian values" vis-a-vis the 

Western pressures on human rights. 71 One Chinese commentator 

writes that "in the present East Asian economic cooperation, 

the flying geese format is being replaced by the 'double 

locomotives model' (Chinese railway engineer Zhan Tianyou used 

to adopt the measure of having one locomotive at the front to 

pull, and one locomotive at the rear to push in order to 

accelerate motive power, hence the term 'double locomotives') . 

In current East Asian economic cooperation, some people think 

that Japan and China are playing the respective roles of front 

70 Takashi Inoguchi, "The Relationship between Japan and China 
should be viewed from a Worldwide Perspective." Tokyo Gaiko 
Forum in Japanese, November 1992, pp. 20-7, in FBIS-EAS, 
January 13, 1993, p. 6. 

71 Lu Jia, "'Fan xifang zhuyi' huichao" ('Anti-Westernism' 
Revives). China Times Weekly (North American Ed), No. 105, 
January 2-8, 1994, pp. 16-19. Wang Huning, "wenhua kuozhang yu 
wenhua zhuquan" (Cultural Expansion and Cultural Sovereignty: 
A Challenge to the Concept of Sovereignty." Fudan Xuebao: 
Shehui Kexue Ban, No.3, May 1994, pp. 9-15. 
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and rear locomotives. 1172 Yet, this sort of explicit indication 

of joint Sino-Japanese effort in organizing Asia-Pacific 

remains a minority view among both the Chinese and the 

Japanese. 

Assessing Sino-Japanese relations and regional cooperation 

Alternative analyses and schools of thought regarding 

each other exist in both countries, and much more so in Japan. 

For China, how to deal with Japan becomes a factor in the 

debate and power struggle of China's internationalist 

(confident nationalist) versus nativist (assertive 

nationalist) forces. As argued in Chapter 3, China's greater 

enmeshment into the capitalist world economy has intensified 

the longstanding contradiction between nativist and 

internationalizing forces thereby dramatizing the conflict 

between two divergent views about China's national "selfll and 

the world. A chain of disputes in the 1970s and early 1980s in 

Sino-Japanese relations stimulated nationalist sentiments in 

both countries. Beijing student demonstrations against Japan 

often entwined with protests against the Chinese government. 

72 Feng Shaokui, "Chong ouya bijiao kan yatai"(Asia-Pacific in 
Light of the Comparison between Asia and Europe). Shijie 
zhishi, No.1, 1994, p. 10. Zhan Tianyou (1861-1919), a Yale 
graduate and China's first railway engineer, was in charge of 
the construction of the Beij ing-Zhang Jiakou Railway which the 
Qing Court decided to build in 1905. Zhan used the method of 
"double locomotive" in this project. 
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The downfall of the Chinese Communist Party general secretary 

Hu Yaobang was in part due to his mishandling of Japan. 

Conversely, a number of Japanese cabinet members have been 

fired under China's protest of their mistreatment of bilateral 

issues. All this leads to a caveat against anticipating a 

monolithic view on either side. Nevertheless, we focus on the 

official thinking as well as ideas that have made inroads in 

the mainstream views. 

Since diplomatic normalization, Sino-Japanese economic 

and cultural exchanges have moved ahead amid irritants and 

setbacks. Bilateral trade rose from U.S.$ 1 billion in 1971 to 

exceed U.S.$ 10 billion in 1981, and surged to 20.02 billion 

in 1991. In 1994, the trade between Japan and China reached 

$46.24 billion, 22.2 percent increase from the previous year, 

thereby setting a new record of bilateral trade. In 1993 and 

1994, China became Japan's second largest trade partner. The 

proj ected bilateral trade may surpass U. S. $50 billion in 

1995. 73 During the two decades from 1972 to 1992, Japanese 

joint enterprises in China amounted to 1900 items, while total 

contracted investment was about U. S. $ 4 billion with the 

amount of actual investment reaching U. S. $3 billion. 74 Japan's 

73 Renmin Ribao, January 27, 1995, p.1. 

74 Wang Dajun, "Zhongri guanxishi shang de zhongda shij ian (A 
Big Event in the History of Sino-Japanese Relationship-
Comments on Jiang Zemin's Japan Visit). Liaowang (domestic 
edition), May 2, 1992. 
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loans totaling nearly $13.5 billion through three separate 

loan programs has contributed largely to build China's 

infrastructure. The fourth Yen loan program has been under 

consideration since Chinese vice premier Zhu Rongji's visit in 

Tokyo in late February 1994 when he asked Japanese Finance 

Minister Hirohisa Fujii to extend another loan program 

following the third one which will end in 1996. 75 Both have 

agreed on a two-stage formula, three years for the first stage 

and 2 years for the second. The exact amount of the loan 

(1996-2000) has not been decided, but is expected to exceed 1 

trillion yen. 

The bilateral economic interactions have tended toward 

increasing "dynamic density. II In the 1990s, the Japan-U.S. 

trade dispute caused estrangement and acrimony in this dyadic 

relationship. The U.S. harangue and threat on linking China's 

most-favored-nation trade status with the human rights record 

strained Sino-American relations. Japan's dispute with Russia 

over the Kurile Islands and Russia's domestic instability 

impart an additional, albeit minor and inconsistent, incentive 

driving China and Japan closer. China's full-scale return to 

reform and opening up since Deng Xiaoping's southern tour in 

early 1992 gave additional momentum for closer Sino-Japanese 

relations. Both China and Japan have recently emphasized to 

75 The Japan Times Weekly (International edition), March 7-13, 
1994, p. 3. 
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develop the bilateral relationship "in the global context," 

and "in the context of Asia-Pacific." 

But the question remains: can the dynamics of Sino

Japanese bilateralism sustain a political partnersh'-"") in 

promoting regional cooperation? The respective regional role 

of China and Japan is, to a great extent, determined by the 

nature of the bilateral relationship. In other words, the 

extent to which each country can and is willing to influence 

regional fora depends on how much the bilateral relationship 

can carry. 

Our foregoing analysis of the evolving Sino-Japanese 

relationship at both perception and policy levels suggests 

that ambivalence and uncertainties characterize the bilateral 

relationship. Mutual mistrust rooted in present difficulties 

and historical legacies caution against optimism on a 

political partnership. Animosity emanating from historical 

enmity often generates political passion that defies economic 

rationality and causes strains in Sino-Japanese 

relationship.% Each time frictions arise, China unfailingly 

brings up the historical legacies. Japan, in response, comes 

up with a modus vivendi trying to placate the Chinese, while 

leaving the sources of disagreement unaddressed. Fifty years 

later, Japanese leaders remained in disagreement as to whether 

76 Whiting, China Eyes Japan. 
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they should apologize for the war that some held was intended 

to liberate Asia from Western colonialism. 77 

In October 1994, Beij ing expressed strong displeasure 

over Japan's permitting the Taiwanese vice premier Hsu Li-teh 

to attend the XII Asian games in Hiroshima. Hsu was the 

highest ranking Taiwanese official to visit Japan since 1972. 

To placate Chinese concerns, Prime Minister Murayama and 

Foreign Minister Yokei Kono emphatically reassured China at 

the 1994 APEC summit that the Japanese government would act 

strictly in accordance with the Seattle and Bogor model and 

would not allow Taiwanese President Lee Teng-hui to attend the 

1995 Osaka meeting. n 

A survey conducted immediately before the 1992 Emperor's 

visit to Beijing by the Association for the Study of National 

Conditions among students in Beijing University, the Chine5e 

People's University, and Beijing Normal University, shows that 

anti-Japanese feelings are still very strong. Among the over 

one thousand student respondents, 

89.1% favored seeking war reparations from Japan. 

77 II Japan Divided on Apology to Asians. II The New York Times, 
March 6, 1995, p. A4. 

78 See Beij ing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese, November 14, 
1994, in FBIS-China, November 15, 1994, p. 7. Tokyo KYODO in 
English, November 13, 1994, in FBIS-EAS, November 15, 1994, p. 
4. 
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67.6% thought that the Emperor should publicly express 

apology to the Chinese. 

98.6% supported the movements for protecting the Diaoyu 

Islands (Senkakus in Japanese) . 

50% believed that Japanese militarism would definitely 

revive; 46.3% believed it probably will revive, only 

3.7%: thought it would not. 

84.5% thought that the increase in Japanese military 

expenditure would pose and had already posed a threat to 

China. 

50.9% thought the two decades of Sino-Japanese 

relationship since normalization in 1972 had not been 

satisfactory. 

32% thought that Sino-Japanese relations would not make 

great progress; 19.5% thought they would; 46.5% thought 

it was uncertain.~ 

Deeply rooted distrust and suspicion toward Japanese 

ambitions exist in the Chinese mindset. Even Japanese 

environmental foreign policy is regarded as Japan's "new 

method to pursue its big power dream" and "achieve its 

79 "Beijing xiaoyuan miman fanri qingxu" (Beijing Campuses are 
Permeated with Anti-Japanese Feelings). China Times Weekly 
(North American Ed.), 42, October 18-24, 1992. 
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objective of raising its political prestige."w Chinese 

commentators tend to equate Japanese enthusiasm toward 

regional cooperation with its attempt to reestablish the 

abortive Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere. Currently, 

Japan trade accounts for 25 percent of China's total trade, 

whereas trade with China accounts for only 5 percent of 

Japan's total trade. Investment is largely a one-way flow. The 

asymmetry of economic interdependence reinforces China's 

resentment and suspicion of the Japanese dominance. 

Chinese vigilance against a possible Japanese hegemony in 

the region has fixated mainly on political and military 

spheres. 81 Beij ing has been ambiguous about Japan's bid to 

become a permanent member of the UN security Council, a wish 

"China shows understanding and pays great attention to" but 

stops short of explicit support. Chen Luzhi, vice chairman and 

executive director of the All-China Committee for Pacific 

Economic Cooperation, argues, "Beset by domestic political 

situation and economic recession, Japan adopts a low-profile 

posture toward Washington's strategic adjustment in its Asia 

policy. Japan deliberately avoids head-on confrontation with 

80 Tu Qiyu, "Environmental Foreign Policy--Japan's New Tactic 
to Realize Big Power Dream." GUOJI ZHANWANG in Chinese, 
November 23, 1992, pp. 27-28, in JPRS-China, March 29, 1993, 
pp. 1-2. 

81 For a reconstruction of Chinese perception of Japan's 
regional military and political role, see Whiting, China Eyes 
Japan, Chapter 7. 
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the U.S., and would rather promise the U.S. to expand domestic 

needs and increase imports. In actuality, Japan is taking 

advantage of the opportunity to build up its 'Asian networks' 

and solidify its sphere of influence (di pan) in East Asia. 1182 

Given the views of Chinese commentators, it can be argued that 

"there is no basis of trust [among the Chinese] in Japan's 

future intentions sufficient to support any significant 

strategic or military collaboration."~ 

Many Chinese commentators compare Japan to a migratory 

bird and see Japan's recent "re-Asia:nization" as indicative of 

Tokyo's policy response to the shift from the West to Asia in 

terms of culture, power, and economy. The flying geese-format 

enunciated by the Japanese is considered as Tokyo's means of 

dominating Asia. According to this format, Japan, as the "head 

goose, II would gradually transfer less advanced industries and 

technologies backward to other following "geese. II Chinese 

commentators unanimously express disapproval of this format. 

One observer writes, 

Japan's move to 
Asia" attempting 
the attention 
countries that 
Japanese 'Great 
welcome Japan's 

"dissociate Europe and Return to 
to be the head goose has attracted 
of countries concerned. Asian 

suffered immensely from the 
East Asia Coprosperity Sphere' 

technological transfers and 

82 Chen Luzhi, II Clinton weihe changyi zhaokai Seattle huiyi? II 
(Why Does Clinton Advocate to Hold the Seattle Meeting?). 
Shijie Zhishi, November 7, 1993, p. 3. 

83 Whi t ing, China Eyes Japan, p. 147. 



investment, and are willing to develop equal 
economic and trade relations. But they have no 
intention whatsoever to become markets for the 
Japan to dump its outdated industries. Other 
Asian countries are catching up, and are 
demonstrating themselves as "group geese" in a 
character 'one' (--) format, rather than what the 
Japanese envision Japan-headed character 'person' 
LAJ format. 84 
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Chinese apprehension about Japanese dominance in the region is 

often euphemistically expressed through speaking for the 

concerns and suspicion of Asian countries as a whole. As 

argued in our previous chapter, Japan has often acted as a 

spokesperson representing Asian countries in the G-7 and OECD 

in order to enhance its influence in Asia and the world arena. 

In turn, China has often acted as a spokesperson for Asian 

countries airing concerns and cautions about Japan's regional 

ambitions. For Japan to playa greater role in regional and 

world affairs, including economic cooperative fora, the key 

China link needs to be established. 

Even when Japan played the spokesperson on behalf of 

Asians to allay Western sanctions against China, the Japanese 

were under no illusion that China would genuinely regard Japan 

as a political partner. As one Japanese scholar puts it, "When 

u. s . pressure has grown stronger through its human rights 

diplomacy, China has on occasion put on a show of tilting 

84 Guo Xiangang, "Riben de 'tuo ou fanya'" (Japan's Move to 
'Leave Europe to Return to Asia'." Shijie Zhishi, Vol. I, 
1994, p. 15. 
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toward Japan or leaned toward it, asking Japan to take the 

role of a bridge to the United States ll (italics added) .85 

One Chinese writer argues that there would be either IIPax 

Nipponica ll or "Pax Sinica ll in Asia-Pacific, the latter being 

lIa system that would restore something like the offering of 

imperial tribute, so that China maintains the regional order 

of the Asia-Pacific area. 11
86 Another Chinese author draws upon 

the historical experiences of Sino-Japanese interaction and 

concludes that the IImacro-order of Asia-Pacific could not be 

developed by either the Chinese or the Japanese alone. 

Cooperation and equality are the critic.;al preconditions. 1187 

Our preceding analysis confirms that especially since the 1989 

Tiananmen event, Tokyo has indeed tried to draw its China 

policy in certain aspects distinct from that of Washington. 

The deviance of Japan's China policy from the line of the 

West notwithstanding, how China and Japan relate to each other 

85 Ryosei Kokubu, "Delicate 
Relationship; Meeting an Era of 
Tokyo Sekai in Japanese August 
September 16, 1994, p. 26. 

Japan-U.S.-China 'Triangle' 
'New Open Door' Declaration. 1I 

1994, pp.46-49, in FBIS-EAS, 

86 Lin Jiang, in Weilai yu Fazhan (Future and Development), 
No.3., 1989, pp. 10-11. Quoted from Lynn White and Li Cheng, 

11 China Coast Identities: Regional, National, and Global. 11 

Lowell Dittmer and Samuel S. Kim, eds., China's Quest for 
National Identity. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993, 
p .191. 

87 Huang Zhilian, 
Order}. Beijing: 
403-4. 

Yazhou De Huaxia Zhixu (The Chinese Asian 
Zhongguo renmindaxue chubanshe, 1992, pp. 
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in a regional order has proved elusive since the Pan-Asianist 

movements at the last turn of century. Although Asianist views 

are beginning to emerge among intellectuals of both countries, 

questions that perplexed and eluded Pan-Asianists at the last 

turn of century remain: How far would Japan differentiate its 

China policy from that of the u.s.? Would the Japanese risk 

offending the Western countries to seek an alliance with the 

Chinese and form a Pan-Asianist bloc? Can China and Japan work 

out a mutually satisfactory power relationship in a regional 

order? 

Japan is concerned with China's breaching the 

international moratorium on nuclear tests and its double-digit 

increase in defense outlays each year since 1989. There are 

growing calls within Japanese society to reconsider Japanese 

governmental loan programs for China in line with the four 

principles of Japan's ODA policy. In June 1992, The Japanese 

Government promulgated "The General Rules Concerning the 

Official Development Assistance," stipulating that Japan would 

associate ODA with issues concerning human rights, military 

spending, arms trade, and development of nuclear weapons or 

other weapons of massive destruction. 88 But Tokyo has 

refrained from getting tough on China. It has often found 

itself with a very limited room of manoeuvre. 

88 The Japan Times International Edition, November 7-13, 1994, 
p.3. 
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Both China and Japan have status discrepancy between 

political prestige and economic prowess, albeit in different 

ways. China's political status is evidenced by its permanent 

membership in the U.N. security council but it lacks a strong 

economy. Japan does not have a political status commensurate 

with its economic power as recognized by its membership in the 

G-7. For China, a lesson it has been frequently taught is that 

political prestige does not easily translate into power to 

dictate regional economic cooperative efforts. For Japan, it 

has proved to be equally difficult to translate its economic 

power into the political influence necessary to command 

leadership in regional multilateral endeavors. The seemingly 

natural complementarity has brought about concern over a 

possible co-hegemony of China and Japan. Yet without a mutual 

and stable consensus on the kind of role either party would 

like to assign to the other, political partnership is not in 

the making. 

As China moves to narrow its own power discrepancy, the 

prospect of forging a Sino-Japanese political alliance becomes 

ever more elusive. The economic integration of China, Taiwan, 

and Hong Kong has triggered concern among some Japanese about 

the emergence of a Chinese dominated regional order. Hong Kong 

now ranks as China's number one trading partner with Taiwan 

second. Hong Kong is also currently the largest direct 

investor. This economic triangle has proved mutually 
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beneficial and mutually strengthening to facilitate the upward 

mobility of China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong in the world 

economy. 89 In April 1993, the World Bank predicted that the 

combined economic power of China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong would 

surpass the u.s. by 2002. In May 1993, the IMF, converting 

China's GNP to purchasing power parity, ranked China the third 

economic power and predicted that in several years, China's 

aggregate national economic strength might overtake Japan. 

Since 1992, Japanese commentators have began to show 

mixed feelings toward the economic integration of the three 

"Chinas" and capitalists of Chinese origin in the Southeast 

Asia. There has been a certain amount of concern about the 

emergence of "the Greater Chinese economic empire," "the Super 

China," that could challenge Japan's role in Asia-Pacific 

economy in the next century. However, rather than antagonizing 

China through confrontation as some scholars suggest,W Tokyo 

seems to continue to believe that China's rise could be better 

dealt with by tying it into bilateral and multilateral 

89 Hsin-Huan Michael Hsiao and Alvin Y. So, "Ascent through 
National Integration: The Chinese Triangle of mainland-Taiwan
Hong Kong." Ravi Arvind Palat, ed., Pacific-Asia and the 
Future of the World System. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 1993. 

W See, for example, Gerald Segal, "The Coming Confrontation 
between China and Japan?" World Policy Journal, Vol. X, No.2, 
Summer 1993, pp. 27-32; Denny Roy, "Hegemon on the Horizon? 
China's Threat to East Asian Security." International 
Security, 19, Summer 1994, pp. 148-168. 
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institutions and regimes. 

Robert Manning observes, "In Japan's hierarchy of 

interests, China is second only to the United States. ,,91 Prime 

Minister Kiichi Miyazawa stressed that relations with China 

and the U. S. constituted the "two main wheels of Japanese 

diplomacy. ,,92 Conversely, Japan's importance is second only to 

that of the U.S. for China's national interests. In 1993, 

Japan-U.S. trade was $160.5 billion in comparison with $37.8 

Sino-Japanese trade and $40 billion China-U. S. trade. That the 

U.S. looms so large in the considerations of both capitals of 

Beijing and Tokyo to a great degree precludes a joint sino-

Japanese alliance from forming an exclusively Asian bloc. 

Notably, China prefers the status quo of the U. S. -Japan 

security arrangement to embed Japan. 93 Then, the more relevant 

question is: To what extent can China and Japan jointly 

bargain with the U.S. to forge a regime that reflects Asian 

values and interests? 

In Japan, a consciousness of the U.S. and China is indeed 

brewing that differs subtly from that of the Cold War era. 

Arguments by Asianists in favor of a Japan-China alliance have 

~ Manning, "Burdens of the Past," p. 51. 

92 Renmin Ribao, September 9, 1992, p. 7. 

93 Chu Yansheng, "New U. S. Asia-Pacific Policy in the Post-Cold 
War Era." Guoji Zhanwang, July 23, 1992, in JPRS-China, 
November 9, 1992, p.2. 
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also arisen. Yet the mainstream Japanese view is that 

promoting "a Japan-China axis to the exclusion of the United 

States and the Asian-Pacific countries would be a very 

serious, destabilizing factor."M In a similar vein, Chinese 

commentators generally hold that Sino-Japanese relations 

should not develop in a fashion that would harm Beij ing' s 

relations with the U.S. and other Asia-Pacific countries. 95 

Like the centrality of Franco-German relations in 

determining European affairs, Sino-Japanese relations to a 

great extent dictate outcomes of Asian affairs. Asia-Pacific 

regional cooperation depends on how China and Japan relate to 

one another. The significance of the relationship might lead 

to more "factual understanding" between China and Japan 

thereby reducing suspicion and building more trust for 

cooperation. The precedent was the gradual "accuracy and 

objectivity" in China's scholarly and public 

understanding of the United States since 1972. % As a matter 

of fact, China's treatment of the more assertive Japanese 

defense and international postures has already demonstrated 

94 Inoguchi, "The Relationship between Japan and China," p.6. 

95 See, for example, Lu Zhongwei, "Diplomatic Orbits and 
Alignments of Northeast Asia Countries." Xiandai Guoj i Guanxi, 
March 20, 1993, in JPRS-China, June 29, 1993, p. 1. 

96 Whi t ing , China Eyes Japan, p. 186. 
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greater objectivity and sophistication.~ Misperceptions 

aside, however, difficulties also lie in genuinely conflictual 

interests and inherent rivalry between the two countries in 

shaping regional multilateral undertakings. 

What is common about these two countries is that both are 

ascending powers. As aspiring regional powers, neither China 

nor Japan is willing to have a set of norms and/or 

institutions that may constrain their ambitions. The informal 

nature of Asia-Pacific regional cooperation incurs 

minimalistic adjustment costs for both countries. The looming 

presence of the u.s. further complicates the definition of 

regional identity. For over two decades, Sino-Japanese 

relations have tended toward solidification despite irritants 

and setbacks. Whereas China's assertive nationalism in the 

early 1980s was mainly directed against Japan, China's ever 

more strident assertive nationalism in the aftermath of 

Tiananmen conspicuously did not target Japan. 98 However, 

present irritants and historical enmity dictate that an 

element of rivalry for regional influence coexists with 

97 See Allen S. Whiting, IIChina and Japan: Politics Versus 
Economics. The Annals of the Academy of Political and Social 
Science. Special edition on IIChina's Foreign Relations. 
Special editor, Allen S. Whiting, Vol. 519, January 1992, pp. 
46-49. 

98 See Allen S. Whiting, IIAssertive Nationalism in China's 
Foreign Relations. 1I Asian Survey, Vol. XXIII, No.8, August 
1983, pp. 913-33; also his IIAssertive Nationalism and Post
Deng Chinese Foreign Policy. II The China Quarterly, June 1995. 
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bilateral cooperation. China and Japan will jointly assert a 

stronger Asian voice in Asia-Pacific cooperation. But the 

mutual ambivalence on each other's regional role imposes too 

much uncertainty to sustain a political partnership in 

promoting regional cooperation. 



6. Conclusion: China, Japan 

and the Dynamics of Regime Formation in Asia-Pacific 

The European structure, shallow and small in size, 
is easy for ordinary people to lift up and command. 
This is the reason why its civilization develops so 
fast. In contrast, Asia, enormous in size with 
profound culture, is immeasurably vast and mighty. 
The reason why Asia is Asia lies not in the present 
but in the future. 1 

---Liang Qichao, 1902 
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The remark was made by Liang Qichao, who is credited as 

"undoubtedly the most eloquent and influential spokesman for 

the liberal program of his time," and the "foremost 

intellectual leader of the first decades of twentieth-century 

China. ,,2 While betraying a tinge of Asia-centrism, Liang, 

writing in 1902 when he was in exile in Japan, did predict a 

rejuvenating Asia that has not only regained its autonomy but 

also carried increasing weight in shaping the global political 

economy. At the same time, the sheer size, cultural 

complexity, and unfathomable potential of the region implies 

considerable difficulty in managing regional affairs. Can East 

Asian leaders successfully cope with the challenge and 

Liang Qichao, "Yazhou Dili Dashilun" (On the General 
Situation of Asian Geography). Xinmin Congbao (Collective 
Reports of the New People), Japan, 1902. Taipei: Yiwen 
Yinshuguan (photo-offset copy) . 

2 Philip C. Huang, Liang Ch'i-ch'ao and Modern Chinese 
Liberalism. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1972, p. 
160. 
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eventually materialize their common nationalist dream of Asian 

revival as encapsulated by Liang? 

The policy dilemmas in pursuing the three values of 

economic growth, political order, and military security 

critical for maintaining the dynamism of the region are well 

noted. 3 While no simple solution or magic formula exists, one 

thing seems to have gained universal recognition among leaders 

in the region, viz., regional cooperation is conducive to 

peace and prosperity, hence, should be promoted. Beyond the 

general agreement, however, conceptions about the nature of 

the regional cooperation varied among countries in the region. 

The principal theme of this concluding chapter is that 

the distinct dynamics of Asia-Pacific regional cooperation can 

be fruitfully accounted for from the perspectives of the two 

Asian indigenous major powers, China and Japan. We seek first 

to summarize the respective postures of the two countries. 

Then we identify how the roles of China and Japan affect both 

the power and cultural dimensions of regime formation in Asia-

Pacific. Finally we offer a summary of how patterns of regime 

dynamics in Asia-Pacific can be identified by focusing on the 

category of indigenous major powers. The interpretation seeks 

to be sensitive to both the power and cultural dimensions. 

3 Steve Chan, East Asian Dynamism: Growth, Order, and Securi ty 
in the Pacific Region. Boulder: Westview Press, 1990. 
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State Postures toward Regional Cooperation: 

since Deng Xiaoping's reformist faction initiated reform 

and opening up, China has moved to embrace capitalism and 

market forces, and cultivate ties with the capitalist world 

economy through bilateral and multilateral means. There has 

been strong momentum for China's "unilateral adaptation" to 

the prevailing rules and norms, thereby driving China's 

economic and preference structures closer to those of the 

capitalist economy in the region. In the meantime, the growing 

density of international interaction generates cumulative 

pressure on China that impinges upon domestic politics and 

values, which in turn spawns redefinition of interests and 

preferences structures. 4 Notably today, Chinese media 

frequently use concepts of "interdependence" to describe 

international relations, in comparison with the outright 

denial of the concept a decade ago. To what extent the concept 

is ingrained in the Chinese cognitive structure is subject to 

debate. Yet the shift itself is of no trivial significance 

because it reflects a changing conception of national self and 

the "others." 

The internecine struggles between internationalist 

(confident nationalist) and nativist (assertive nationalist) 

4 Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye, Jr. , "Power and 
Interdependence Revisited." International Organization. 41 
(4), Autumn 1987, pp. 725-753. 
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forces have largely determined China's postures towards 

regional economic cooperation. While China's swift return to 

reform and opening up after Tiananmen debacle indicated the 

victory of the internationalizing forces, the battle of 

reform-nativist versus reform-internationalist forces has yet 

to be decidedly settled. Admittedly, I use the two concepts as 

a Weberian lIideal type. II Between the two opposing tendencies 

lies a spectrum of political views and the two seemingly 

contradictory views may simultaneously exist in the same 

individuals. No matter how differently do various domestic 

coalitions define national interests and IIselfll in relation to 

lIothers, II they share a similar nationalist agenda of searching 

for power and wealth. While Beijing has expressed its pro 

forma support of regional cooperation, its commitments have 

been mostly out of instrumental calculations. Yet, the 

IIparadigm shiftll does effect policy change in that it 

determines the priority and mindset from which decision makers 

set the agenda and deduce the national interests. 

The change of policy outlook prompted China to reverse 

its erstwhile hostility toward regional cooperation and to 

gradually come to view regionally based multilateral 

undertakings in a positive light. China now views regional 

multilateral fora as a means to strengthen its position in the 

regional political economy and to facilitate its entry and 

upward mobility in the world capitalist economy. Regional fora 
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such as APEC provide a venue for China's bilateral diplomacy, 

especially with the U.S .. 5 For instance, during late 1994, 

Beijing attempted to use its role in APEC to win the u.s. 

concession concerning China's entry in the World Trade 

Organization. Chinese media associated the u.s. interest in 

promoting the Asia-Pacific trade liberalization with 

facilitating China's entry, attempting to bargain for early 

admission. 6 The quasi-summits between presidents Jiang Zemin 

and Bill Clinton at the 1993 Seattle meeting and 1994 Bogor 

meeting did serve to ease tensions of the two countries. 

The lack of well institutionalized regimes in Asia-

Pacific incurs little adjustment costs. Through extensive 

bilateral maneuvers China has been able to use its political 

weight to enhance its influence in regional multilateral 

undertakings. In this way, China's economic weakness is 

partially compensated by its political prestige. As a result, 

China's entry into the regional cooperation fora did not 

peripherilize China's position in the regional order, as some 

5 On November 14, 1994, Jiang Zeming met eight national 
leaders to discuss issues of bilateral relations. Renrnin 
Ribao, November 15, 1994, p. 1 & 6. 

6 For the divergent views of the two sides, see Renrnin Ribao, 
November 4, 1994; The New York Times, November 14, 1994, C1 & 
C9. 
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scholars have predicted. 7 Instead, China's phenomenal growth 

in 1992 led some Chinese commentators to claim that "China's 

12 percent growth rate facilitated the 8 percent growth rate 

in the Asia-Pacific region, and 2 percent growth rate of the 

whole world. 118 As a matter of fact, driven by the de facto 

economic integration with Hong Kong and Taiwan, China has 

moved to the center of economic transformation of the whole 

Asia-Pacific region. 

The instrumentality of Beijing's calculations suggests 

that the degree of its commitment to regional cooperation 

hinges upon the changing perception of national interest. The 

logic of a "two-level" game means that the lack of 

institutionalized domestic political structures and the on-

going struggle between nativist and internationalist forces 

imposes great uncertainty on China's posture toward the 

normative framework of regional cooperation. 

To assess the Japanese posture toward regional 

cooperation, it is illuminating to draw a comparison with 

Germany's role in Europe. As Jeffrey Anderson and John Goodman 

argue, "0ver the course of forty years, West Germany's 

reliance on a web of international institutions to achieve its 

7 See, for example, Robert A. Scalapino, II China , s Multiple 
Identi ties in East Asia. II In Lowell and Kim, eds., China's 
Question for National Identity, p. 223-4. 

8 Renmin Ribao, December 28, 1993, p.1. 
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foreign policy goals, born of an instrumental choice among 

painfully few alternatives, became so complete as to cause 

these institutions to become embedded in the very definition 

of state interests and strategies. In effect, this is what we 

mean when we describe Germany's institutional commitments in 

the post-1989 period as reflexive; they have become ingrained, 

even assumed. ,,9 While Germany's post-war reemergence has 

evolved in the web of interlocking regional institutions, such 

as EC and NATO, Japan's postwar national goals have been 

achieved mainly through bilateralism with the u.s .. 

Japan has been the main source of intellectual innovations 

in regional cooperation. However, the Japanese interest in 

organizing Asia-Pacific has been mainly reactive, varying in 

response to the reactions of the West and its Asian neighbors. 

That regimes have to be created de novo in Asia-Pacific 

precludes the possibility of embedding its national interest 

in regional institutions. Domestically, there has been 

profound disagreement between internationalists and Asianists 

among Japanese politicians and intellectuals as to how Japan 

should define its national identity in relations to Asia and 

the West. 

9 Jeffrey J. Anderson and John B. Goodman, "Mars or Minerva? 
A United Germany in a Post-Cold War Europe." Robert Keohane, 
Joseph Nye, Jr., and Stanley Hoffmann, eds., After the Cold 
War: International Institutions and State Strategies in 
Europe, 1989-1991. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1993, p. 60. 
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What is common about both Japanese and Chinese postures 

is the lack of reflexive commitment in regional cooperation. 10 

In the parlance of constructionist theory, both countries may 

have redefined their interests in the web of cooperative 

realities, but stop short of having a strong cognitive support 

toward regional cooperation. In other words, neither China nor 

Japan has changed its cognitive structures profoundly enough 

to identify a collective Asia-Pacific identity in terms of 

which they define self-interests. Regional cooperative 

undertakings remain to be an "outside" reality from which 

states seek to maximize their national interests. The result 

is the fluctuation of enthusiasm and lack of ingrained 

commitment to regionwide regimes in both China and Japan. 

Regime Dynamics: the Power Dimension 

In Asia-Pacific, regime formation has gained momentum 

since u.s. hegemonic power began to decline. The signs of this 

decline include the narrowing of the power parity between the 

10 Observations by various Western scholars testify to the 
well-entrenched realist thinking and the lack of ingrained 
liberalism in China's nascent and fragile scholarly community 
on international relations. These scholarly proclivities 
mirrored and affect official thinking. See Michael Yahuda, 
"International Relations Scholarship in the People's Republic 
of China. Millennium: Journal of International Studies, 16 
(2), 1987, pp. 319-23; And most recently, Barry B. Hughes, 
Steve Chan, and Charles W. Kegley, Jr., "Observations on the 
Study of International Relations in China. International 
Studies Notes, 19 (3), Fall 1994, pp. 17-22. 
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hegemon and lesser powers and the concurrent retreat of the 

hegemon's will and capability to provide leadership. Then 

where have sources of leadership in Asia-Pacific cooperation 

come from? How is power exercised differently in the region 

than in Europe-Atlantic? 

The hegemonic decline gives incentive to regional powers 

to contest the notion of regional cooperation in Asia-Pacific. 

That is why Japan has been an intellectual animateur of 

regional multilateral arrangements. However, in spite of the 

fact that Japan has increasingly become the primary source of 

capital, technology, and market, Japan has not been able to 

develop a fully independent, much less a leadership, role in 

regional cooperation. The uncertainties in Sino-Japanese 

relations make it even more difficult for the Japanese to 

lead. Japan's regional role has been undermined by its 

"deficit of legitimacy" - - - it lacks the integrative 

capability, or what Chinese commentators dub "soft power." 

Germany's emergence as regional leader has relied 

instrumentally on NATO, EC, and CSCE to allay apprehension of 

its allies and adversaries. That the regime has to be created 

de novo in Asia-Pacific heightens the sensitivity of the 

Japanese dominance. As a semi-sovereign state under the u.S. 

protection for decades, Japan has not prepared itself 

psychologically and institutionally to exercise decisive 

leadership in regional affairs. 
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Japan's normalization with China removed a great obstacle 

for Japan to play a greater regional role. The Sino-U. S. 

rapprochement further undermined the conflictuality between 

the West and Asia in Japan's pursuit of national goals. 

However, Japan's posture toward regional cooperation is still 

beset by the long-standing dilemma in Japan's definition of 

national identity between the West and Asia. Facing the 

crumbling Qing empire, Japan's attempt to move from the 

periphery of the Chinese dominated East Asian order and to 

assert its centrality ended in disaster. How to move from the 

periphery of the U. S . hegemony to a center role remains 

elusive for the Japanese intellectuals and officials. 11 The 

Japanese are loath to repeat the paradox of leadership without 

followers which brought violence and trauma in the 1930s and 

1940s. 

In the 1980s the U.S. position as the dominant creditor 

and financial power was supplanted by Japan. By 1985 the U.S. 

became a net debtor for the first time since 1914. The U.S. 

has to borrow large amounts of money to compensate its 

deficit, giving rise to the phenomenon of Japan's 

11 Paul D. Scott sees a parallel between Meiji and most recent 
Japanese debates on foreign policy, see his "The New Power of 
Japan." The Pacific Review Vol. 2. No.3, pp. 181-188. 
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"subsidization of the u.s. hegemony. ,,12 The further decline of 

the u.s. relative power reinforced the tension between its 

many commitments and decreased capabilities, a typical 

indication of hegemonic decline .13 with its focus on the 

Atlantic based international regimes, the U.S., until 

recently, had to act as more a follower than a leader in 

organizing Asia-Pacific. While the United States still wields 

great power and influence in the region, its location in the 

east Pacific undermines its legitimacy and effectiveness to 

lead the regional cooperation that for Asians should be 

largely Asian-centered. One Chinese analyst writes that 

"obviously, the U. S. ability falls short of its wish to 

remote-control Asia-Pacific economic cooperation." 14 

Asian countries are concerned with the u.s. attempt to 

impose its vision on Asia-Pacific cooperation and to turn APEC 

into a trading bloc, using it as leverage to break down trade 

barriers of the European Union. In the eyes of the Asians, the 

U.s. enthusiasm in regional cooperation is to profit from the 

fastest-growing economies, given the fact the U.S.-Asia trade 

12 Robert Gilpin, Political Economy of International Relations. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987, Chapter 8. 

13 Robert Gilpin, War and Change in International Poli tics. New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1981, p. 187. 

14 Lu Jianren, "Tenfei zhong de chiquyu, xiaoquyu hezhuo" (The 
Rising Subregional and Mini-regional Cooperation). Shijie 
zhishi, No.1, 1994, p. 2. 
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summit reinforced Asians' perception of Washington's lack of 

unswerving commitment to Asia-Pacific. Asians even question 

the rightfulness of having an American economist C. Fred 

Bergsten, to head the Eminent Persons Group which drafted the 

Bergsten report for the 1994 APEC.~ 

Reform and opening up have moved China from outside to 

become a legitimate member of regional cooperation. Over the 

past one and a half decade, China has adapted itself to the 

rules and principles of the capitalist-oriented regional 

economy. But to suggest that China is just a nregime-taker n is 

a crude simplification. Proposals and undertakings of regional 

cooperation have also adjusted themselves to accommodate 

China's entry. Chinese commentators tend to argue that China's 

own economic growth opens up great market potential which by 

itself is its contribution to regional cooperation, and have 

emphatically claimed that it would never seek hegemony even 

after its economic modernization. However, with its economic 

rise, China is poised to make its presence all the weightier 

in the regional political economy. 

China's truly awe-inspiring historical presence in the 

region reinforces suspicion and apprehensions of ASEAN 

countries about China's regional motive. The grip of the 

Chinese communities on the ASEAN national economies raises the 

15 Bankok Post in English November 4, 1994, in FBIS-EAS, 
November 4, 1994, pp. 1-2. 
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sensitivity over China's regional role. The first meeting 

between Chinese and Taiwanese officials hosted in Singapore in 

late April 1993 spawned concern over the coming of a "greater 

Chinese economic empire. II Taiwan and to a lesser extent, Hong 

Kong, have invested heavily in Thailand, Malaysia, and 

Indonesia since the mid-1980s. While the prospect of the 

complete national unification remains uncertain, the de facto 

economic integration among mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 

and overseas Chinese capitalists has made China's regional 

role highly sensitive for Japan and ASEAN nations. 

The postwar Atlantic-based monetary and trade regimes were 

made possible in part due to the strong incentives given by 

the common Soviet threat under the bipolar system to engage in 

sustained economic cooperation among the core group of 

industrialized countries .16 The imperative deriving from a 

security alliance drove these countries to form GATT, IMF, and 

OECD, the bulwarks of postwar cross-Atlantic regimes. As the 

hegemon, the u.S. had an incentive to make the short term 

concession to provide the "public goods ll with a view that in 

the long run it served its national interest. In Asia-Pacific, 

there is no such incentive. In Asia-Pacific, the declining 

hegemon, the U.S., and ascending indigenous powers, China and 

16 Joanne Gowa, "Bipolarity and the International Economy. II 

Peter Katzenstein, ed., Industry and Poli tics in Western 
Germany: Toward the Third Republic. Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1989. 
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Japan, all are in a position to thwart any attempt to dominate 

regional multilateral rules and arrangement. The complexity of 

big power relations in the region under hegemonic decline 

brings about the difficulty in reaching a consensus on the 

political foundation upon which regimes are to be constructed. 

As a result, in Asia-Pacific, leadership has not been 

exercised by dictating outcomes, but rather, by fostering 

consensus, identifying common interest and need for 

cooperation. Power is exercised more subtly and regimes are 

more consensus-based. Sources of leadership have been diverse. 

The prevailing assumption of regime theory that the hegemon 

sets the rules and terms to which weaker countries have to 

adjust is called into question. This explains the "anomalous" 

phenomenon of the centrality of ASEAN nations in regional 

cooperation. Both PECC and APEC headquarter in Singapore; APEC 

summits are held in one of the ASEAN members every other year. 

Japan consults ASEAN before and after G-7 meetings. The 

pattern of regime dynamics in Asia-Pacific challenges the 

conventional realist wisdom, that "the strong do what they can 

and the weak suffer what they must. ,,17 

The complexity of power reality in Asia-Pacific 

determines the subtlety of power exercise. Donald Crone has 

tried to explain the novelty of Asia-Pacific regime formation 

17 Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War. New York: Modern Library, 
1951, p. 331. 
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under hegemonic decline by emphasizing the essentiality of an 

lIoptimal power stratification. 1118 But what has been overlooked 

by Crone and regime theory is the mode of power exercised in 

shaping regime dynamics. As we argued in chapter 2, the 

traditional Sino-centric East Asian order was maintained 

through Confucianism and a tribute system based upon a set of 

culturally contingent norms, rules, and principles. The power 

disparity between China and other subordinate members was 

unrivalled. The lIoptimal distance II was created due to the 

distinct mode of power exercise featuring hegemonic restraints 

and abnegation, cultural persuasion, indoctrination, and 

social intercourse. 

In the experience of contemporary Asia-Pacific 

cooperation, China has never put forward any substantive 

proposal. Japan has opted for a low-profile posture. ASEAN has 

been most conspicuous and articulate concerning issues about 

the pace and structures of regional cooperation. And past 

Asia-Pacific regional cooperation has proceeded mainly through 

IIprivate ll channels. These anomalous features can be partially 

explained by giving attention to the distinct mode of power 

exercise apart from power distribution in Asia-Pacific regime 

formation. Asia-Pacific seems to have moved toward a power 

18 Donald Crone, IIDoes Hegemony Matter? The Reorganization of 
the Pacific Political Economy. II World Poli tics 25 (July 1993) , 
pp. 501-25. 
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arrangement that has given some momentum for regional 

multilateralism. Yet, the power distance has not reached its 

optimality as suggested by Donald Crone. 

Regime Dynamics: Cultural Dimensions 

John Ruggie argues that strong regimes can only be 

fostered based upon a "congruence of social purpose. ,,19 

Indeed, the unique Chinese dominated East Asian order was 

based upon its distinct Confucian social purpose, and the 

political authority of the Chinese emperor was a classical 

case representing "a fusion of power with legitimate social 

purpose." The success and longevity of the Sino-centric East 

Asian order underscores the importance of cultural dimension 

in organizing multilateral regimes. Culture influences 

international relations by shaping the intersubjective 

meanings upon which national preferences and strategic 

incentive are formed. To the extent that cultural differences 

predispose nation-states to divergent understandings ~f the 

nature and utilities of cooperation, they affect inter-state 

cooperation and regimes. Dissimilar cultures may have 

disagreement as to what constitute international cooperation, 

and when cooperation is violated. 

19 John Ruggie, "International Regime, Transactions, and 
Change: Embedded Liberalism in the Post-war Economic Order." 
International Organization 36, Spring 1982. 
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According to Robert Gilpin, hegemony, liberal ideology 

and common interests are the preconditions for liberal 

regime. 2o Postwar Atlantic-centered liberal regimes ,::odify and 

embody an array of norms and values that are embedded in the 

Western culture. No cultural homogeneity comparable to the 

European-Atlantic area exists in Asia-Pacific. Michael Haas 

argues that "despite geographic and historical diversity, the 

peoples of Asia share a common culture in regard to 

international relations" produced by "an amalgam of the 

teachings of Buddha, Confucius, and Mohammed. ,,21 Specifically, 

he delineates six principles of "the Asian way": Asian 

solutions to Asian problems, equality of culture, consensus 

decision-making (e.g., decisions in Asian international 

organizations are made unanimously without count of votes), 

informal and nonlegalistic incrementalism, primacy of politics 

over administration, and pan-Asian spirit. 22 One Chinese 

scholar defines an "Asian model" of political and economic 

cooperation as featuring "political independence and autonomy, 

economic interdependence, de-ideologization, mutual 

accommodation, and Asian views on human rights distinct from 

20 Gilpin, War and Change in World Poli tics, Chapter 3. 

21 Michael Haas, The Asian Way to Peace. New York: Praeger, 
1989, p. 2, and p. 10. 

u. Haas, ibid., Chapter 1. 
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those of the West. ,,23 

Substantiating these principles is beyond the scope of 

this study. Haas's conception of a monolithic Asian culture 

does not seem to do justice to the diverse cultural traditions 

in Asia. What is emphasized here is the fact that there do 

exist two divergent views on regional cooperation fora between 

the Asian members and the Western members. The divergent 

approaches have been demonstrated, inter alia, through the 

debate over "structured regionalism" versus "soft 

regionalism." Specifically, the u.S. has been advocating the 

formulation of concrete objectives, such as an investment code 

and dispute-settlement mechanism. Asian countries prefer a 

voluntary code aimed at liberalizing foreign investment. 

Americans often complain about the lack of "substantive" 

development in Asia-Pacific cooperation, whereas the Asians 

give great credit to the gradualist progress. 

Within APEC, Asian members favor a "free-wheeling," less 

organized approach of cooperation, whereas Western members 

(the U. S., Australia, and Canada) favor a more formalistic and 

binding form. Expressing the typical Asian aversion of 

"Western formalism," one Malaysian scholar, citing the 

experiences of ASEAN, writes, "That ASEAN ... became what it is 

23 Zhang Baijia, "Muguang yu zhidian de lanyi" (The Southward 
Movement of Focus and Pivot.") Shijie zhishi, Vol. 1, 1994, pp. 
8-9. 
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today was due to two decades of patient, behind the scenes 

diplomacy, working essentially on the lowest common 

denominator, and a refusal to take positions on internal 

matters. The larger interest took precedence. ,,24 The "idea 

battle" over the direction of APEC became acute at the 1993 

Seattle summit, when President Clinton pressed vigorously for 

a Pacific free trade zone and spoke of an Asia-Pacific 

IIcommunity.1I President Clinton proposed making the "C" in the 

title stand for IICommunityll instead of IICooperation." Absent 

Asian members' agreement, lithe u.S. had to settle for a form 

of words which referred only to 'a community of Asia-Pacific 

economies ' (with a small 'c'). 1125 

Even in the APEC Eminent Person's Group established in 

1992, the divergence of views between the Asian and Western 

members is apparent. Asian countries have complained that the 

dominance of the Western members in the group led to the lack 

of lithe historical perspective" in the Group's report .26 They 

feel that the pace and nature of APEC are dictated by a 

Western formalistic approach. Asian members have complained 

24 Bankok Post in English, November 4, 1994, in FBIS-EAS, 
November 4, 1994, p. 2. 

~ Far Eastern Economic Review, December 2, 1993, pp. 52-3; 
ibid., June 9, 1994, pp. 49-50. 

26 Stuart Harris, "Policy Networks and Economic Cooperation in 
the Asia-Pacific." The Pacific Review, Vol. 7, No.4., 1994, 
p. 392. 
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about the Group's attempt to mold APEC into a "community", 

with binding mechanism for dispute resolution, an explicit 

code for trade liberalization, and formalized procedures for 

voting and tightly structured institutions. Bending to the 

preferences of the Asian members, the 1994 Eminent Persons 

Group's report eventually used the Chinese concept of "big 

family" instead of IIcommunity.1I 

Cultural differences are often rooted in the social and 

historical development of different societies. One factor 

spawning the Asian approach is that Asian countries fear that 

a tightly organized community may subject them to more Western 

pressures on human rights and trade. The U.S. decision to 

detach the human rights record from China's most-favored

nation trade status in May 1994 eased fear among Asian 

countries. 27 In East Asia, only three countries, China, Japan, 

and Thailand maintained their quasi-sovereign and independent 

statuses throughout recent history. All others emerged from 

colonial occupation and some (eg. Indonesia) had no 

precolonial collective identity. Nationalism and sovereignty 

are especially cherished in Asia, as exemplified by Mahathir' s 

refusal to attend the Seattle summit. According to him, his 

abstention was lito demonstrate to other APEC nations that we, 

Malaysia [sic], also have a right to refuse. In other words, 

27 New York Times, November 11, 1994, p. A6. 
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Asian nations stand on an equal footing with other member 

nations. ,,28 In Asia, nationalism is not seen as a counter 

against regional cooperation. However, this conception of 

sovereignty fostered by the colonial experiences makes it 

particularly difficult for Asian countries to subordinate 

sovereign rights to supranational institutions and regimes. 

When President Clinton indicated in 1993 his commitment 

to forging a new "Pacific community," Asian countries 

generally welcomed the idea as a long overdue shift from what 

they believed as Eurocentrism in Washington's foreign policy 

outlook. But after the heightened enthusiasm immediately 

before and after the Seattle summit subsided, Asian countries 

began to complain about the U. S. arrogance in imposing its own 

vision on the "Pacific community. ,,29 The cacophony against the 

U. S. preference to create a NAFTA-like free trade zone in 

Asia-Pacific has tended to be transformed into a chorus of 

objections, led by China and Japan. 

Although Japan seems ambivalent about its blueprint of 

APEC, the Gaimusho (Foreign Ministry) and MITI claim to be 

strongly committed to "preserving APEC' s consultative nature" 

and avoiding what they regarded as "artificial attempts to 

28 Tokyo FNN Television Network in Japanese, in FBIS-EAS, 
October 26, 1994, p. 7. 

29 "Clinton's Call for Pacific Harmony Meets a Chorus of 
Criticism from Asians." The New York Times, May 2, 1994, p. 
A.8. 
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build a community. ,,30 Former Foreign Minister Tsutomo Hata 

expressed satisfaction with the current APEC approach of 

"creeping, incremental gradualism by consensus. ,,31 According 

to one Gaimusho official, "The Asia-Pacific region has 

achieved de facto integration without the help of formal 

institutions like the European Union. All we have to do is to 

encourage that to continue. ,,32 

China too is in favor of APEC operating by consensus with 

flexibility to accommodate diversity. Foreign Minister Qian 

Qichen explicitly claimed that the Asia-Pacific region is not 

ready for establishing an economic community. 33 While 

supportive of the long-term objective, China cautions against 

rushing ahead \,li th plans for a regional free trade zone saying 

they were in danger of building castles in the air. President 

Jiang Zemin stated, "In light of the reality, trade and 

investment should be gradually achieved stage by stage. Each 

member should have a different timetable. ,,34 China is not 

30 Ibid. 

31 Jonathan C. Clarke, The Uni ted States and Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation. New York: The Asia Society, November 
~994, p. ~O. 

32 Quoted by Far Eastern Economic Review, June 9, ~994, p. 50. 
See also Far Eastern Economic Review, December 2, ~993, p. ~4. 

33 Shi Zhi, "Shjie, yatai yu zhongguo" (The World, Asia
Pacific, and China." Shijie Zhishi, Vol. ~, ~994, p. 3. 

34 Renmin Ribao, November ~6, ~994, p. ~. 
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against a timetable for trade liberalization, but it must be 

flexible, prescriptive (yushixing), and unbinding. 

Indigenous Major Powers and Regime Formation in Asia-Pacific 

Regime theory is remarkably America-centered, looking 

from the IItop downwards, II through the lens of the hegemonic 

power. The sociology of the emergence of regime theory is a 

concern of IIcooperation after hegemony. II The central question 

is: how can regimes be maintained under hegemonic decline? 

Though regime formation is not the central concern in regime 

theory, the assumption is that hegemonic entrepreneurship is 

essential for the creation of international regimes. It 

follows that the greater the power disparity between the 

hegemon and other subordinate countries, the stronger the 

momentum for regime creation. The paradox in Asia-Pacific 

cooperation is that dynamics of regional cooperation became 

stronger when the hegemonic power, the u.s. started to 

decline. But our study suggests that we have to be careful 

about reading too much into the paradox in Asia-Pacific 

cooperation. A declining hegemony in the region does not 

induce unlimited momentum, but ushers in power factors and 

cultural forces that impose significant constraint on regimes 

dynamics in Asia-Pacific. 

Since Pacific cooperation was first proposed in the late 

1960s, the movement of organizing Asia-Pacific has come a long 
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way. During much of the experience of regional cooperation, 

the "epistemic communities" or "networks of knowledge-based 

experts" in the region with shared principled values (beliefs) 

and normative objectives---the "visionaries of regional 

cooperation" - - - have played an important role. The like-minded 

individuals of academia, business, and government have 

transmitted the "causal beliefs and policy preferences" that 

facili tate interest and policy convergence an6 coordination. 35 

There has been an increasingly "intensive or extensive 

attitude and practice of interdependence, cooperation, and 

collaboration" that has given rise to an emerging sense of 

community in Asia-Pacific. 36 

No strong regimes comparable to those in the European-

Atlantic area exist in Asia-Pacific; regional cooperation is 

still weakly institutionalized. There is no stable and strong 

cognitive consensus with respect to specific rules, norms, 

principles, and decision-making procedures. Yet there does 

exist a regime of a kind, based upon the combination of a web 

of interdependent realities and a consensus about diversity, 

flexibility, openness and non-discrimination. Regimes are no 

longer imaginary in the region, albeit in a proto-form 

35 Peter M. Haas, "Epistemic Communities and International 
Policy Coordination." International Organization, 46 (1), 
Winter 1992, pp. 1-35. 

36 "The Pacific Community: Hands Across the Sea," Far Eastern 
Economic Review, February 29, 1980. 
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centered upon APEC. There is a universal recognition of the 

value of open trade and a general commitment to economic 

cooperation. As of November 15, 1994 the APEC quasi-summit 

hosted by Indonesian President Suharto at Bogor outside 

Jakarta had 18 members, 37 enc,)mpassing 2 billion people, 

nearly half of the world GNP, and 40 percent of world trade. 

Although APEC does not have central funds or mandatory 

power to arbitrate bilateral issues, it played a positive role 

in the successful conclusion of the GATT Uruguay round. A 

small secretariat was created in Singapore in 1992 with $2 

million budget. The "Eminent Persons Group" was established to 

envision the blueprint of APEC to the year 2000. The final 

communique of the Bogor summit reaffirmed the goal of 

achieving free trade and investment by 2020. It called on 

industrialized countries to achieve free trade 10 years 

earlier than the 2020 target for all members. However, it 

leaves unclear whether China or South Korea should belong to 

the industrialized countries. The deadlines seem flexible, as 

the communique also states, "We agree that APEC economies that 

are ready to initiate and implement a cooperative arrangement 

may proceed to do so while those that are not yet ready to 

37 The APEC Seattle summit in 1993 decided on a three year 
moratorium on new membership after 1994. 
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participate may join at a later date."B 

Apart from its substantive achievements, APEC retains a 

symbolism that is widely valued in the region. Despite APEC's 

lack of rigid structure or preset agenda, as a symbol of Asian 

response to regionalism in other areas, it ensures little 

chance of failure. Politically, APEC provides an occasion that 

brings together leaders of the region, thereby fostering a 

sense of regional identity. 

Asia-Pacific cooperation has demonstrated several 

characteristics. The first is its diversity. Regional 

cooperation consists of regionwide fora, most notably PECC and 

APEC, natural economic circles or growth triangles, most 

notably the South China economic circle including China's 

southern coast provinces, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan, and 

other bilateral, multilateral, governmental, and non-

governmental forms. The second is its non-rigidity. Economic 

circles are largely market-driven; APEC is just a forum. As 

Walt W. Rostow points out, "It has only gradually become clear 

that the art of organizing the Pacific basin is to create a 

setting in which countries of quite different stages of 

economic growth can work comfortably together. "39 APEC has 

38 "Tokyo Left with APEC Hangover." The Japan Times Weekly 
National Edition. November 28-December 4, 1994, p. 3. 

39 Walt W. Rostow, "A Challenge for the Pacific Basin." George 
Kozmetsky, Hiroshi Matsumoto and Raymond W. Smilor, eds., 
Pacific Cooperation and Development. New York: Praeger, 1988, 
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been searching for a formula that is able to accommodate the 

preferences of its western members and Asian ones. 

The third is its openness. Asia-Pacific cooperation is 

nonexclusionary. Norman Palmer argues that the II new 

regionalism ll emerging in Asia-Pacific is lIou tward-oriented ll to 

the extent that it is a IImediatory force between the 

nationalism and internationalism.lI~ The fourth feature is its 

gradualist approach to institutionalization. China's 

preference of multilevel and multilayered regional cooperation 

appears to have become the consensus among Asian countries. 

Japanese officials have similarly advocated a IImulti-tiered or 

multiplex, multifaceted framework for regional cooperation. 1141 

When liberal regimes have been well institutionalized, 

there might be a lag between the power reality and regime 

maintenance. A II norm-governed II change can occur without 

transforming the normative framework of the regimes; hence, 

II cooperation after hegemony II becomes possible. 42 In Asia-

Pacific, however, regimes are created de novo when the 

p. 18. 

40 Norman D. Palmer, The New Regionalism in Asia and the 
Pacific. Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books. 1991. 

~ Paul M. Evans, IIBuilding Security: The Council for Security 
Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP). II The Pacific Review, 
Vol. 7, No.2 1994, pp. 126-7. 

42 Ruggie, II Internat ional Regimes. II See also, Robert Keohane, 
After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World Political 
Economy. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984. 
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hegemonic power is in decline with the concurrent increment of 

indigenous powers. Equally important, Asia-Pacific regime 

formation takes place in a transcultural context. These two 

factors further underscore the importance of the two major 

indigenous powers, China and Japan in the process of regime 

formation. Indigenous major powers will rise to negotiate "the 

legitimate social purpose" upon which regimes are based. Both 

the rules and procedures (instruments) and the principles and 

norms (normative framework) of the regimes are to be fashioned 

in a way that reflect the distinct power and cultural 

realities in Asia-Pacific. 

The complexity of power relations and the distinct 

sources of power and subtle mode of power exercise have to a 

great measure determined the distinct pattern of Asia-Pacific 

regime dynamics. Even the phenonmenon of ASEAN's seeming 

centrality in Asia-Pacific regional cooperation itself cannot 

be explained without undertanding the roles played the two 

Asian giants. China and Japan's minimalist approach rooted in 

their mixed cognitive support complicates power and cultural 

dynamics. The sensitivity over the big power regional 

postures cautions the descending hegemon and the ascending 

powers in their words and actions, leaving much room for the 

maneuver of ASEAN nations. This in part explains why leaders 

and intellectuals of other smaller Asian countries have been 

particularly vocal and articulate in asserting their views on 
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regional cooperation. 

It is true that the complexities of Asia-Pacific 

regional cooperation can not be adequately explained by purely 

rationalistic and economistic analysis. Yet, how a nation 

defines its identity in relation to the region is not merely 

a matter of "ideas. ,,43 Nor is it adequate just to examine each 

nation's "ideas" .separately without looking into how they 

interact to create the" :i.ntersubjective structure, " viz., "the 

shared understandings, expectations, and social knowledge" at 

a regional level in terms of which states define identity and 

interest. 44 It is this intersubjective structure that 

determines how regional identity is to be defined and by whom. 

Viewing hegemony in a Gramscian perspective, Robert Cox 

argues that hegemonic order is proped by "universal norms, 

43 Richard Higgot, "Ideas, Identity and Policy Coordination in 
the Asia-Pacific." The Pacific Review, Vol. 7, No.4, 1994. 
Higgot draws upon the nascent theoretical literature on ideas 
and foreign policy by Judith Golstein, Ideas, Interests and 
American Trade Policy. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993; 
Judith Golstein and Robert o. Keohane, eds., Ideas and Foreign 
Policy: Beliefs, Institutions and Political Change. Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1993. Higgot's introduction is 
followed by country-specific treatments of the policy 
communities in several countries in the same issue of the 
Pacific Review. See Kanishka Jayasuriya, "Singapore: The 
Politics of Regional Definition;" David Camroux, "The Asia
Pacific Policy Community in Malaysia;" Lawrence T. Woods, "The 
Asia-Pacific Policy Network in Canada;" Gary Klintworth, 
"Taiwan's Asia-Pacific Policy and Community." 

44 Alexander Wendt, "Collective Identity Formation and the 
International State." American Poli tical Science Review, Vol. 
88, No.2, 1994, p. 389. 
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institutions, and mechanisms which lay down general rules of 

behavior for states and for those forces cf civil society that 

act across national boundaries. ,,45 When hegemonic power is in 

decline, the universality and legitimacy of the idea dominance 

are called into question, which erodes the "quality of 

\ oughtness' ,,46 in the hegemonic conception of order. The 

hegemon is no longer the only legitimate source of values and 

principles according to which domestic and international 

orders are organized. 

Therefore, regime formation in Asia-Pacific is not just 

a matter of socialization, which is defined as "a process of 

learning in which norms and ideals are transmitted from one 

party to another," suggesting the projection and articulation 

by the hegemon of a set of norms for other secondary countries 

to embrace and internalize. 47 In other words, the question 

regarding regime formation in Asia-Pacific is no longer "how 

far is the hegemon asking secondary elites to move? ,,48 But 

45 Robert W. Cox, Production, Power and World Order. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1987, p. 172. For a most recent 
work of Gramscian international political economy, see Stephen 
Gill, ed., Grarnsci, Historical Materialism and International 
Relations. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993. 

46 Richard Merelman, "Learning and Legitimacy." American 
Political Science Review, Vol. 60, September 1966, p. 548. 

47 G. John Ikenberry and Charles A. Kupchan, "Socialization and 
Hegemonic Power." International Organization. 44, 3, Summer 
1990, pp. 283-315. 

48 Ibid, p. 293. 
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rather, it is how far do both the hegemonic power and the 

indigenous countries need to move to narrow the value and 

conceptual gap to forge a consensus. 

As ascending indigenous powers, China and Japan, are 

increasingly in a position to bargain with the declining 

hegemon and contest the notion of regional order. The 

increasing convergence of the Chinese political economy with 

the East Asian model has greatly strengthened the legitimacy 

of the Asian paradigm, or "Asian corporatism," which gives 

Asian members of regional cooperation a set of common criteria 

of interpretation and goals. This has led L.H.M. Ling, a 

proponent of Gramscian international political economy, to 

claim the emergence of an Asian "regional hegemony. ,,49 Ling's 

concept of hegemony draws upon Joseph Femia who argues that 

hegemony "shapes directly and indirectly, the cognitive and 

affective structures whereby men perceive and evaluate 

problematic social reality."~ 

Granted that the U. s. still retained the power to 

impose its vision, Asian countries would be much less 

receptive to the values and culture of the hegemonic power 

49 L. H. M. Ling, "Hegemony and the Internationalizing State: 
A Postcolonial Critique---China's Internationalization into 
Asian Corporatism." Paper presented at the International 
Studies Association, March 28-April I, 1994, Washington, D.C. 

50 Joseph V. Femia, Gramsci' s Poli tical 
Consciousness, and the Revolutionary 
Clarendon Press, 1987, p. 24. 

Thought: 
Process. 

Hegemony, 
Oxford: 
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which is generally perceived in decline. For many Asians, the 

values embodied by the West become problematic for many Asian 

intellectuals and politicians, as they perceive that the 

social ills in the American society were precisely the reasons 

for its decline. This is evident in Lee Kuan Yew's "learn from 

Japan," and Mahathir's "Looking East" policies. For the first 

time since the Western intrusion on East Asia, modernization 

without discarding traditional culture become a plausible 

alternative at both intellectual and policy levels. The two 

aspiring powers, China and Japan will not easily buy into the 

IIAmerican wayfl in organizing regional affairs or to socialize 

the hegemonic values in the region. 

Asian intellectuals and officials in China, Japan and 

other minor Asian countries have began to assert an Asian 

identity. An IIEast Asian consciousness II seems to be on the 

rise. In April 1993, in the Bangkok Declaration, an Asian 

human rights conception was forged before the World Conference 

on Human Rights to be held in Vienna. In July 1994, ASEAN 

rejected the u.s. pressure to stalemate its relationship with 

Myanmar because of the latter's human rights record. 51 

Mahathir's EAEC is a reaction both to the formation of NAFTA 

51 Clarke, The Uni ted States and Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation, p. 5. 
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and Western value challenge. 52 For Asians, "much of the 

discourse [about regional cooperation] is centered around 

identifying the 'West' as distinct from the 'East'-- a curious 

inversion of western orientalism."53 In the 1990s, Chinese 

intellectuals began to be invited to conferences sponsored by 

the Malaysian government and to privately suggest a possible 

coalition between Confucianism and Islamism to confront the 

U.S. pressure on human rights. Notably, academic exchanges 

between Malaysia, South Korea and China surged from almost 

nil. 54 The increasing awareness of "Asian values II in the 

region has generated a trend toward increasing Asianization of 

the process of regime formation. 

Then what are the implications for regime formation in a 

cross-cultural context under the hegemonic decline? Samuel 

Huntington argues that "economic regionalism may succeed only 

52 David Camroux, liThe Asia-Pacific Policy Community in 
Malaysia. II The Pacific Review, Vol. 7, No.4, 1994. 

53 Kanishka Jayasuriya, Singapore: The Politics of Regional 
Definition, p. 415. See also, Lu Jia,"'Fanxifangzhuyi' 
huichao" ('Anti-Westernism' Revives). China Times Weekly 
(North American Ed), No. 105, January 2-8, 1994, pp. 16-19; 

Wang Huning, "wenhua kuozhang yu wenhua zhuqian: dui zhuqian 
guanlian de tiao zhan" (Cultural Expansion and Cultural 
Sovereignty: A Challenge to the Concept of Sovereignty. II Fudan 
Xuebao: Shehui Kexue Ban, No.3, May 1994, pp. 9-15. 

54 Private conversations with Professor Song Xinning (March 7-
12, 1995, Tucson), deputy head of the Department of 
International Politics, the People's University of China, and 
academic editor of The Chinese Social Science Quarterly. 
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when it is root.ed in a common civilization. ,,55 For him, cross-

cultural cooperation is doomed to failure. On the contrary, 

L.H.H. Ling argues that China's developmental compromise on 

"Asian Corporatism" which combines a "nativist ideology" 

(e.g., primacy of the state and national development) with an 

"internationalist developmental program" (e. g., export-driven 

strategies), "signals the emergence of a regional hegemonic 

order mutated from Western liberal capitalism. ,,56 Both 

Huntington and Ling seem to suggest a bleak prospect for Asia-

Pacific regime formation encompassing the Western and Asian 

cultures. 

Our study of the institutional development of Asia-

Pacific cooperation challenges the conflictual approach to 

cultural difference held by Huntington and many Asian 

officials and intellectuals. We argue that the social fact of 

a vastly divergent cultural context should be taken seriously 

if we seek to capture the regime dynamics in this region. This 

cultural divergence has, indeed, imposed great difficulties on 

the formation of the "congruence of social purpose" and on the 

negotiation of an intersubjective basis upon which regimes are 

created. 

55 Samuel P. Huntington, "The Coming Clash of Civilizations-Or, 
the West Against the Rest." The New York Times, June 6, 1993, 
p.E. 19. p. E. 19; also his unabridged version, "The Clash of 
Civilization?" Foreign Affairs, Summer 1993, pp. 22-49. 

56 Ling, "Hegemony and the Internationalizing State." 
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Yet culture is not immutable. The concept of culture is 

understood here as a 11 learned, shared, compelling, 

interrelated set of symbols whose meanings provide a set of 

orientations for members of a society. These orientations, 

taken together, provide solutions to problems that all 

societies must solve if they are to remain viable. 1157 Culture 

is susceptible to metamorphosis through learning, mutual 

interaction, power, and situational transformation. Value 

transformation can be facilitated through modernization, 

transnational interactions, and international communications. 

The embryonic regime that is emerging in Asia-Pacific is a 

function of transvaluation and cultural metamorphasisi it is 

a result of a compromise between Asian approaches and American 

views. 

From the perspective of the indigenous powers, the 

process of compromise has evolved in three ways. First, China 

and Japan have represented and shared some of the concerns of 

the ASEAN nations and have enpowered ASEAN, adding legitimacy 

to the ASEAN approach to regional cooperation. The assertion 

of Asian values has facilitated greater Asianization in 

determining what constitutes regimes and how regimes should be 

promoted. 

57 Vern Terpstra and Kenneth David, The CuI tural Environment of 
International Business (3rd Edition). Cincinnati: South
Western Publishing, 1991, p. 6. 
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Second, by virtue of their increment of power, China and 

Japan have served to diffuse the power stratification, thereby 

easing ASEAN's concern about any single big power dominance in 

regional cooperational undertakings. Third, they constitute 

the mediating force between the U. S. and other Asian countries. 

Japan has sought to allay Malaysia and other minor Asian 

countries' concern that "APEC was being hijacked by the United 

States." After Mahathir boycotted the 1993 APEC summit, Japan 

encouraged Asian countries to participate actively in 

contesting the still vaguely defined regional identity. 58 

Immediately after "the modalities of EAEC" was agreed upon at 

the ASEAN Economic Ministers Meeting in early November 1993, 

ASEAN Secretary General Ajit Singh went on a trip to Beijing 

and Tokyo soliciting China and Japan's views on "issues like 

the agenda, where it should meet and how often, the 

relationship between EAEC with APEC. ,,59 The rough congruity 

between Chinese and Japanese views on the principles, 

structures and pace of APEC enabled China and Japan to jointly 

persuade Mahathir to change his regional proposal from "bloc" 

to "Group" and then to "Caucus." 

The experience of Asia-Pacific regional cooperation has 

58 Tokyo NIHON KEIZAI SHIMBUN in Japanese, November 22, 1993, 
Morning Edition, p. 2, in FBIS-EAS, November 30, 1993, p. 8. 

59 Kuala Lumpur BERNAMA in English, November 1, 1993, in FBIS
EAS, November 3, 1993, p. 1. 
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proved that cross-cultural regimes can be created and 

strengthened based on mutual cultural understandings and 

integration. The supposedly unbridgeable "cultural chasm" can 

be overcome through the fostering of common interests. Regimes 

are not an antithesis to conflict but rather a mechanism of 

conflict management reducing uncertainty, lowering transaction 

costs, identifying common interests, and coordinating 

policies. The state in Asia is comparably insulated from 

contending social forces. 60 The positive side of limited 

societal autonomy is that regional cooperation can be promoted 

and common interests can be identified with political will. 

Our study suggests that both the power and cultural 

realities determine that the embedded liberalism defining 

European-Atlantic regimes could never hold in Asia-Pacific. 

Cooperation in an integrative sense comparable to European 

Union is unlikely in Asia-Pacific. The uncertainties of the 

bilateral relations between China and Japan, the growing 

internationalist forces in both countries, and the 

interlocking cooperative networks between China, Japan and 

other Western members, all suggest an "Asians only" bloc is an 

unlikely scenario. 

There has been an unprecedented degree of cultural 

60 Gordon White and Robert Wade, eds., Developmental States in 
East Asia. Brighton: Institute of Development Studies, the 
University of Sussex, 1985. 
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fusion between the West and East. Cultural differences do not 

necessarily lead to conflict, but rather may lead to 

cooperation and integration. Despite the fact that regimes in 

Asia-Pacific are bound to reflect more of the Asian indigenous 

approach and values, cooperation and regimes can be 

strengthened through hard bargaining and negotiation and a 

sense of cultural sensitivity on both sides of the Pacific. 

Asia-Pacific regimes occur amidst different variants of 

capitalism, governmental structures, and culture. The 

evolution of regime hinges upon how nations adjust their views 

and how instruments and normative framework of regimes are 

adapted to the distinct power and cultural reality. The 

process of Asia-Pacific cooperation raises the challenging 

question of what happens when regime formation has to 

accommodate distinct styles of domestic political economy and 

divergent cultures. It opens up the novel yet pressing 

question about regime creation "after hegemony." Asia-Pacific 

cooperation cuts cross Huntington's alleged IIfault line of 

civilizations. II As such, it provides us a critical case 

through which issues about cultural bearings on international 

relations can be examined. Understanding the dynamics of Asia

Pacific regime formation sheds new light on the evolution of 

the post-cold war, post-hegemonic, and post-European centered 

world order. 
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